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ABSTRACT

In the last two dccadcs, largely (ueUcd by advances in computer teebDology. there

have been rapid and significant changes in telecommunications technologies and

networks. Reasonably priced access to telc:communicatiolwinformation Petworks is

becoming a necessary component to community economic viability. Given the speed

of change, and the lDcrease in imponance and pervasiveness of telecommunications

infrastructure and services, policy and the policy community in the domain are also in

a phase of rapid growth and development.

This thesis documents changes in the telecommunications policy community in Canada

and in the province of Newfoundland and Labrador during the last IS years. It

reviews a Dumber of telecommunications policy options used in other countries with

substantial rural regions. Finally, using Newfoundland and Labrador as a case studY. it

suggests policy options that might be employed to enhance opportunities for rural areas

to have great access to more sophisticated oetworks, and thus be able to participate

more fuUy in the economic benefits afforded by such access.
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CHArTER 1: RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND INTRODUcnON

1.1 lNl'ROOUCflON

Within lhe last two decades, the rapid changes in technology, particularly in the areas

of telecommunications and computenl, have radically altered the way we work,

communicate. and conduct many other aspects of our daily lives. Where once industry

was based on resource extraction and manufaeturiDg, it is now widely accepted that the

industrial platform has changed [() one that: is grounded in the generation and

utilisation of knowledge and information (Manley, 1994; Lesser & Hall, 1987;

Hillman, 1993; Communications Canada, 1992a; Parker & Hudson, 1992). Over lhe

past 40 years the tcrtiarylknowledge industries (e.g., services, consulting,

adminstration) have grown faster than other sectors (Communications Canada, 1987).

Reasonably priced access to telecommunications networks is as important to regional

economic viability loday as access to transpOnation systems was SO years ago, as the

former are now the means of delivering informarion based products 10 market. Policy

makers are challenged 10 formulate and implement policy to respond to this very

dynamic environment, while maintaining the balance of cultural and socioeconomic

values that are part of the Canadian tradition.

This thesis deals with three main components: a) recent changes in Canadian

telecommunications policy, b) the growth in the policy community during thai. same

period, and c) alternate policy approaches that could be applied in this area. It is

organised into five chapters. This first presents the research questions, defines the

scope, defines terms, and introduces the major concepts that will be dealt with in more

detail in later chapters. The second reviews the literature and briefly describes

portions of major theories Ihat might be useful in understanding the analysis in this

work. The third and fourth chapters present the data collected for the thesis: Ihe

third, the data on the changes both in the policy itself and the policy community; and

the fourth, data on policy approaches used in other countries. The final chapter



analyses the data and suggests policy options which could be implemented to

encourage universal access to basic level telecommunicatioos services deemed

necessary to support community viability.

1.2 IlEsEAR.CH QUESTIONS

1.2.1 PIllfA

Concern has been raised that current telecommunieatiOll$ policy directions - i.e., Ibe

trend toward deregulation aDd competition. impact negatively on rural regions. The

year 1979 heralded the first of the recent Canadian Radio-Television and

Telecommunications Commission (CRTq rulings which Degan the trend toward a

more competitive telecommunications industry in Canada. (See Table I, Appendix I

for Rulings.) This study seeks 10 answer the question, bas there been a corresponding

thange in the policy communities in Canada and in Newfoundland, and if so, in what

manner have they thanged?

1.2.2 PllrtB

The literature in non-Canadian jurisdictions suggests that alternate or tomplementary

policies tould be feasibly employed to create opponunities for residents of rural areas

to participate more equitably in the evolving knowledge.based society. As a secondary

issue, the thesis will review a number of alternate telecommunications policy options

and identify those which might feasibly be implemented in the Newfoundland setting,

given the policy environment discussed in Part A.

The period of study is from 1979 to 1995.

1.3 CQNV£RGENCE

Due to rapidly and radically thanging technology, the telecommunications industry is

undergoing a significant structural change, referred to as -convergence". Industries

tbat were once quite independent - i.e., telecommunications (telephony) networks,

computers (hardware and software), and more recently broadcast (specifically



television) - have converged at least technically to form a new technological p1atfonn 

"information netWorks".

It is becoming increasingly difficult to differentiate between the actual

telecormnunications netWorks, the computer technology that inputs information to these

networks, and finally the information itself. All are ba5ed on digital operating

systems; that is, they use the universal and efficient language of computers and are

linked through telecommunications netWorks which also use this digital language to

code and transmit messages. To take advantage of these efficiencies technologies such

as television, sound recording, publishing and voice telephone services are convening

to digital format (Communications Canada, 1987, 1992a; Advisory Committee on

Telcconununications Strategy for the Province of Ontario {Adv.Com.Ontario}, 1992,

McPhail & McPhail, 1986, 1990). One result is that the once distinct types nf

telecommunications netWorks, broadcast and telephony, can now provide similar

services. The broadcast industry has developed technology that allows customers 10

utilise their home television to communicate with the stations/companies that are

providing the services. Similarly, telephone companies can deliver video prograrmncs

on telephone lines.

Significantly, both the telephone and cable industries are promising to make enhanced

services available to only 75%-80% of Canadian homes by the year 2005 (Stentor,

April 15, 1995; MacDonald, 1994). Iftbcse initiatives are implemented without

appropriate counterbalancing policies or actions, they will likely aggravate the already

apparent discrepancy between services to rura1 and UJban communities.

1.4 SCOPE

The tenn "telecommunications" literally means "communications at a distance" and, as

such, refers to a great number of technologies. This thesis deals only with policy that

pertains 10 the sector industries which provide inleractiye capacity - traditionally, the

telephony industry, bul increasingly, aspects of the broadcast industry. (See above.) It



does not deal with computer bardware or- software, or broadcast technologies, except as

they "converge" into the in~ve environment. The thesis, however, docs address

policy as it relates to all aspects of interactive communieatioos • voice, audio, data,

imaging, and video.

To investigate the feastbility of implementing alternate or- complementary poticy, the

thesis presents an historical comparison between the telecommunications policy

community in Canada and Newfoundland as it existed at the beginning of the period of

deregulation, with that curmttly existing. It identifies major influences and Factors

that might bave contributed to any changes. A number of alternate policy options are

descnbed and their potential foc adoption in the context of composition and capacity of

the CUlTCOt policy community is explored

This analysis is supplemented by a discussion of other factors which might influence

the potential for implementation. The thesis concentrates on identification of social

and development impacts and outcomes. It is not indifferent to economic issues but it

is not intended to be an economic analysis. (See Section 1.6.3, below.)

1.5 SOURCES AND Ar'ROAC8

Data for inclusion in the aualysis were collected from the Following sources:

a) public policy literature, which contnbuted to the framework for analysis, and

provided general information on policy communities, influencing Factors, and

potential models selected from among those practised in other jurisdictions;

b) government and industry publications, including reports of national and

provincial commissions dealing with telecommunications which provided

specific information on the policy community and additional information on

models;

c) published proceedings ofCRTC Telecom Decisions;



d) minutes of the bearings of the Newfoundland Public Utilities Board dealing

with telephony issues; and

e) a limited number of interViews cooducted by the writer with business persons,

achninistrators in rural Newfoundland, and government officials and

telecommunicatiODS providers in the capital city.

Data were analyzed using an historical comparison based on a case study of

NewfoundJand as a region of Canada with a significant rural population, employing the

specific classification tool of the Canadian and Newfoundland policy communities in

this domain.

1.6 SIGNIFICANCE

1.6.1 Gtt"nwl Plllicy o.-."i"
Communications initiatives have always been important in Canada because its

population is small relative to its geographic area (Council of Ministers of Education

of Canada (CMEq, 1993, p.l). Successive fedem1 governments have pw~ed the

development of the great lakes waterways, national railway, and road. systems as pan

of their social and economic policy objectives. Since the invention of the telephone

(1874), the federal government has also supported the use of telecommunications

systems to achieve its goals of enhanced trade, competitiveness, cultural vitality and

national sovereignty (Globerman & Carter, 1988; Manley, 1994, p. 7).

Regulation in the monopoly telephony environment has pennitted a variety of

activities, such as aosNubsidies, because they have supported a single pricing

structure regardless of location thereby encouraging equitable access for all citizens.

Within the last 12-15, years the Canadian telephony industry bas changed from the

status of regulated monopoly to one of regulated competition. Table I, Appendix 1

lists the significant CRTC decisions which have shaped this tt"anSition in Canada.

While these, doubtless, have many positive aspects, such decisions have also opened

the door to allow industry to decide, as indicated above, to provide enhanced service to



only 75% of comnllmitics, thus potentially leaving whole regions of the countty

without access to this critical Dew infrastructure.

A nwnber of recent studies, including the most recent CRTC recommendations in May

5, 1995, have expr-essed concern that given the change in the industrial platform, there

is a distinct posst"ility that letting the market dictate infonnanOll tcchnology and

telecommunication diffusion, will exacerbate the already existing differential between

urban and rural areas. A number of noo-Canadian jurisdictions have introduced

policies, a few of which are mentioned in this work, that could counterbalance this

effect. (See Chapter 4.) Given the extensive rural regions of this counlry, the

regulatory trends outlined above, and a potentially developing urbanIrurai dichotomy, it

would appear pertinent to review such options to determine their appropriateness for

the setting.

1.6.2 p.ticyC."ft"Ulfitia

The study of policy communities is a relatively new and effective approach to

assessing the many facets of the complex environment of policy fonnulation and

implementation. (See Chapter 2.) Telecommunications is an area of increasing

strategic importance; thus. the number of players actively involved in th.is area is also

in a period of rapid growth. This domain was once almost the exclusive purview of

the regulatory agencies. the common caniers, and a small group of government

divisions, such as the Division of Communications within the Department of

Tmn.qx><t.



Regulatory bodies, I which traditionally provided expert and impartial advice to policy

makers in certain technical areas, bave become increasingly important in the role of

governmental control of the economy, and specifically wbere there is development in

circumstances in whicb market forces are uneven. They have indeed defined policy in

their own right (Schultz, 1919) and, to a certain extent, have shaped the policy

community. In Canada, until 1980, national, provincial and municipal

telecommunications regulators were quite interVentionist (Denny, 1986;

Communications CaDada, 1mb, Table 4), and each utilised it<> regulatory position to

fwtber it<> own development and social objectives (Fuss & Wavmnan, 1981;

Connnunieations Canada, 1981, 1992b; Babe, 1988, 1990; CRTC, 1980).

lncreasingly, regulation of the telecommunications industry has become centralised in

the federally appointed CRTC; therefore the provinces, whose social and development

needs are quite different from those of the federal. government, have less influence on

policy which might affect their regions (Schultz, 1919; Babe, 1990; Denny, 1986)

Balancing this centralization, the policy conununity appealS to be broadening. The last

CRTC public meetings considered in this thesis (May, 1995) beard presentations from

groups as diverse as Stentor. Rogers Communication, women's groups, scbool boards,

and universities. Given the increase in the number of actors in the policy community,

it would appear that a study of this community might be informative in analyzing

changes in this sectoc.

1.6.3 Sodtd ."tllJewI_p"'nu [SSlles

Development of service and knowledge based industries is a major economic thrust of

many industrialised countries, including Canada. Therefore, access to information

, Given its origins. tbe ac:tivitic:s oflbe cani.a~ iIIdJstry wen first govemed by the Railway Act. the NatioDal
Transport Act, The Canadian Radio Tclcvisiooml Tela:ommuoicmonsAct, lhe TdceommlUlicatioll5Act, (1979)
and, most rccCBtly, tbe oew Tckcomol.1Ulieatioos Act, Bill om). Tbefe bave been complemculary federal
rcgulaloty~ies: the IWlway Commission. !be Tela:ommuoicatioosCommiltCCofthe Transport Commissioll,
the Cmadian Radio-TdevUioIlCoDllDission. and a llI.ergefof!be last IWO in 1976 the Canadian Radio-Television
and Tda:ommmicatioos CoDlOlissioo.



netWorks will be essential for continued community viability (Manley, 1994;

Prosperity Initiative, 1991, 1993; Govt. of Nc:wfoundland and Labrador, 1991;

Nordicity Group Ltd. {NOL}, 1994; N.B. Task Force, 1993). Accompanying this

increase in strategic importance, concerns are being raised regarding the potential

social, economic and cultural impacts of the implementation of telecommunications

and relazed information technologies. Some approaches to telecommunications

diffusion, particularly in an unregulated and competitive environment, create

dichotomies between urban and rural areas, large and small businesses, and social and

business applications (Hillman, 1993; European Communities Commission {ECq,

1990; Mosco, 1990; U.S. Congress Office of Technology Assessment {U.S.

Congress}, 1991; Lesser- & Hall, 1987; Parker & Hudson, 1992).

00 the optimistic side, the universality of teleconununieations netWorks and

deployment of new media can enhance the viability of more remote conununities by

increasing access to social, educational, and health services (Communications Canada,

1992a; Adv.Com.Ontario, 1992; Departme1ltofComrnunications {DOC}, 1971;

Angus & McKie, 1994; N.B. Taskforce, 1993; NOL, 1994). Some suggest that these

new technologies will decrease drudgery in the workplace and that opportunities f~

telecommutingltelework will open avenues 10 groups traditionally excluded from the

workforce (Hillman, 1993).

A more pessimistic view contends that developmenl of information industries requires

considerable capital as well as a more skilled and cducaled labour force to work in

them (Adv.Com.Ootario, 1992; McPhail & McPhail, 1986, 1990). Therefore, far from

providing equal access, these lechnologies may serve only to reconfirm the domination

of those who already hold significant power (U.S. Congress, 1991; Mosco, 1990, p.

19). Others are concerned that although overall production efficiencies and COOSUIrU:t'

welfare will increase, the inevitable labour dislocation will be worse in lower-income

and more vulnerable groups (Dobell, 1987; Hillman, 1993) and high skill jobs will be

concentrated in large urban centres, while supply-and~purchasepositions will be



relegated to smaller regional offices, thus facilitating reccntralization of economic

activity and the reduction of local enterprises. This will, in tum increase the existing

disparities between regions and between urban and rural areas (Dobell, 1987;

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development {DECO}, 1986; ECC,

1990; Parker & Hudson, 1992; U.S. Congress, 1991). Further, some hold that the

new media actually contribute to the deslrilling of the workforce by demanding a few

highly stalled occupations matched with a larger population of relatively unskilled

occupations, thus CODtributing to a disappearing middle class • again of potential

increased concern in regions that are already losing their middle class due to

emigration (Debell, 1987).

The rate of modernizatioo of infrastructure depends on demand while, at the same

time, the development of applications is critically dependent on the availability of

infrastructure (ECC, 1990, p. 9). Rural areas cannot generare the required demand

Combioed with the decreasing tendency to crosNubsidise (CRTC, Decision 94-19),

this situation will likely influence already vulnerable rural areas to slip into further

decline unless they ate otherwise supponed with innovative policies (ECC, 1990, p. 5).

In practice, except as part of publicly regulated programmes, telecommunications is

bound to focus on the largest and most profitable markets (Hillman, 1993, p. 7). Just

as the availability of telecommunications infrastructure is becoming critical for

business growth, the regulatory environment that once gave equal access to these

networks is altering radically and undermining the systems of rate averaging and CfOSS

subsidy for local services. Vendors, by and large, are focusing on large and lucrative

businesses, not small rural enteTprises, scattered residences and geographically

dispersed school boards (Parker & Hudson, 1992; U.S. Congress, 1991). These

opinions highlight the significance of describiDg the Canadian setting, including the

stakeholders who will influence, and be influenced by, the outcomes of policy in this

rapidly evolving area..



1.7 POSSIBLE ALTDU'fATE POUcy OmONS

A variety of alternate policy approaches which deal specifically with the dichotomy

between rural and urban regions have been formulated in other COWltries. A nwnber

are mentioned below and will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.

In the United States, policy makers have become increasingly concerned about the

impact thal: the Bell divestiture and increased competitive environment,. coupled with

the dramatic change and growth of the information industry, are having on the

viability of rural regions. Growing out of this concern, a nwnber of alternate policy

approaches are under consideration or have been implemented. One such policy

change would permit deployment of Rural Area Networks (RANs) to allow

communities to collaborale with nearby communities to enable community groups,

businesses, education and health institutions, and local government to share a "virtual

netWork". This would give them the ability to create a collective or aggregated

demand, thereby sharing some of the advantages of bigger businesses (Parker &

Hudson, 1992; U.S. Congress, 1991). Other United States models include:

a) Employment of "incentive" ramer than "rate of return" regulation. In the

fonner, companies can compete but those that cany out activities which

complement government's economic development programmes are permitted to

take a higher percentage of profit. i.e., they are given incentive to improve

service while reducing costs (Parker & Hudson. 1992).

b) Certain state-led approaches which capitalise on the linIc. between

telecommunication, economic development, and the role of govcmment as a

user of networks for the delivery of services. Such is the case in the states of

Washington and Nebraska both of which have large rural populations

(Schmandt ct. al, 1989).

In other countries similar attemptS have been made to reduce the discrepancy between

rural and urban regions. Ireland, for instance, has created the climate, including the

legal and commercial environment to facilitate "telewod" (the potential to work in one

10



location for an employer located in another); this was a key policy initiative to support

the deployment of new telecommunications services in rural regions (Hillman, 1993).

In Canada, 100, preliminary i1epS in this direction are under consideration. The

Governmenl of Ontario, fO(" instance, has committed itself 10 taking the lead as a

model user of information technology netWorks. It has implemented policies that

support extensive network-bascd delivery of government services including health,

finance, and education (Adv.Com.Oo.tario, 1992, pp. 48-51).

The information in this chapter suggesu mat dcspile deregulation at the national levels,

there are a variety of policy approaches exist that could be implemented at regional

levels to maximize benefilS of telecommunicalions systems 10 a wider group of

citizens. The short survey also suggesu mat a) approaches lailored to me needs of a

region can enhance ilS viability while still operating within me general framework of

national objectives: and b) the study of policy communities which follows is useful in

assessing changes and implementation possibilities in this domain. The conccplS and

options discussed in a preliminary manner in this introduction will be explored in more

detail in Chapters 3 and 5.

II



CHAPTER 2: 11II:ORY

2.1 INTRODUCMON

The discipline of Political Science is informed by a rich variety of literature and

theory. Of the many models that could have been selected for the analysis in the

thesis, the concept of the "policy community" and the relationships of the "policy

networks" within the community has been chosen to elucidate changes in the

telcconununications domain in recent years in Canada and Newfoundland. (See Section

2.8 for details.) A general revte'IV of relevant literature combined with the writer's

practical knowledge of the teleconununicatioos field lead to the decision that this

instrument allows both documentation and aoa1ysis of one aspect of change in the

rapidly evolving area.

Although the concept of the policy community wiU be the working tool of the

analysis, a number of other theories and models also contrihute to our understanding of

the various relationships and policy outputs in this domain. In order to provide

additional context, both to these relationships, and to the trace some of the historical

roots of the policy community concept, relevant portions of alternative theoretical

framcwotks are discussed in this chapter. The chapter will conclude with a description

of the concepts of policy communities and networks which will be used in the thesis.

2.2 STATE C£NTR.f:D THEORY

Among the earliest approaches to public policy analysis was one that focused on the

"state" as an entity consisting of the collective of institutions that exercise binding

power and authority, and which set the rules and detcnnine the allocation of resources

(Atkinson, 199330 p. 7). If one views the "state" as a group of individuals and

institutions which are essentially autonomous from the rest of society, then one can

argue that office-holders have the authority to make decisions that are binding on all

segments of society. This theory posits that the executive, central agencies, legislature,
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and burcaucracy define policy, and then convince the public of the validity of the

policy through information provision. manipulation of information, or if necessary.

coercioo and then implement what is perceived to be best for society. Historically. the

growth of capitalism went band in band with the growth of strong, autooomous stafes

wbich could ward off internal and external thrcals (Domhoff, 1990, pp. 9-1 I). The

modem stale grew because of its needs and abilities to marsball an anny, collect taxes,

and compete for trade to complement and support capitalist. growth (Migdal, 1991, p.

52).

Some studies classify states by combinations of two types of power: a) "despotic"

(the range of actions that the state and its clites are permitted to conduct without

negotiating with society); and b) ~infrastruetural" (the capacity of the state to penetrate

society and implement logical political decisions). The mix of these two types of

power leads to one of four different types of states: a) feudal. b) imperial, c) modern

authoritarian (unitary and autonomous). and d) capitalistic democracies. Demoaacies

are low on despotic pow~ because of the electoral process. the law, and external

financial agencies. and arc higb on infrastructural power. None bowcv~ can be beld

up as autonomous, as the stroogest groups of civil society and the size and activity of

the bureaucracy. which present many access points for penetration by outside interests.

arc constrainiog clements (Comboff. 1990. pp. 22·27).

Other state theorists, such as Nordlinger. hold that current popular societal/pluralist

theories, with their claims of iterativc policy formulation and implementation

processes, do not help explain bow government policy is developed and implemented

Nordlinger argues that western states, including a "weak" state like Canada do "direct"

or exercise significant autonomy, that is they have the capacity to formulate and

implement policy preferences without being significantly influenced by societal interest

groups. His "stat~c:cntred model~ bolds that democratic states arc autonomous and

frequently act on their own policy preferences, often against the will of even the most

powerful interest groups (Nordlinger, 1981, p. 2). His model posits that modem
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democratic states utilize specific tools by which they transla!e their own policy

preferences into action. When, for instance, societal and stale preferences diverge,

govcmmcnts:

a) employ state rcsourccs to neutralize similar private resources (e.g., usc state

controUed banks to offset the threat of aD investment strike), use a dccisiOll~

maltiDg style that. is difficult 10 decipher, or provide lelcconununicatioos

services through a crown corporation (Nordlingcr, 1981, pp. 130-131); or,

b) less coercively, they report aDd widely support cases in which state aDd societal

goals are actually the same «, heighlen the vistbility of the advantages of the

state's position relative 10 the disadvaDlages, thus aligning societal preference

with the state's (Nordlinger, 1981, pp. 111-112).

When, on the other hand, stale and societal prcfcreDces converge, states reinforce

consensus by SttCIIgthcniDg the commitment of groups whose preferences converge

with the state's, by relating authoriwive actions to widely shared values, or by

solidifying deference to stale positioos by hiring recognised experts for senior positions

(Nordlinger. 1981, pp. 92-93).

The many new functions of the modern state (e.g., rcguIation, consulwion and

infonnarion processing) and the heightened role of the bureaucracies with their

nUlTlCfous line departments. agencies, and specialised technical personnel, are among

the more prominent features of advanced capitalist states which allow governments to

act autonomously. Paralleling this growth in the bureallCl1lC)' was a change in the

function of stale institutions, from warfare 10 welfare to economic development. F«

example, in Canada, agencies and activities changed in the postwar period, from

support of the war machine to the developmenl of health and social progranuncs, on to

economic developmenl activities such as building hydropower facilities (Ontario,

Manitoba. and NewfoundiaDd) aDd., more recently, to development of advanced

communicarion networks. The increasing technical capacity within the bureaucracy

has been accompanied by a change in attitude from a passive to an active planning
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role. The modem state has thus established a new type of social control, enabled by

the technocratic decisions which are often obscure. In some ways, these may be

preferable to earlier fonns of CODlrOl, such as coercion, hut ultimately large numbers of

people still come to do what the state requires (Olsen, 1980, pp. 8-9).

In the: telecommunications area one can see evidence of these state driven initiatives.

For instance both the: federal and provincial govc:mmc:nts have: operated crown

corporations that have provided te:lephone services in areas that were not served by the

private: sector. The interface: to the bureaucracy through the: CRTC is highly technical

and thus provides a considerable degree of autonomy to the govcmmenl Recently the

government bas contributed significantly to the development of the information

highway in Canada, seen in the modem en. as an economic necessity, through paying

outright for the infrastructure and supporting research and development projects related

to its growth in this counay. The flfSt two of these arc recognisable tools of sta!e

autonomy; the lau reflects Nordlinger's description of using state resources to

reinforce the commitment of groups whose opinions support that of the state:. (See

Chapter 3 for a more detailed di5CU55ion of these issues.)

1.3 ELm: THEORY AND ELITE ACCOMMODATION

In Canada, during the post World War U era, the growth of the bureaucracy has been

accompanied by an increase in the: power of the: provinces and a renewed interest in

fc:deraJ.ism. This has aetually produced a whole: new approach to policy fonnulation

and implementation through negotiation and cooperation between cabinet ministers and

seniCK" bureaucrats at the fc:deral and provincial leve:1s by means of subcommittccs and

interprovincial coordinating committccs (such as CMEq - a process characterised as

~executive fcderalism ~(Olsen, 1980, pp. 10-13). This type of operational process can

be elucidated to some degree by the concepts of elite theory and elite accommodation.

Elites are those: who have assumed the: major decision-making roles in
various institutions of the complex modem state • labour, political,
economic, ideological, etc. Elites both compete and cooperate with one:
another. they compete to share in the making of decisions of major
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importance to society, and they cooperate because together they keep the
society working as a going concern... It is elites who have the capacity
to introduce change, but changes bring about shifts in the relations
between the elites (porter, 1965, p. 27).

Elite theory argues that a small DlUDber of actors have disproportionately rnoce power

aDd influeDce than others. These people are aD homogeneous group and usually Dot

representative of the population at large in either gender', religions background, class,

education, or ethnicity. In an early Canadian study. Porter found that in all seeton of

the elite, white males of English origin were, by far, the dominant representatives with

francophones, females, and ethnic groups other than the charter groups being under

represented (Poner, 1965, cbap. 13). Elites tend 10 share strong feelings of political

efficacy, personal self esteem, and a belief in their ability to make and implement wise

decisions (Presthus, 1973, p. 13).

Poner holds that in modem societies, there is a separation and balancing of power into

various state and societal institutions and s«tocs: the political, bureaucrntic,

ideological, economic elites, labour leaders, and the leaders of certain powerful

pressure groups (Poncr, 1965, pp. 202-207), In CaDada, the elites in these sectors are

linked through shared socioeconomic background, kinship, ethnicity. and shared social

eltperience. Labour leaders are the one exception to the pattern. They are unifonnly

middle class, and share neither the common socioeconomic background DOC informal

aspects of the "confraternity of power". Their means of access to the other elites is

through political avenues and negotiating with corporale elites in collective bargaining.

As a result there is, in reality, little ideological difference between the elites of any

governing party and other elites because of these shared experiences and beliefs

(Poner, 1965, pp. 470, 522-525, 539; Presthus, 1973, pp. 5-9 & 170).2

2Poner and Pre5lbus draw on earlier worts ofGKWIO Mosca, Robert Mkbaels and C Wright Mills.
Moscll divided lIlXiCly iDto two classes -the nilil:Ig aPd tile nlIed - with the formerbciog 1I SIlllIII bIt powerfil1
minoriry. In modml SlateS. goVa:DlII.CDt fiuKtions are carried oat by ditrcran segments of the ruling class.
Micllacls concc:Ptntcd on !be internal polities of large.scaleorganizatioDS 511Ch as the modem burelIIlcncy.
claiming that they form hierarcliieal stnICtun:s wtlicli oot only prcdlldc intcrnaI democracy bur in !he polilical
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Government policy formulation and, indeed, the survival of the country's political

system is thought to be ensured through symbiotic interactions and continuous mutual

compromise refmcd to as "elite accommodation". The elite, committed to maiDtainiog

the system, rise above the cleavages existing at the subcultural level and, in a climate

of mutual compromise, find pragmatic solutiOllS to the demands of their constituencies

and sectors. This theory is only peripherally coonected to party government. It is

essentially focused on private and public clites and their ability to work out pragmatic

allocations of national resources, in order to reconcile tensions of political culture. As

a result of the federal system and the institutions which have grown around it

(discussed in greater detaiJ below), the basis of accommodation among the Canadian

political elite also includes geographic factors (Prcstbus, 1973, pp. 13,60& 221).

Similarly, at the mass level, it is argued that the populace mllSt, among other political

attributes, be willing to delegate effective governing authority to leaders, participate

only sporadically in the political process, and have a moderate level of nationalism.

Such has been the case in the Canadian system (Prcstbus, 1973, pp. 13-16). By and

large there was, and still is, a pragmatic acceptance of the government's role in the

economy, a traditional and relatively differential view of authority, a limited

participation in the political culture on the part of ordinary citizens through elections,

and, lastly, an acceptance that big government and big business make the decisions

(i.e., an acceptance of corporatism) (Prcsthus, 1973, pp. 20-21 & 37-38).

mvironmCllI,~ thedClllilCraUc inslimtioos ofsociny, c:vmI1Iallyresu.ltiDg in a rqimetha resisls
clw:lge. In a modem 5Q1C in wbieb goVcrnlllCDt curics 0\11 so maoy fimetions, the dominaut classes can mel do
IlSctbcscSlnlcnarcslOsetlll'C:mdprcscl'V1lpowcr.Millss:r.wpqblicpolicyOlSbciDgdccidedlipoDbyasmall
number power elites who ilgree: lIpon the bilSic vall1csofthc soc:ialsystcm. 10 governaPd control by a system of
elitcllCCommodahoD..

SecG.Mosca.(1939).~. NewYolt.: (1riIIlS.H.D.ICaIm.); R.Miclw:ls.(I962).~
~ Collier(ed.). New York; CW.Mills. (l956).~. NewYor!L;aod"ThcAmenclO
BllsiDCSS Elite: a CoUective Pannit- in Powq Poljlics and the PUlPlC 1.L.Horowitz (cd). New York, Oxford
Press,l94S
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In a 1980 study Dennis Olsen updated the Porter data in the areas of the political,

economic and ideological elites. He did not include the labour elite in his study but

otherwise found that there had been little chan&e in the intervening 13 years.

Despite that fact that Porter's work was wrinen some 30 years ago, and that, arguably,

a more pluralistic and less deferential policy community is evolving, some elements of

this theory can Sbll be observed in this policy area. The data presented in Chapter 3

will show a closely knit policy community in the 19705 and 19805 both nationally and

certainly provincially. Only the most recent data signal an evolving change. (See

Chapters 3 and 5.) Factors such as the concentration of power and technical capacity

of the corporate elite, the specialization of the bureaucracy, and, quite possibly, the

short terms of office of the responsible ministers in this highly lechnical and rapidly

changing sector, continue to influence the "accommodations" and the resulting policies.

It should also be noted that until this decade there has been little or no pusence of the

voice of labour at the policy table in this industrial area (Sheaves, 1995).

The following is an example of an elite accommodation in the lelecommunications

field On May 5, 1995, the CRTC recommended to government, that the Slentor

companies be prohIbited from offering the newer broadband interactive services 10 the

home until the technology and costing on the disaggregation of "local loops" had been

completed. This effectively gave the cable companies a two 10 three year lead time to

develop prodUet5 in a competition.free environment, in their race with the major

telephone companies to obtain dominance in the development of the infcxmation

highway. Further, shortly thereafter a CRTC decision established national guidelines

which enabled the cable companies to use the telephone company poles foc distribution

of their fibre-optic cable, yet again apparently favouring the cable companies (CRTC,

1995a; 1995b Telcom Decisioos 95·13 & 95·19).

However, later that same month, a lener of intent (finalised in October, 1995) was

signed between Ca-Net, CANARlE (Canadian NetWork for the Advancement of
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Research in Industry and Education), and BeU Advanced Telecommunications (BAC),

a Stentor partner which gave development and managemcut of the infrastructure to

support both the functional Canadian lnlcrnct and its high speed test netWork to

BAC.J Therefore, the dcfacto information highway in Canada wu being immediately

privatized largely through BAC (CANARIE.. 1995a, I99Sb; St Arnaud, 1996). All the

CANARIE (public) fimding, estimated at some $57 million dollars wu being put into

this endeavour. One could argue that this agreement with its associated advantages to

the Stentor group was the result of an "accommodation" which compcosatcd. the

telephone companies for the CRTC's having provided the cable companies an effective

lead in the information highway race. This accommodation wu no doubt facilitated

by the fact that the Presidents of CANARIE and Steotoc work in the same building.

2.4 Nro-MARxIsM

An entirely different view is provided by the political economists whose intellectual

roots lie in Marxism. Marxists also hold that the policy process and govcmance in

general is dominated by a ruling class. The Marxist and nco-Marxist schools hold that

the power and accommodation of e1ilCS in society and, morc spccificalJy, in politics arc

dctennined by the development of more fundamental underlying economic forces.

Like public choice theory (see below) this school usumcs that "interest" is the true

basis of public policy. Public policy is the result of conflicts between the interests of

different economic classes - i.e., the bourgeoisie (capitalist class, now including the

political elite and middle class) and the proletariat (working class). MaJ'Xists maintain:

a) that the stale in capitalist societies docs not represent the general interest but rather

that of the ruling class; and b) that the bureaucracy is an instrument of thc dominant

class with which to exercise power over other sedon of society.

The Marxist view of the bureaucracy is not one of an independent power which

maintains stable and neutral government but rather one whose primary purposc is to

'UnilCl was also gmted a very small portion orlbc activity.
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serve the corporate elite. This situation arises they argue because senior officials have

personal ties to, and come from, the same social origins as the elite and because the

interest of these bureaucrats and the ruling elite coittcide. The growth of bureaucracy

and corresponding state interVention gives the state autonomy to avoid self destruction,

while at the same pn:serving the dominance of the elite classes, by providing fO(" the

needs of the capitalists through investing in such services as higher education,

transportation facilities, resource development and social services - e.g., welfare, health

insunmce, unemployment insurance, etc. (Aucoin, 1979, p. 9). Further, the: state: he:lps

capital accumulation directly through industrial development grants, and indirectly

through labour laws that inhIbit the: fonnation of unions or by sheer- inaction, such as

not enforcing occupatiooal safety guidelines!

Authors such as Gad Horowitz (1978) hold that, in the: Canadian environment, Marxist

socialism has been tempered by French Catholicism and ''Tory'' conservatism, with

the:ir emphasis on community over individualism, and later, the British Marxist

immigrants. The: result has been the: formation of socialist governments and

institutions. The reader WIll see e:vidence: in Chapters 3 and S of the outputs of this

political philosophy in the activities of public utility boards and governments of the:

Prairie: provinces in fonning govc:mment-owned and -operated tc:lephone companies.

l.S RATIONAL CHOlet TBEOkY

Rational Choice Theory represents somc:tbing of a break with the: social science:

tradition. The: theory, based on the: empirical testing of hypotheses, began to emerge:

from c:cooomics in the: late 19505 and early 1960s. Its application proceeds from

assumptions about human motives and behaviours to draw logical and institutional

policy implications (Almond, 1990, pp. 121). This section will also review major

'For mo~ detailed information on tbc application of Maoisllll.cory in modem swes sec ttlc following.
R. Deaton. (1972). The Fi$ca! Crisisoftbe SwcUldtbc Revoltofttlc Public Employee.~ 8. 11
51; R.Milibraod.(I969). TbeSWSinCapj!,lj'ilSqrjjpw (pp.48-68). Loudon: Wcideofidd:mdNicbolson;
R. Milibrand. (19m Marxism agd PoIiOcs. OxfOf'd: Oxford. UniversitY Press; N. PouIanu.u. (1975).~
Power iUld SodiIJ Qa.M- wildon: NUl and Sbccd aod want.
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authors of the public choice tradition, a subset of rational choice, which bases its

analysis on the single assumption that all actors are self-interest maximizers.

Rational choice theorists apply the tenets of this theory in a variety of approaches,

some lIlOfe rigidly than others. Some authors choose to apply the method more

generally as an efficient way of gathering hypotheses and data, starting with simple

assumptions and working with them in a controlled environment to give explanatory

pow".

The ratiooal model of decision making suggests that policies are subject to a multi-step

analysis which includes:

a) identifying or isolating the probl~

b) idcntifyillg and ranking objectives/goals/issues which guide the decision making

process;

c) outlining alternativcsloptions to address these issues;

d) idcntifyillg possible impacts (direct & indirect);

e) ranking these alternatives, using preset criteria; and

designing a model for implementation.

(Carley, 1980, chap. 2; Pal, 1991, cbaps. 3 & 6).

A much more detailed series of steps for use in the ~rcaI world" of applied policy

analysis is provided by Hagwood and Gunn. They add the concepts of implementation

evaluation and decision mechanisms for maintenance or termination of programmes to

the policy analysis enviroomeot. Depending on the type of problem and other factors,

these elements can be utilised with greater or lesser degrees of effectiveness (Hegwood

& Gunn, 1984, pp. 78-249).

Notwithstanding the fact that some hold that the rational model cannot be used in

comprehensive analysis, hut rather, should be applied in limited environments,
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a wide variety of specific techniques are available to enhance rational analysis in the

fonnulation and implementation of public policy within this field of study. The

CRTC, for example, employs cost utility tee:bniques, such as:

a) Cost laHti, AaaIyJis - usually employed for comparing ooe programme with

another (Carley, 1980. pp. 97-99).

b) Cost Effecdveaea - used when benefits are not monetarized - i.e., compares non

monetary benefits to rnooetary or noo-monetary costs. Analysts try to determine the

best mix of inputs (least cost) to satisfy the stated objectives (benefits) (Carley, 1980,

pp.97-102).

c) Em••lion Researcb - employed across all policy areas, not only by bureaucrats

but also extensively by business and other interest groups in assembling briefs for

presentation to task forces, regulatory agencies, advisory councils, and.. indeed. to

senior bureaucrats. Among other things, evaluation research is concerned with impacts

(direct and indirect) of programmes and the process of carrying them oul Impact

analysis attempts to measure the extent to which a prognunme produces the desired

social or economic change and the extent to which the changes can be attributed to the

programme being implemented rather than some external cause or condition (Carley,

1980, chap.,IO; Pal, 1992, chap. 3).

2.5.1 Public CAtHce Thury

Public Choice Theory holds that political acton • be they voters, bureaucrats, media

personnel or politicians make choices and decisions based on self-interest, utility

maximization, and benefit to the decision maker - in essence, a personal cost benefit

analysis. It argues that this is the onJy assumption that has explanatory value in

predicting the outcomes of the policy process; i.e., public policy can be understood and

predicted if self interest is considered to be the prime motivator of all actors.

Collective decisions are seen as aggregations of individual choices. Collective

response is mobilised when sufficient people find it in their best interest to act. The

theory likens political activity to market exchanges.
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Public choice assumes that. all things being equal: a) actors will choose more rather

than fewer goods and services; b) actors will make "allocative" choices - i.e., rank

preferences in light of limited resources; c) although individuals have stable

preferences, they will make choices based on cost evaluations specific to the issue at

hand; d) acton: do not have perfect knowledge of all the options available and there is

a cost to obtaining the information that is included in choices; and e) actors will have

different scales of preference i.e., some may be more individually self interested

(personal gains) while others may be more conccmed with society more broadly

(Sproule-Jones, 1993, pp. 5-7; Buchanan & Tullock, 1965, p. 29-35; McLean, 1987,

pp.18-19).

One can use this approach to explain the motives and actions of three of the five

groups mentioned - bureaucrats, interest groups and politicians whicb are of interest in

this work.. Ikuu..crab pursue goals in the most efficient manner open to them and

are motivated by factors such as, a) power obtained through increasing the size of

departments and budgets, b) income. c) prestige, d) security, e) a symbiotic

relationship with the minister, and f) the desire to keep those above them bappy

(Downs, 1967, pp. 2 & 84; Trebilcock et. aI., 1982, pp. 13-15 & 27). mterat

Groups try to maximize benefits by influencing governments to change the rules in

their favour. The power of interest groups is positively affected by the availability of

money and by size. A smaU interest group is more efficient because it can avoid free

riders. The focused well-endowed business lobby is generally better able to influence

policy outcomes than a large,loosely structured volunteer association (e.g., social action

interest groups) (Trebilcock et aI., 1982, pp. 7-10). 'oUddus wbose prime

motivation is the potential for election or re-election maximise their possibilities for

election by positively influencing the electoral decisions of marginal (uncommitted)

voters (Trebilcock eul., 1982, pp. 4 & 5). Governing parties will tend to treat

powerful well funded interest groups like marginal voters because these groups may be
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able to influence the electoral choice of the Fonner (Trebilcock et. al., 1982, pp. 33 &:

38).5

The thinking behind public choice theory, i.e., utility maximization by all actors,

provides a rationale roc the fonnation of networks within policy communities (See last

section this chapter.) It may also account, in part, for the relative power of some

netWorks in the community. In the telecommunications policy community (discussed

in chapter 3) the strength oftbe carriers in the dominant network, for instance, might

be explained, in part, by politicians' tendencies to treat them as marginal voters.

1.6 POl.mCAL lNsnnrnONS

The influence of state institutions in shaping the output of public policy is the subject

of an important political science research area that is relevant to this study.

Institutional design of political systems is a key variable in the degree to which

citizens are able to participate in the political process and a major detemtinant of how

each state develops and implements policy. Although some assume that institutions

have a causal capacity, it is unlikely that there is a simple causal connection between

institutional and policy change; rather, there is a strong inter-relationship between the

two as institutional change is partial and uncoordinated and policy change is likely the

result of a number of discrete changes (Atkinson, 1993b, pp. 17~20; Weaver &:

Rockman, 1993, pp. S·IS).

• M.lny find that the siDgular assumption ofself-iateresl maximizatioo is 100 coa.fining 10 give lbe theory
pralictivCpoWCf. AIUborssuc:basMillOO Frielbao(I9SJ)aod W~Riker(l962)iUldeveoBlKhaIwl.Tu.Itoek
and DoWDS wbo an: discllSiCd as COR: Public Choice theorists mate SODle con«:ssioa to the cxistCDCCofgoals olbcr
lbil1lse1f-intCJCSI~oiaexp!ailUo8wbypeoplewillc$othiDgsthatappeartobeiudiviftallyinational

because lbey are socially rational. Dowus (1967, p. 9) for iaslaDee. coocedes lballlO i1CCOlIIlt of bumilll. bdl<lvloU
is cotopllCte witbout a mcmion of altruism.
FociiddiUooaliofoonaUonoolbeargumcotsofthcsetwoiMltborssee: M.Fricdmao.(I9S1).~
~ Cbicilgo: UnivetsityofCbicqof'rcs5; W.Riler,(I962). TbeIhcoryO(Coa!jbODS. NewHavm,
0: Yale University Pnss; W. Riker, and P. Ordcrsbook, (1973). An hlllodD!;boo 10 Pmi'M; rgl"tical Thpuy
Stanford. CA: Hoover Instit\ltion. Slaoford UIliVCl'Sity.
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Political institutiOl1S shape the processes of decision making and policy

implementation, thus influencing a state's capabtliry and, ultimately, its policy outputs

(Weaver and Rockman, 1993, p. 7). State institutiOl1S can be both constraining and

creative. They can, for instance, create decisioo processes with few access points

(therefore limiting the number" of interest groups that can take part in the decision

process), under-ftmd programmes, or use decision.malring rules and processes which

allow very small groups to resist change and maintain the status quo. According to

Atkinson, the tenets of rational choice theory can be used to understand these

constraining effects of institutions. lnstitutions do not change rapidly and often require

coercion to do so because, among other reasons, a) aetofS search to shrink their

rcsponstbilities (free-rider problem), and b) they are reluctant to sbare information

because of the costs of obtaining it. Institutions constrain public policy because of

power relationships which are tied to rules that determine agendas and control access

to resources. On the other hand, however limited and confining we may find the

bureaucracy, it has made possIble all the services of modem states (Atkinson, 1993b,

pp.23-27).

Each policy domain within a state is difftI"CD.t; some are moce open than others. The

degree of exclusivity of the domain tends to be sbaped by the costs and benefits of

collective action within them. Institutions can ounure technical discourse and allow

policy knowledge to accumulate or change the whole nature of the discourse as was

the case wben the Chaner of Rights and Freedoms was introduced to the Canadian

constitution (Atkinson, 1993b, pp. 37-41).

The major state institutions in Canada are the constitution, Westminster Parliamentism,

federalism and the Chaner of Rights and Freedoms. While the parliamentary system

coocentrates decision making in the bands of the cabinet, the large multifaceted public

service and lbe array of external agencies such as crown corporations aDd regulatory

agencies, have fragmented the policy.making capacity of government. In Canada, this

diffusion is augmented by the institution of federalism and the relatively recent
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addition of the Charter of Riahts and Freedoms to the constitution which positions the

Supreme Court of Canada as a significant player- in policy formufation. Some argue

that this fragmentation makes for a weak state. Others hold that it makes for more

flexibility in responding to the modem diverse political community (Atkinson, 1993a,

pp.9.11),

Although the Westminster system tends to concentrate: power in the cabinet, a number

of factors constrain the potential strength of the Canadian cabinet. Those of interest in

the telecommunications policy area include the unwrinen rule of appointing regional

ministers, the presence of regional caucuses within the parliamentary caucus, the high

tum-over of M.P.s and ministers, and the weak coordinating capacity of the central

agencies which are meant to support cabinet. The overlay of regional responsibility in

the cabinet weakens the departmental autonomy in functional areas (e.g.,

communications) because while one minister may be nominally in charge, another may

exercise hislher regional prerogative creating a dichotomy between sectoral and spacial

roles (Bakvis & MacDonald, 1993, p. 49).

The construction and decision·making rules of the cabinet, including the authority

afforded by the Westminster system, means that the Canadian cabinet can engage in

strategic behaviour in a limited number of policy areas . e.g., the National Energy

Policy (NEl), Free Trade, and the Goods and Services Tax (OSn - often in the

absence of political coosensus. This extends to cabinet's active role in promoting the

use of various telecommunications facilities, including the most recent . the

information highway. Howcver-, policy fannulation is vastly influenced by

particularistic demands from various sectoral or regional interests. In the 19805, the

rise in influence of both interest groups and portfolio responsibilities seriously

challenged die geographical representation in the country (Sutherland,1993, pp. 90·91).

And indeed, the demands for moce openness and participatory democracy combined

with the cabinet tradition of secrecy, have called the overall legitimacy of cabinet

government into question (Bakvis & MacDonald, 1993, pp. 63-7S).
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Modern states arc dependent on the institution of the bureaucracy. The policy capacity

of the civil service as an institution is affected by the (oUawing factors:

a) The willingness of politicians to listen to the advice of senior professional civil

servants. If politicians do not consider the civil service as a parmer, the

departments become subject to the power- of the central agencies and me

regulatory agencies.

b) The degree to which corporate research is conducted within departments (e.g.,

legislative, financial, policy proposals of interest to the minister and pure

scientific research). Conservative govcmments have been opposed to

developing in·bouse capacity, preferring to use universities, think-tanks. and the

private sector.

c) The lack of a party system in Canada that has strorIg ideological grounding

means that panies do 001 provide guidelines to the civil service.

d) Lack of continuity of parliamentary elites. This lack of experience has some

influence on the role of other institutions - most particularly, the bureaucracy

(Sumerland, 1993, pp. 97.100).

10 subsequent chapters, we will see the influence of the Canadian institutions in

shaping teleconununications policy. Foe instance, we will see the effect of the

changes in the regulatory agencies which correlate to lhe changes in lite bureaucracy.

The data will show a growth in interest groups which results in the interplay between

spatial and sectoral responsibilities of the cabinet. In the telecommunications domain

this translates into a counterpoint of needs, as articulated to the cabinet and

bureaucracy, on lhe one hand, by large organised national interest groups, and on the

other lhrough, actors from largely rural provinces.

2.7 PLURALISM AND lNTEREST GRoups THEoRY

The previous section discussed how institutions influence public policy. Another

significant determinant of policy is "interest". The theorists in the pluralism and
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interest group schools are worthy of attention in the chapter because they lay the

inteUectual groundwork for the cum:nt concept of the policy community which is the

tool of analysis of this work. Authors in the pluralist school purport that power in

modem democracies is fragmented and dispersed among a Dumber of political,

bureaucratic, and societal groups, whose influcoces check and balance ODe another.

Features of pluralist states include: a} ftagmentation of stale authority through a

number of departments and agencies, b) a rich assortment of interest groups; and c) a

state that has an incremental policy style (Atkinson & Coleman, 1989, p. 78). Some

groups are seen as having more power than others, but there is no power elite such as

that described by Porter and Presthus, but rather, a plurality of elites. Officials and

authorities are informed by, and respond to demands of mterest groups m different

sectors, and overnl.1 policy is usually the result of compromise: between actors and

groups within and among policy sectors. As societies become more specialised,

interest groups are mflucncing, if not replacing, the role of parties and geographic

representation in the political scene. Success m influencing policy depends 00.

resources, and thus questions arise about the dangers of interest groups in a democratic

system as some appear 10 be able to amass more political resources that others • e.g.,

the business lobby (Pross, 1992, chap. 2). In this area for installce, Stentor, with

reported annual revenue among the owner companies of $14.6 billion, in 1995 is likely

to be able to exert more influence than say the school boards and public libraries that

are identified in Tables 5 and 6 of this study (Stentor, 1995).

In an early work, "Who Governs'.''', Robert Dahl (1962) ttaced the origins of pluralism

in the United States and presented it as a model for undemanding modem democratic

states. He showed an evolution from a relatively egalitarian, agrarian culture to an

industrialised, hierarchical urban society which concentrated political resources in a

dominant patrician oligarchy, through the rise of the entrepreneurial class which split

the resources of wealth, education and social standing and lastly to the inclusion of

educated artisans and othen who rose from the new urban workforces (ex-plebes 

often with immigrant backgrounds and modest social standing) (Dahl, 1962, chaps. 2·
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4). Therefore over a very- short period, governance cbaDged from a system dominated

by a few elites to one influenced by different sets of elites with access to different

types of resources - a more pluralistic approach.

Power and influence, according to Dahl, was maintained by developing and

maintaining effective political coalitions. To do so, political leaders required the

assistance of subleaders, who, in turn reached out to con.stitueDts and associations.

This process was repeated in numerous policy areas, creating the dispersal of power

and influence in a pluralistic society (Dahl, 1962, pp. 89.101). According to Dahl,

however, the new pluralistic system did not so much rqxesent equality as

fragmentation of political resources (Dahl, 1962, pp. 227-228).

Other authors expanded on Dahl's concepts of pluralism and applied them to

understanding the policy process in modem states. The nature, size, and scope of

modem bureaucracies present nwnerous access points to specialised groups outside

govemment. The policy-making proccss is increasingly an interaction between

legislative and bureaucratic personnel and members of interest/pressure groups. While

interest groups carry out a wide variety of functions ranging from membership self

realisation to their principal and more political objective - integrating and articulating

their common interest: and demands for public support. legislative aid, and assistance

from bureaucrats through a process of negotiation and consultation (Prcsthus, 1973, pp.

101-106; Pross, 1992, p. 3 & 111-113). Governments, on the other hand, which mUSt

interact with major sectors of society, use interest groups as legitimate, rationalised

instnunents fOl'" conducting such interaction and for contributing to the government task

of allocation of resourccs. The pluralist model explains policy outputs in tenns of the

strength of competing groups and their coalitions. With the increasing specialization

and neutrality of the bureaucracy, many feel that perhaps the best route to effecting

policy change is through establishing well oiled relations between interest group

leaders and their associated bureaucrats (Pross, 1992, pp. 46-48 & 81-83).
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Effective interest groups share the following characteristics: a) they an: autooomous

i.e., bave the resources to dctcmrine and act upon their common intcrc:st without

influence from an external agency; b) they have an exhaustive knowledge of the issues

and policies related to them; and c) they have the financial and'or other resources to

organise sustained representation of the issues and the continuity to have a long-lasting

effect. Interest groups present arguments to government, particularly to senior

bureaucrats and arouse public interest: so that others will join in convincing

government to the group's point of view. They may also imitate trade union tactics by

withdrawing services from boards and committees thus denying government easy

access to infonnation on the sector (Pross, t992, pp. 3-12).

The role of interest groups in Canadian policy making bas grown from negligible to

substantial since confederation, and their influence has increased significantly since the

1960s (Pross, 1992, Table 2-1, pp. 22-23). We can see evidence oflbis increase in the

teleconununications domain in Tables S, SA, 6, and 6A.

Legislatures, which. h.ave traditionally been organised along spatial or geographic Lines,

cannot adequately address the needs whicb cross geographic 00arders. lnterest groups

represent spatial sectors and narurally align themselves with the bureaucrats who

oversee departments and agencies wh:icb relate to their interests. There is a resulting

tension between interest group constituencies and territorial constituencies, which

presents an ideological cballenge to current Canadian government (Pross, 1992, p. 24).

2.8 POLICY COMMUNlTltS AND POLICY NETWORKS

Although the pluralist model has many strengths, it has given way to other approacbes

wbicb also deal with such factors as lhe influence of differing ~state capacities" in

shaping intereStS and imposing state preferences on society, the difficulty of organizing

and maintaining interest: groups, and the differential in status among these groups. The

most m:ent model describing the complex set of factors that result in public policy is

centred around the concepts of policy communities and networks.
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This model draws upon the state-centted and pluralist approaches, as well as aspects of

a munber of earlier theories that have been briefly described in this chapter. The

"policy community" refers to all actors (individuals and groups) in a policy sector.

It is thai: part of a political system that has acquin:d. a dominant voice in
del:ennining government decisions in a field of public activity. It is populated
by govenunmt agencies, pressure groups, media people, and individuals,
including academics who have an interest in a panicular policy field and
attempt to influence it. (Policy) Networks are the relationships among the
particular set of actors thai: forms around an issue of importance to the policy
community.... Policies...ten<! to take shape over time and have long term
implications. The communities that coalesce around policy fields reflect thai:
continuity.... They precipitate network formation by policy acton who are
drawn to make common cause with those whose interests are, or may be,
similarly affected by effons aI: issue resolution (Pross, 1992, p. 119).

Members of a policy community will have different reasoos for involvemeot, their

approach to policy may also differ, and indeed, they may be in conflict over policy

issues. Their!ink is an interest in a particular field. Policy networks, 00 the other

hand, while pan of the policy community, are composed of individuals or groups thai:

are of like or similar mind on an issue. The actors involved have a particular stake in

a specific issue, and the composition of the netWork remains fluid as the issue is

refined and concerns are raised or resolved (Pross, 1992, p. 118~120; Pal, 1991, p.

III; Pratchett, 1994, pp. 76--78; Coleman & Skogstad, 1990, p. 25; Atkinson &

Coleman, 1992, pp. 157~158).

Policy netWorks have developed due 10 a number of factors including: a) the

continuing emergence of a society organised as collectives· e.g., unions; b) the trend

10 more sophisticated SCCIors in the policy arena; c) the increased scope of me state;

and e) the blurring of boundaries between the public and private sectors • e.g., crown

corporations, govemmentjoint veoruces, etc. (Jordan & Schubert. 1992, p. II). The

degree to which both the public and private sectors are strong or weak influences the

typeS of policy netWorks that develop.
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Although there appears to be considerable consensus on the underlying concepts

related to policy communities, authors bave a variety of approacbes to operationalising

them. Atkinson and Coleman are said to have taken a strueturaI approach. They posit

that the degree of state autonomy and capacity, and the strength and organization of

interest groups determine the types of relationships of policy networks that develop in

a nation. They bold that if decision making is concentrated in a single agency or

department, then it is able to dominate relations in a specific sector and enable

strategic thinking and tong-range planning in the sector. In strong state sectors: a)

bureaus have a clear concept. of their role and value system; b) bureaucrats have a

professional ethos distinct from the prevailing industry; c) bmeau responsibilities are

defined by law or regu1ation; and d) they generate their own technical and other

information. A strong or mobilised businesslintercst sector will similarly have the

capacity 10 generate its own information, associations will have the capacity to bind

member firms 10 agreements, and there will be an absence of overlapping associations

so thar: the go....ernment will deal with only one (peak) association in a sector (Atkinson

& Coleman, 1989, pp. SO-S\).

In a later work., Atkinson and Coleman (1992) re-emphasise the structural parameters,

stressing the need to be aware of netWorks and their relational patterns at the micro

(individual), meso- (sub scctor and group) and macro- (state) levels. They maintain

thar: if one igoO£eS the influence of the state and its capacity and autonomy, one will

not have a true picture of how policy networks develop. Macro-level norms set the

context for network. development. However, the relationship is, in reality, symbiotic,

and policy networks can eventually change the stale's policy style. Jordan and

Schubert concur with this analysis of mutual influence between state and societal

actors (Atkinson & Coleman, 1992, pp. 159-166; Jordan & Schubert, 1992, p. 16).

Using these parameters, these authors state that if both the state, or state sector, and

the interest/pressure group:! within it are weak then one of the following pluralist

networks arise:
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a) Pressure pluralist in which the state maintains SOIllC autonomy but is confronted

with a wide variety of interest groups each with a slightly different agenda.

b) Clientele pluralist in which not only is the state's authority dispersed, but it

also becomes dependent on the intel"eSt groups for infonnation, thus allowing a

more direct input to the policy process.

If, on the other hand, both the state, or Stale sector, and the interest groups sector are

strong, coacertation Detworks arise. Here, a small Dumber of interest groups represent

mutually exclusive but non-competitive intel"csts, and government and interest groups

deal on equal terms. Corporarist networks are a subset. of coocertation networks.

Corporatism is an institutional arnmgement whereby public policy is worked out

through an interactioo. between state elites and leaders of a limited. number of corporate

organisations (mainly business and industry, on one band, and labour on the other).

These corporate organisations arc given a deliberate representational monopoly.

Decisions are influenced by a small Dumber of functionally differentiated but non

competitive groups (peak associations) that are licensed or recognised by the state. In

corporatist states weaker groups and organised people tend to be left out.

The last type of network, as described by Atkinson and Coleman, is "state-directed".

Here a strong and cohesive state dominates the policy area without any reference to

associations. There is movement bet.ween these types of networks both within a state

and within a scaor depending on the macro-level sttuenlreS of a state and the maturity

of both the policy sector and the interest groups within it (Atkinson & Coleman, 1989,

pp. 82-87; Coleman & Skogstad, 1990, pp. 2()'31; Pal, 1992, pp. 110-113). This

classification is supported by other authors (Chalmers, 1991, pp. 60-62).

Pross takes a different approach to descnbing the relationships between interest groups

in the policy community and the relationships between them. He divides the policy

community into the subgovernment and the attentive public. The formet" tends to be a

small group of policy maken - e.g., the minister in charge of the department; hislher
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senior officials; in Canada, the provincial or federal counterpart, as appropriate, and

representatives of a few significant interest groups. Representatives of other related

agencies, such as the eRIC in telecommunications, also form part of the

subgovemmcnt, as do, from time to time, members of parliament whose constituency

is particularly effected by a field and representatives of the central agencies. The

attentive public, on the other band is more loosely knit and consists of the media,

academics, other interest groups, and poss1b1y, foreign governments or other

departments who are less closely associated with the field. The attentive public is not

as cohesive nor does it have the power of the subgovemme:nt (Pross, 1992, pp. 121·

127; Pal, 1992, pp. 109.111).

Lindquist (1992) expands upon both the AtkinsoaIColeman and Pross models. To the

former, he adds a description of the ideal role of government managers in each type of

network. For instance, in cases where concertation networks form, Lindquist holds

that often, implementation of policy is delegated 10 the interest groups and government

takes the role of monitoring. In a corporatist network, as defined by Atkinson and

Coleman, the principal role that lindquist sees for government is to ensure that both

sets of intereSts come to acceptable policy solutions that are beneficial to society at

large, and also to assure that the sides avoid deadlock (Lindquist, 1992, pp. 135-142).

Pross divides the a policy community into sub-government and the attentive public.

Lindquist, building on the work: of Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith on advocacy coaliti~

adds the dimension of dominant, contending and emerging networks within a policy

domain. Each network or coalition is seen to have subgovemment and attentive public

members. However, at any given time, one network will usually dominant the policy

community. That is the government bureaus and interest groups involved will have

more resources, human, financial and political, to attempt to translate their position

'For di.scussion of this CODtept see P.A. Sabanc:r. (1987). "KliQwledp, policy-oriemeo1leaming. and policy
clwlge: An advocacy coalition &aroewort.". ~. 1(4) pp. 649-692. and H.C. lcotios-Smith. (1990).
Democ!1ltie !'pUbes md !'plicy Analysis. Bl'OOksICole. pacific Grove, Ca.)
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into policy. The dominant network might coosist of a number of weU endowed

pressure groups, a peak association, cenaal federal government department, key

provincial govemments and membership from among hip profile think tanks.

Another network with an agenda different from that dominating the policy community

at the time might form a coalition consisting of other federal departments and

agencies, other provincial governments, interest groups which are likely to be less

cohesive and resourced and might have a more loosely associated attentive public

membership. This "contending" netWork will operated a linle fwther back from. the

core of policy formulation and implementation. A step further back again ooe migbt

find groups and individuals and interest groups who are just beginning to coalesce

around an agenda to form an emerging oetwork. (Lindquist, 1992, pp. 145-149).

In Europe, otber authors such as Jordan and Schubert (1992) and Frans Van Waarden

(1992), apply different factors and ch:uacteristics to categorizing the different

relationships that define policy networks and communities. These authors bold that the

dichotomous grouping (i.e., usually weak stakS with pluralist networks and strong

states with corporatist networks) is too limiting, partly because nations do not sit on

ends of this continuum. Funher, they feel that the distinctions in these models are too

bard to operationalise. Jordan & Schubert prefer the use of the following three

variables to descnbe networks.

a) The level of institutionalization and, in particular, "stability".

b) The scope oftbe policy making arrangement (i.e., wbether it is sectoral or

trans-sectoraI).

c) The nwnber of participants (i.e., whether the network is limited to a few

participants or is it more open) (Jordan & Schubert, 1992, pp. 1-2).

Van Waarden applies yet a different set of dimensions: number and type of actors, the

function of networks, their structure or the relationship between actors, their level of

institutionalization, their rules of conduct, the power relationship or distribution of
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power and lastly the strategy or actors in the netWork. Based on these properties,

which again the author holds have taoglble characteristics, Van Waarden produced a

much expanded and more fmely nmed list of policy DetWork types (Van Waarden,

1992, pp. 32-38).

The scope of this thesis is to track changes in the Canadian telecommunications policy

community during the last IS years and subsequendy explore the potential or the

ClllTmt community to support the implementation of an alternate policy approach to

support rural areas. The thrust is DOl the creation of typology but rather an analysis of

change as it relates to policy implementatioo. For this reason the more general models

described by Pross, Linguist, and Atkinson and Coleman will be used to demonstrate

the change. While the detailed categorizations referred to above could be of interest,

the quantity of data that wouJd have to be collected is beyond the scope of this study.

Depending on the trends found in this research, a more detailed analysis might be

warranted at a future date.
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CHArTER J: DATA lNSTRUMENTS AND STUDY FINDINGS

3.1 STt/DY PERIOD AND PRIMARy DATA SOORas

3.1.1. PniH _/SIllily

The American and European govenune:nt studies and other literature cited in Chapter I

indicated that the move from a regulated mooopoI.y, with its accompanying social

contract. to a more competitive and loosely regulated environment, bas the potential to

bave a negative impact on the provision of telecommunications services to rural

regions. In the period from. 1979 to the present, the CRTC bas taken significant steps

along the path from regulation to deregulation and competition in the

teleconununications industry. (See Table I, Appendix.) The fim significant step

occurred in the Canadian industtj' when, in 1979, the CRTC ruled that CNCP could

compete for private line voice and public data communications in Bell territory.

Therefore, the date of this decision bas been taken as the stan point of the present

study. For convenience (since the trend towarcb deregulation is continuing), an end

point of May 19, 1995 was chosen as it also marks a CRIC decision of national

importance. The recommendations from this decision were published by the CRIC in

a docwnent entitled "Competition and Culnue on Canada's Information Highway:

Managing the Realities", which deals with competition not only between the traditional

telephone providers, but also between these providers and the cable companies.

This thesis describes the changes in the Canadian and Newfoundland

telecommunications policy communities ovt!' the same period. Further, it attempts to

determine whether the current policy community could shape and support alternate

telecommunications policy options particularly as these policies might affect rural

areas. Newfoundland, a province with a proportionately large rura1 population. was

chosen as a case study for this exploration.
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3.1.1 o.u SHrca - N.". P.&y C.....1IiIy

Government reports and studies such as the lntven and Menard (1992) document,

provides a rich source of information on the actors in the dominant policy network and

the subgovemment. To confirm this and to provide information on the attentive

public, and on contending and emerging Detworks of the national and Newfoundland

communities, primary sources of data were sought. It was assumed that people or

groups who made written or oral representations to CRTC regulatory hearings of

national impact would be members of the natiooal policy community. No distinction

was made between written and oral presentations to eliminate the cost of travel to the

centrally convened eRTC hearings as a confounding variable. Those who presented to

the hearing on "CNCP Telecommunications, lnterconnection with Bell Canada"

(Telecom Decision 79-11) and those who responded 10 the CRTC public notice 1994

130, dated October 20, 1994, which resulted in the May 19, 1995, document were

chosen as the "end-point" groups. A "mid-poine" group was also chosen: those who

made representation to either the "lnterexchange Competition and Related Issues"

(Telecom Decision 85.19) and/or the subsequent appeal by CNCP lO overturn the

voice competition section of Telecom Decision 85-19 • i.e., "CNCP

Telecommunications - Application 10 review and vary Telecom Decision CRTC 85·19

(Telecom Decision 86-18)".' All four hearings were of national imponance and,

f As will be _Ialer in Ibis e~cu!le poliey eommwUty lbtlI arePl"escuted in aggJegated ronn bowevcr fall
Iistingsoftbcgrollps.mdiDdi.vidllalseanbefOllJldintbcfl!ltnoscriptionsoftbcb~gs.ThcscllfCasfollows.

I. Tdeeom Dcdsioa 79.11. Cmadim Radio-TdcvisioDmel Tcla:ommumc:aionOccisioos mel Policy SutcmCllIS.
Vol. S, Pan I. April 1979 10 Mareb 1980. Scctioo {Y. Cite CRT 5.

2. TelccomDccisiooSS-19. Canadian Radio-Tdcvision Decisioosmel Policy SlaCements. Vo!.lt, Part ({b). July
I. 198510 ScpIember30. 1985, ScWoo IA. Cile CRT II.

3. Telccom Decision 86-18. CNCP Tdccommumc:ations - Applic-atioo 10 Review and Vuy Telecom OcdsioD
CRTC S5-19. October31, 1986. Onawa. CRTC.

4. 1belislsoflbo5e~represmUlioolOtbehcarinp:tIW«SllhediDtbeMay19,1995 rqJOltlll'efOlllldundCf
the tille AlIdiptEe Pvbliaurl Pqbl;C Hearing : Autonme de L' Informatioo/ lpfomiatiog Higbway tude! PIwcs:
Lt.1. Hull, Qaebcc, Macb 15, 1995. The IisI is availabieduougbCO!llKtiogtbe CRTC iD 0tIa~ul1. Telephone:
(819) 997. 0313: Fu: (SI9) 994-0218 : e-mail· bUp:lIwww.c:ne.ge.ea
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therefore, would be cxpccted to attract a natiooal community, as opposed to others that

might have been equally relevant but perceived as more provincial in scope. Among

other issues, these hearings dealt with competition for public switched voice services

between the two companies.

Of relevance here is that in the public notice for the 85-19 bearing, the CRTC made

particular note that despite the fact that the request was being made by the British

Colombia section of CNCP, the decision would have national implications. Due to the

nation-wide importance of the issues the Commission held two hearings, one in British

Columbia and one in Hull - the latter being the more usual point fOT hearings of

national significance. Despite these efforts. only 56 representations were made at the

85-19 hearing, and 67 at 86-18.1 (Sec footnote 7.)

As supporting data, information from national commissions/councils that dealt with

telecommunications issues in the three periods were used The data consisted of lists

of individuals or groups who made independent representation to, or were asked to

participate in these activities. The four activities considered were: a) the Clyne

Commission, b) the Spicer Commission, c) the Prosperity Initiative and d) the

Information Highway AdvisOl)' Council (IHAC).'

3.1.3 DtIttI S."ru - N~.IUI""fl p.ucy C.",,,,,,,,ity

In the provincial setting, similar primary and supporting sources were secured. During

the 1979-80 and 1985-86 periods, the Newfoundland Telephone Company (NTC) was

'The public: hearinpthat rCSlll.ta1 in Telecom Decision 92-12. Ci)lIUIlQlI(y refemdlo as the Ullitel Dec:ision.!H!l
pennil voice COl:Dpctitioo between Unile! MId the Stl:QlOt AI1UIlcc. was an eQiWly significmt hearing. II was DOt
selected for the Illid-point for datacoU~ becallSC it was too close to the cod of the stlldy.

• Sec the RcfCfeIICcSettionand thccodoftbcdoclmeot for lilIl citatiotlson tbcrcsnltingtep)ns, which conllliD.
the informationon those who participated in each. ThC$C commis5ioll$ and COIUtCiLs amnII( olber things. were YSkcd
lOsukillpGlfi'otnacrosssectio.noflbe~groupsinthccolUlUYabootaDRlll.bcrpolicyareasinwhithlhe

fedcfal goVetnlllCIU was coosidc::ring clIaogiq; or fO[JD.oIatinl!: DCW policy l1ircctioll$. Each of these groups looted
tbccOUlIlrymdbcldopcn fOOl as wcllasiovitedrcptcscoutivc:slO roaDdUbles aadindividllal tnectingslO scck
public input 00 thcseproposcd ocw directioll$. TclCt()ll)DlunicaUoQSappcvcdas an issue in each.
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regulated by the Newfoundland and Labrador Board of Public Utilities (PUB). To be

as comprehensive as posstble• .au bearings related to telephony decisions in these two

periods were reviewed.. Data obtained from the bearings foc which there had been a

public notice proved most helpful, as presentations at the others were usually limited

to the PUB commissioners, representatives oflbe Telephooe Company, and sometimes

a representative of the Fedcratioo of Municipalities. Only Minutes and Decisions of

the public hearings were available for review, as writtm COITeSpODdence from

petitioners and other parties were destroyed when regulatory power transfdTe<i to the

CRTC, which had not wanted the documentation. [n a conversation with the current

Clerk of the Board (Ms. Carol Horwood), who bad also held this position throughout

the entire period of the study, the writer was assured that all names of groups or

individuals making representation to the PUB during hearings were read into the

record. From this perspective, then, the information was as specific as that available

from the CRTC Hearings. 'B

Following a Supreme Coun ruling in 1989, the Newfoundland Public Utilities Board

lost its regulatory power over NTC. Therefore, for the 1994-95 period, the names of

groups and individuals from Newfoundland and Labrador who responded to CRTC

Public Notice 1994-130 (which resulted in the May 19. 1995 documeDt Competition

and Culture on the Information Highway) were extracted to represent the provincial

policy community. (See footnote 7.4 for source information.)

,. The pertineot Newfouad1md Public Utilities Bo:InI Public Orden; reviewed wen as foUows.
1979: With Publie Hearing: PU-9. PU-14. PU-2o. pu-n. PU-29. Witbout a Public HeariDg: PU....PU-t I.

PU-12. PU·16. PU-23, PU-24. PU-25. PU-3t. PU_33. PU-34. PU-37.
1980: With a PabJic Hearing: PU-Io. PU-12. PU-19. PU-20. ptJ-31: Witho.t a Pu.blic beariDg: PU-23,PU

24. PU-26, PU-2B. PU-29.
Thcn:wcn: Do public bearings in this yeau Mr. Andy WeUs was iICIdcd to the Board as aCOll$UD.er
ioldvoealC:. PU-I. ptJ-2. PU-7. PU-9. PU-It. PU-13. PU-14, PU-22, PU-23. PU-24,PU-3I, PU-32.
Again becauseoflb.e consamerrepreseolatiVi:Gn the Board only one public IleatinB was held: PU-7.
Wilhoot a public bearing: PU-I. PU... PU-S, PU-6. PU-8. PU-tO. PO-IS. PU-19, PU_2L

I99S: See info[D\atlonoli [nformation Higbwaybc:arings in Footoole 71lem 4.
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Little supplementary information was available in the provincial setting particulary for

the first two time periods • perhaps an indication of the lack of importance attributed

to this policy area by the Nl:Wfoundland government. In 1994, the province defined a

Provinciallnfonnation Technology 5tta1egy. In conjunction with this codeavour, NGL

Consultants conducted a series of round tables for which public notice was givco.

Three of the six round tables dealt with telecommunications-type activity and were

held in 5t. John's, Oarenville, and Comer Brook thus giving a wide variety of people

in the province the opportunity to attend without incurring undue costs in travel.

Those who attended these sessions and the groups with which the consultants held

private sessions were included as supporting data in defining the Newfoundland policy

community (NGL, 1994).

Finally, infonnation was sought on the mandates of several provincial agencies that

were known to have a high proftIe in the telecommunications area in 1994-95. The

objective was to determine whco they were fonned and to see when in the period of

study they would have begun to playa role in the policy community. These groups

were included in the supplementary information on the provincial community.

3.1.4 /HIli s.urcl!S - Altemflte P.&y 0pti01U

Government studies and other secoo.daJy literature sources from the United States and

Europe, notably from the U.S. Congress. the CKganisation foc Economic Cooperation

and Development (OECD) and the EuropeaD Communities Commission (ECC) (see

Chapter 4 this study) were the principal sources of these options.

3.1.5 /hit. SOllrces .11llpllCt ofPMicy tlf R"rtI1. Newf.""6,,i

Information on the impact of current and possible implementation of allCIlIate policy

on rural areas in Newfoundland was gathered through limited application of open·

ended questionnaires in either face-ta-face or telephone settings. These questionnaires

were slightly different in construction, depending on the respondent, but each focused

on obtaining the same general information:
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a) Whal. if any, was the impact of the changing telecommunication envirotunent

on the institution/enterprise which the ~dent represented?

b) What, if any, was the perceived impact on the community and region?

c) Whicil community actors, if any, WeR active in the telecommunications area?

d) What posstllilities existed, if any, for actors to support an alternate policy

approach, given current government policy directions?

The individuals who were selected represented: a) small rural businesses and puhlic

institutions in rural communities, b) telecommunications carriers, and c) members of

provincial government departments who bad respoosibility for telecommunications.

The questions asked of this last group also sought information about the potentially

changing role and impact of the provincial government in the national arena.

3.2 HISTORY OF THE TELECOMMUNlCAnQNslCAlUUAGE lNDUSTRY

The following brief review of the teleconununications industry in Canada and in

Newfoundland identifies the major industrial players and their roles in the policy

community, and provides some context for their dominance in the conununity. Further

it describes the significant role that provincial and federal governments have played in

the deployment of telecommunications infrastructure. It should assist the reader who

may be less familiar with die telecommunications area to interpret the dis<:ussion

presented on the policy conununities.

Historically, the telecommunications carriage industry began in Canada in 1846, when

a telegraph service was established between Hamilton and Toronto (Communications

Canada, 1992b, p. 7). Telegraph (essentially an early form of data transmission)

services grew rapidly across the country in parallel with the construction of the

railway. For most of the century the two main suppliers of telegraph services were the

Canadian National (eN) and Canadian Pacific (CP) Railways (Babe, 1988). CP and

other companies extended telegraph lines throughout the years subsequent to 1846, and

by 1886, CP bad completed a C03St·tCH:oast service. Following the merger of a
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number of smaller telegraph companies to fonn CN in 1921, the consolidation of lbe

services of the companies involved provided a se<;ond coast-to-coast service.

Te1egrapb services, which were the most efficient form of communications in the laner

part of the Ian century, remained an integral part of the industry until the 19805

(CRIC, 1980b, p. 188; Babe, 1990).

As the century progressed, demand for voice services increased As a result, by the end

of World War D, CN and CP began working more closely together in this area, and in

1961, they effectively began joint operations of their telecommunications divisions

which included operation, maintenance, and coostruction of microwave systems and

equal sharing of expenditures and revenues (CRIC, 1980b, p. 188).

In 1874, A. G. Bell invented the telephone (i.e., voice telecomm.unicarioo.s) and within

four years, Bell Telephone Company of Canada was given a sweeping cbaner, with

few restrictions, to establish and provide telephone service to all of Canada. For a few

years Bell was the only provider of telephone facilities in the Dominion. In 1885. the

first independent telephone company was established in Prince Edward Island.

Independent companies wer-e establisbed by provinces, municipalities. and railway

companies. For the most pan, these companies were established because Bell was

more interested in serving the large, urban centres and the more lucrative heavy.traffic

routes. At one point ther-e were 676 independent companies in Ontario alone (Babe.

1990, pp. 65-90). Over time however, Bell eliminated or absorbed all but a few of

these companies. despite regulation. by applying internal cross-subsidies between local

and long distance rates and by se<;uring favourable "interconnection" decisions from

the CRIC. II Many claimed that this allowed Bell to charge predatory prices for use

of its facilities by other companies. The issue of wbether Bell was. and is, a natural

" A later section describes the rcphtory bodies !bat have ruled on the: rariffi lIIId allowable activities of the
various telepbooeeompaoies in the countty. See-u.wsandRegulaoous-
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monopoly as weU as the related issues of interconnection and the associated rating

systems have bec:o central to rcgulatory decisions until the prescot decade.

The demand for loog distance services grew rapidly soon after the cstablisbmcnt of

local telephone services throughout the country. This lead to the formation of the

Trans Canada Telephone System (TCfS) in 1931. Prior to 1931100g distance calls in

Canada were routed through the United Swcs. Interestingly, in the first Tcrs

arrangement linking citie5 across the country 25% WCf'C dependent on CP's intercity

facilities. CNCP continued to provide ponions of the facilitie5 to the BcU alliance

until the mid·l960s (CRTC, 1980b; Babe, 1990).

With the advent of conununications satellites in the late 19605 and early 19705, two

other major carriers entered the arena· Tclesat (1969) and Teleglobe. The latter is the

successor of the Canadian Overseas Telecommunications Company (COTe) which had

been established in 1949 (Communications Canada, 1987, pp. 44-45).

Currently the largest telepbone company of each province plus that of the North West

Territories, all of which arc Bell affiliates, have formed an alliance and opcralC under

the one umbrella company, Stentor (formerly, Telecom Canada, and before that.,

TCfS).

In addition to the Stentor Alliance, the following comprise the major telephony carriers

in the country:

Unitel CommllllladoDS lac. - operates its own natiooal fibre and microwave

system and cOmpcles dircctJ.y with the Stentor alliance in all provinces. Its

primary mandate is provision of services 10 business customeJS.1J

49 iIlIdcpcndent leleplloae providen - principally in Onlalio and Quebec.

':Voitel Commllllicatioas is now mow as AT.tT Caoadao.tside orNewfolllldlmd and Labrador.
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Tdesat ~ the monopoly provider of all commercial domestic satellite services.

TeJecIobe ~ Canada's signatoIy to the INTELSAT and lNMARSAT alliances,

which provide international satellite services.

100 radio conunoa CUTten • providers of mobile radio services.

13 ceIhdar radio coapaa1es - at least one in each province, usually a

subsidiary of the largest telephone company (Communicalions Canada, 1992b,

pp. 14-16).

3.3 NEWFOUNDLAND TELECOMMUNICATIONS IIIsTORY

A similar history of development of the telegraph and telephone industries occurred in

Newfoundland, with the eventual evolution of a predominantly Bell-based monopoly.

(See Galgay, McCarthy & O'Keefe, 1994.) In 1852, only six yean after the

establishment of the tim telegraph circuit in Ontario, the first telegraph line was: run

between St. John's and Carbonear by the Newfoundland Electric Telegraph Co. By

1856, a submarine link 10 Nova Scotia was completed by the Newfoundland and

loodon Telegraph Company. The OD~Island cable laid at this time was: the only

service until 1877. Then due to increased demand, the government began a telegraph

service to larger rural towns in conjunction with lhe Anglo American Telegraph Co.,

which significantly increased the available infrastructure. [n 1893 Reid Railway

signed a 50-year contract to complete and operate the telegraph service along the

railway line. In 1900, the Bond government cancelled this [ease arrangement and

began an alternate rural telegraph service. There were now three telegraph services in

Newfoundland - Reid Railway, Anglo American Telegraph and the Newfoundland

Government service. The government's drive to provide small communities with

telegraph service continued through these companies and the Commercial Telegraph

Co. until 1910.

In the international arena, the flfSt trans Atlantic cable link between Newfoundland

(Heart's Content) and Ireland was: completed by lhe Anglo American Telegraph Co.,

complementing Newfoundland's positioo on the Atlantic trade routc. In 1901, on



Signal Hill, Marconi received the first trans-Atlantic wireless signal, a te<:bnology

which tItrealeDed the trans·AtIantic cable companies like the Anglo American

Telcgraph Co. As the final extension in the progress from telegraph to telephone

internationally, in 1955 the COTC began laying the first trans-Atlantic telephone cable

from Newfoundland (Oan:nville) to Scotland (Oban).

In 1878, the first private telephone, a non-Bd1 offering, appeared in St. John's. (0

1884, BeU offered to lease its patent rights to Anglo American Telegraph Co., and in

1885, the tim public !e1ephane wu put in place - a service limited to St. John's until

1900, at which time the Company began providing local service to other communities

on the Avalon Peninsula

Continuing its attempts to provide telecommunications services to rural Newfoundland,

the government, in 1912, began to provide telephone links from small post offices to

the nearest telegraph office, which was less expensive than providing full access to the

telegraph system. This practice continued until 1949. With Newfoundland's entry

into confederation, Canadian National (eN) Telegraph took ovc!" the Newfoundland

Post and Telegraph system and started to upgrade both telephone and telegraph

services in its areas. This system became the nucleus of the Canadian National

Telegraph System in the province and later again became Terra Nova Telephone

(TN1), pan of the CNCP Alliance, which provided telephone services to much of rural

Newfoundland until its take-over by NTC in 1988.

In 1919, the Avalon Telephone Company, later to become NTC, was incorporated. and

the government of the day entered into a 30 year contract with the company giving it

exclusive rights 10 provide telephone service on the Avalon Peninsula h provided the

flfSt long distance service in the province in 1927. In 1938, the Avalon Telephone

Company entered into an agreement with Canadian Marconi Company to extend its

long distance service to mainland Canada through the use of Marconi's radio facilities.
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By 1939 there were four separate telephone systems - Avalon, United Towns on the

Burin Peninsula, the Anglo-Newfoundland Development Company (AND) in Comer

Brook and the Bowaters Company in Grand Falls. AND and Bowaten were paper

companies in Comer Brook and Grand Falls, respectively, and were the majoc

employers in each community until recent years. Each company operated a telephone

service for the community in which it was resident Betwceo 1943 and 1950 the

Avalon Telephone Company (ATC) obtained a franchise to service the west coast and

purchased both the AND and &waters telephone companies. In 1962, BeU Telephone

Company of Canada received permission from The Board of Transport Commissioners

10 issue the necessary shares to purchase the ATC; that same year it also took over the

United Towns Telephone Service. Ultimately, in 1969, the ATC cbanged its name to

NrC to reflect the provincial nature of the service. Now, only two telephone

companies existed in the province - the 8e1l-owned NrC and the CN System.

Further consolidation occurred in 1988, when NrC purchased TNT. This was

followed a few years later, in 1993, by NrC's purcbase of the provincial crown

corporation Newfoundland and Labrador Computer Services, which provided all

computer services, including netWorIcing, to government by NewTel Systems (the

parent company of NTq. Anderson Communications (a London·based infonnation

technology company), and Bell Sigma. The new private-scctor company - Newtel

lnformation Solutions Ltd (NISL), bas been designated the sole supplitt of computing

service to government for seven years (Galgay, McCarthy and O'Keefe, 1994).

In 1990, following the buy-out of TNT by NTC, Unitel reentered the field as a long

distance competitor to the Bell affiliate.

3.4 LAws AND REGULATIONS

Telephone regulations bad their origins in the railway legislation of the 1800s and as

such the carriers were subject 10 the rules that prevented discrimination among

In 1892, the Bell Telephone Company Act was amended to prohibil Bell
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from raising its rates without approval of the federal cabinet. Early in this century, the

Railway Act was ameDded twice to give the Board of Railway Commissioners of

Canada the right to regulate all telephone and telegraph rates (1906 & 1908

respectively). En 1938, federal regulation transfem:d to the Board of Transport

Commimooers, which, in tum. was supplanted by the Canadian Transportation

Commission (erq in 1961. At the same time. the provisions for the structure and

powers of the erc were moved from the Railway Act to the National Transportation

Act. In 1916 federal regulatory power changed again to the CRTC (CRTC Act Sc.

1914, 1S, 16) and the power.; and procedures were then delineated in the National

Telecommunications Power.; and Procedures Act. Other regulatory procedures were

detailed in the Telegraphs Act (CRTe, 1919, p. 12). En 1992. the federal government

introduced Bill C-62 which reviewed and consolidated existing telecommunications

legislation into the Telecommunications Act, 1993.

Also of interest to this study (because the existence of digital and fibl"e optical

technologies has allowed technical coovergence of broadcasting and

teleconununications industry services) is the fact that, in 1968, the fledgling cable

industry became subject (0 CRTC regulation under the Broadcast Act that had been

declared that year. In 1975. the first set of cable television regulations was enacted; in

1986. these were streamlined and a more light-handed regulatory approach was

adopted for small cable.systems (Broadcasting Act-Cable Television Regulations.

1986). And finally, in 1991, just before the introduction of the new

Telecommunications Act, a new Broadcasting Act which updated and expanded the

provisions of the 1968 Act, as they related to the now mature cable industry, was

implemented (lntveo and Menard, 1992, pp. 35-40).13

"Primary $(llm:es for laws govcmiog lhc CRTC illlb.e period ofSllldy can be fOllDd illlb.e Angllal Repons of
the CRTC for the time periods - i.e., the Amllial Report of (979/80, 1985186 aod 1992193.
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Through most of the century the telephone companies of the Atlantic and Prairie

provinces (the latter being provincial aown corporations) were regulated by provincial

public utilities boards. In the case of SaskTel - the Saskatchewan crown coqxmuioo,

the company reported directly to me minister. However in 1989 when Alberta

Government Telqlhone (AGn was privatized - now known as TellIS - me Supreme

Coun of Canada ruJed that it and me companies in the Atlantic Provinces were

essentially interprovincial undertakings and as such were to be regulated by the CRTC

(Intven & Menard, 1992, p. 36). Manitoba agreed to allow its telephone company to

come under the CRTC regulation when Bill C-62, the Telecommunications Act,

became law. By the early 19905 then, SaskTel was the only major telephone company

under (rovincial jurisdiction. It continues to report to the Minister without

independent supervision. The smaller independent companies in Ontario and Quebec

and the Edmonton Telephone Co., wholly owned by the City of Edmonton, remain

under provincial regulation (Intven & Menard, 1992, pp. 35·37, 139-140 and 218.219).

[0 Newfoundland the provincial regulatory body the Public Utilities Board was created

in 1949 (Galgay, McCarthy & O'Keefe, 1994, pp. 235). It maintainedjurisdietion

over telecommunications in the province through the 1985·86 period until the 1989

Supreme Coun ruJing transferred regulatory control of NTC to the CRTC.

The owners and regulators of the major telecommunications carriers for three points in

the period of slLldy are outlined in Tables 2 and 3, Appendix I. From these tables,

one can observe cbanges in the core of the policy community from greater to lesser

public influence and from decentralized to more centrallzcd control. Although there

were many cbanges in regulations during the period (see Table I), the only significant

change in legislation occurred in 1993, when the DCW Telecommunications Act was

established Prior to that date, powers and rcguIation under the old Railway Act were

modified to meet: the needs of this industry.
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3.4.1 TIle CRTC

The CRTC has been a substantial presence throughout the period of the study. The

Commission has been comprised of 19 members, 9 full time and 10 palNime. The

nine full time memben are appointed by the Governor-in·Council for seven year terms

and form the executive committee. The ten pan.time memben: are appointed for terms

of five years and an: drawn from and represent aU regions of the country. Although

they are described as pan time, these members aetual.ly devoce a considerable amount

of time each year to the Commission.

In 1978-79 there were 492 staff members in the CRTC, and its budget was $14.9

million. There was an Executive Director, a General Counsel with his staff, and a

Secretary General to the Commission with staff. Additionally there were five

directorates: a) Planning and Development, b) Telecommunications, c) Broadcast

Programmes, d) Administration, and e) Research. There is no mention of regional

staff in the annual rqxxt for that year (CRTC. 1979a).

By 1985-86. the staff of the CRTC had down-sized to 389. but the budget had

increased to $25.0 million. The Executive Director remained as did the General

Counsel and the Secretary general and their staffs. The directorates in 1985-86 were:

a) Telecommunications, b) Broadcasting, and c) Strategic Planning. The staff now

included a total of 14 persons in regional offices located in Vancouver, Winnipeg,

Montreal and Halifax (CRTC, 1986).

By 1994-95 the commission staff had increased to 433 with a $34.4 million dollar

budget. The three directorates had divided into four: telecommunications,

broadcasting. executive management, and corporate services. There were now six

regional offices (CRTC, 1994; CRTC, 1995b).
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3.5 CHANGES IN COMPOSmON OF NATIONAL PoLICY COMMVNITY

3.5.1 NtritlUll (rUles 5 IUId SA)

Table 5. (see Appendix I) which ca1egorises the presenters to CRTC hearings, shows

the dramatic changes in the overall composition of the telecommunications policy

community, particulary in the period between the mid-1980s and the presenl [0 1979,

there were 68 representations to the CRTC hearing consisting primarily of the

telephone caniers, most of the provincial governments, a few communications

associations, including the Cable Television Association, and a number ofbusincss

associations. Almost all "individual users~ were representatives of businc:ssc:s with the

single biggest group being computer companies. The press and publishing industries

WCl"e represented only through Canadian Press. Only one group (with the exception of

communications unions) made representation on behalf of workers. The Clyne

Commission (which contained the supplementary information for this period - see

Section 3.1.2) dealt with matters other than communications. and me author made an

infonned choice of about which groups could reasonably be included in the

supplementary lists of policy community members in Table 5A. The supplementary

infonnarion from this Commission added but one "social action" iOiercst group and

one individual USCt" to lhose who were identified through the CRTC hearing.

In 1985, despite the fact that the CRTC held hearings in two locations and pointed out

the national importance of the proceedings in its public notices, only 56 representations

were made. In 1986. in the review hearing dealing only with the competition in voice

issues, 67 representations were made. The only significant change from 1979 was that

there was a noticeable increase in presentations from social action interest groups 

most of which were made in the British Columbia hearing. Little other change can be

seen, except that a greater number of carriers outside the two petitioners presented

briefs and fewer individual companies were presenl

Although no specific details on the participants were available in the repons of the

Spicer Commission or the Prosperity Initiative (see Section 3.1.2). the former reported
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having heard from 400,00 people and the latter reported having held meetings in 186

cities and five regional centres (Spicer, 1991, p. 4; Prosperity lnitiative, 1992,

Preface). Telecommunications was not on the planned agenda of either (Spicer, 1991.

pp. 147-149; Prosperity lnitiative, 1991a, 1991b) however, it emerged during both

consultations as a key area foc consideration. The report of the Spicer Commission

(1991, pp. 45-46) emphasised the imponance of telecommunications as a unifying

factor and that of the Prosperity lnitiative (1992, p. 8) listed the creation of a high

speed broadband information highway as one of its ~ outcarnes. Arguably, the

emergence of telecommunications in these two national fora, could be raken as an

indicatoc of an increase in individual and group concerns with this area; else, how

would the matter have gained such prominence among all the others on the original

agendas?

In the 1995 CRTC hearing, 946 separate representations were made. There is a

striking difference in the size, although some might argue that a number of these

individuals or groups have always been interested through the broadcast policy

community, and also in the complexity of the policy community. The carriers,

provincial and federal. government departments. and communications associations,

including me cable association, remained much the same. However, municipal

governments and chambers of commerce from quite small conununities appeared for

the first time, as did a substantial number of individual communications companies. In

lhe latter group were cable companies (2I), which were the most numerous from that

field - three times more prevalent for instance, than computer companies. Ten

publishing or newspaper firms appeared - a group which had previously left its

representation to Canadian Press. Labour was much more in evidence with seven

representations, and a variety of art, education, health, and research associatioos

appeared foc the first time. The numbers of social action interest groups had increased

significantly (10 to 79) in absolute t~, if not proportionally, as did the number and

variety of individual economic units. As examples oCthe lattertbere were 58 schools,

school boards or universities, 31 individual arts groups (e.g., Kittiwake Dance
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Theatre), 24 hospitals and health centres, and IS public libraries. Perhaps the most

dramatic change however Waf that 272 (fully 29 %) of the total submissions were

made by individuals.

The data from the Information Highway Advisory Council which as mentioned earliC!'

is considered to be supporting information to that obtained from the 1995 CRTC

hearing, showed a similar composition of the national policy community.

3.5.1.1 ~

[n 1990, the lofor-adon TdoolocY Assodatloo of Cuada (ITAC) was formed

and consisted of 50 companies (lTAC, (995). By 1994, it represented "450 member

firms across the full spectrum of the industry • offering computer and

telcconununicatioos hardware, software and services including the rapidly growing

electronic infonnation sector. Collectively the companies accounted for more then

70% of the industry'S revenues (total $43 billion) and the lion's share of its exports,

R&D and jobs." By 1995, these Dumbers had increased to 1100 member companies

representing 70% of $50 billion in revenue, $2 billion in R&D and $12 billion in

exports (ITAC, 1994, 1995). (TAC is positioning itself to be the peak association for

this industrial sector.

As the voice of Canada's infonnation industry, ITAC's mission is twofold:
...to provide leadership OIl issues that effect the growth and profitability of the
industry:
... to promote the effective use of information technology by Canadians.
This mission is accomplished by a wide ranging ad'lOCaC}' program whicb
focusC5 on public policy is5UC5 critical to member's succcss. (ITAC, 1994, p.
I).

One of the advocacy positions taken by this organisation in 1993·1994 was the

establishment of a Task Force on Public Policy for the Information Infrastructure,

which played a significant role in briefing the national lnfonnation Highway Advisory

Council (sec next paragraph) and, tbrough this influence the resulting policy
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formulation (ITAC, 1994, p. 9). ITAC also has a number of provincial counterparts or

partner organizations which both contribute to and benefit from the national advocacy

initiatives. The Newfoundland and Labrador Alliance ofTcchnica1lndustries (NATI)

(see Newfoundland sectioo below) is one such affiliate (ITAC, 1995)

The lDfo....doa HiP".y Advisory COIllleD., a 29~member group chaired by David

Johnson,l. was created by the federal. government in 199410 advise the government

while it developed its strategy for the information highway. As the name implies the

Council was to provide advice on policy on all aspects of this vital new area - from

infrastructure ownership, and control and interoperabi.lity of the networks to

intellectual property maners, definition of and bow to achieve Muniversality", and how

to support Canadian culture and other content~basedproducts and services (IHAC,

1995, pp. vii/viii). The members of this Council and its associated working groups

fann the supplementary list of names for me third time period of this mesis. (See

Table SA, Appendix I for groupings.)

ill Marcb 1992, as a result of an IC initiative, CANAR!E was established as a oon~

profit corporation. This corporation evolved from the efforts of 56 organisations in

Canada's research, university, government and business sectors which began in the

mid-1980s. Its mandale is to facilitate the development of me infonnation highway in

Canada as a means of support to wealth and job creation in a knowledge based society.

In 1992 thet'C were over 140 public and private sector members and 21 board members

13 of whom were drawn from the private sector (largely communications), 6 from

education (almost exclusively universities), 2 research netWorks, and I from Ie. It is

also worth noting, in the context of the work, that there was only one board member

from all of the Atlantic Region.

,. Also Professor of Law at the Ccnuc for Medicine, Ethics aod Law. McGill
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The data presented in this section shows a growth in size and complexity of the

national telecommunications policy community.

3.5.1 Nett/If•••~ (TUID 6 11II. 6.4)

Table 6, Appendix I caregorises the participants in all PUB hearings in the 1979-80

and 1985.86 periods as well as those Newfoundland and Labrador groups and

individuals who made repraentatioo to the 1995 CRTC bearings. There was I!Q

appreciable difference between the 1979-80 and 1985-86 periods in terms of

participation. It is interesting to note from the PUB minutes that the major actors

were repre:seoted by legal counsel. Exceptions. in the few instances in which they did

appear, wtte Memorial University and the hospitals. NTC also was represented by

specialized staff appropriate to the hearing - e.g., the Director of Rates and Regulatory

Maners. the Vice President of ClJStomer Services etc. There was little or no

representation by individuals or social action groups.

The change in the "Individual Economic Units" from a greater preponderance of

companies (1979-80) to health groups (1985-85) probably reflected more the natuTe of

the hearing than a change in the policy community. The appearance of the Avalon

Cable Company and Newfoundland Hydro in 1985-86 might be interpreted in terms of

either the nature of the hearing (in that it was about the cable company being

permitted to use the poles of the other two companies), or the beginning of the entry

of the cable companies in to the policy community. There is insufficient information

for conclusive interpretation, but given the stage of development of the cable industry

in the province at that time (Avalon Cable Company was founded in 1975), it was

probably the more pragmatic issue of ~onable cost access to a physical facility that

stimulated its appearance at the PUB, rather than a more strategic positioning related

to policy and industrial change. During the 1979·80 period, the Federation of

Municipalities (as represented by their legal counsel) appeared at all bearings for

which thtte had been a public notice. The expenses for appearing were covered,

evidenced by the fact that one hearing that did not have a public notice dealt with the
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issue of the representative's expenses. The Federation played the role of a consumer

representative during the hearing of this period 15 By the 1985-86 period, Mr. Andy

Wells was made a commissioner of the PUB with specific responstDility as a consumer

advocate. On the one hand, establishing this position might have limited true public

participation, but on the other, it may have reflected the tightly knit groups of lawyers,

accounting finns, and industry representatives that comprised the community in the

Province at that time.

[n Table 6, Appendix I one sees a considerable iDcrease in both size and complexity

of the Newfoundland cormnunity. The numbers panicipating rose from II groups in

total ova!J!! the hearings iD 1979 and 1980, to.a identifiable groups and individuals

in the single 1995 hearing. (It sbould also be noted that only one "individual" could

be clearly identified among the 272 who made representations to the 1995 CRTC.

More migbt have made representation to the Commission who could not be clearly

identified as being a Newfoundland resident. If there were others among the 272 then

the cbange would be even more substantial than it appears here.) As on the national

scene, iD the provincial setting, one also sees a significant increase in the participation

of health, education, social action municipal government, and economic development

groups as welt as the cable company and the newspapers.

The writer was unable to identify provincial commissions, studies, oc task forces that

dealt with telecommunications iD eitha the 1979-80 or 1985-86 periods. (See Table

6A.) It could be argued that this reflected the Newfoundland government's disinterest

iD this policy area which is funha evidence of a fledgling, if existing, policy

community. Two CRTC hearings were held in 1979 and 1980, respectively. 16

1JConfinned.witb Caw, Horwood, OertorlbeNewfolllldlmdaodLabradofPublic Utilities Boarddariog the
periodorshldy to prc$CDL

'"Tbe CRTC hdd a Public HearinI in SL lohD's (0Wr. Edytbe Goodridge) 00 JlIDe It, t979 to discus the
peoetntiooalld cosuorcabl.etelevision. In 1980, !be CRTC lDel in Goose Bay. E1evenr;roups iDelldiog NTC and
CBC Radio rqJttSCllwives,aod two iodividllalsprcscoled.. Thisbeariogaiso4eallwilblleccsstolelevision. Earlier.
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By 1994, however, the provincial government (as indicated in Section 3.1.2) bad

recognised the need to address the issue of the growing information technology (11)

industry and the role of telecommunications in its development. As indicated earlier,

the Newfoundland government commissioned NGL 10 develop a strategy for

stimulating growth in its IT industry. Three of the six round tables conducted by the

consuJtants pertained to telecommunications. They were held in St. John's, ClarenviUe

and Comer Brook. - allowing interested panies across the province to attend. In

addition to the broader representation seen in the CRTC bearings, a number of

govemment and governmcot-related agencies appeared at the LT. Round Tables.

Three provincial departmcots (Works, Services and Transportation (WST); Industry,

Trade and Technology (OITT) and Education) and two federal agcocies (ACOA and

National Research Council, through IRAP ) panicipated in one or more of the sessions.

(See Table 6A, Appendix I)

Also present were economic development groups and new to the community, fOUT

government agencies. Three of these (Enterprise Newfoundland Inc.[ENI), The

Economic Recovery Commission [ERC] and Enterprise Newfoundland and

Labrador(ENL)) have economic development as pan of their mandates and the fourth

(NLCS), is the provider of computer services and networking to government. As

reported earlier, this last agency bas since been privatised and is currently a member of

the Newtel group of companies, along with NTC. The mandate of ENI, incorporated

in 1988, is to promote the growth of business, particulary in rural regions of the

province through developing and facilitating the use of value-added computer networks

and services in smaU- and medium-sized businesses. The ERC, crealed by the newly

elected Liberal govm1lll.cot in 1989, was ~an agency of the Government of

in February 1978, a "Nonhcm CommwUeillioos Confermec· was co-spollSOrcd by OlAND, S«rewy of State, :wd
MUN Extcosion Services, in Maktovik. Labrador, which, despite its more iocluive souding name, discussedooly
the issue availability ofsatellites for broaOclSloftelevision and radio. 1bi:rty peopk from Labradoreommunities
plus eight Il:SOVU people from SL loba's (six ftom MUN iUId two from the provincial gova:nmeol) aneodclL
Neither. as can be scm, deal! dinx:dy with telephony services (CRTC, 1979b, 198Oc; Extmsion S~c:s. 1978).
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Newfoundland and Labrador. Its mandate is to act as a catalyst for change in the

public and private seeton. The ERC initiates policies. programs and actions aimed at

expediting the transfonnation from the old to the new ecooomy." (ERC. 1994. p. 34).

In its third Annual Report, it sta1ed that as part of it attempts: to stimulate the

economy. the ERC re<:ommended to government tbat the government must spend

money on capital works to improve strategic infrastructure. even in times of fiscal

restraint. One area that the ERC supported Wit> "improving the communications links

between the province and other parts of the world" (ERC, 1993, p. 16).

Also at these round tables one sees for the first appearance of the Newfoundland

Division of the Canadian Information Processing Society (ClPS) and the

Newfoundland and Labrador Alliance of Technical Industries (NAT1). These agencies

have among their other functioos, the role of advocacy for professionals and

companies, respectively, in the area of infonnation technology, including the

promotion of the value of high quality and appropriate speed digital networking

services throughout the province as a suppan for economic and business development.

ENI. CIPS. and NATI were incorporated in 1998. 1991,11 and 1991, respectively

(NATI Membership Brochure). Each provides focus to the positions of the many

individual businesses and professionals which they represent.

3.6 INTRA-GROUP CHANGES [N THE POLICY COMMUNITY

The principal stakeholders in the telecommunications policy conununity throughout the

first ccotwy of the industry were:

a) govcmmcnt departments • federal and provincial;

b) regulators. federal and provincial; and

c) telecommunications carriers (land, radio. and satellite).

11 CPS was formed at the aatioullevel in 1'158, at wbieh tUne there was a NcwfOUlldJalId branch. However,
aficroDly a f~years. the Newfolllld1aDddivisioD bu:ame inactive. lu 1991. at the aDIlIIat gmcqJ meeting in
MOlltreal the Ncwfoundlalld division was reinstated (Soarce: CIPS MCDlbcrsbip Brochure alId pcrsoul
commllflications with SaDdy Eaton, clIITClltly Viting [NcwfollDdJ.aod] DivisioD Presidmt.)
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The status quo bas altered only in the last period of the C\II'mIt study, with significant

roles being assumed by two new entries - the judiciary in 1989, and the cable

companies during the period 1904-95. The heightened role or the judiciary was

discussed in Section 3.4. The data in Tables 5 and 5A indicate the change in

positioning of the cable companies within this community. [n the 7C).11 proceediDg

the cable companies were represented only by one association but, by the 1995

hearings they were a principal intervener and were represented by five associations and

21 individual companies. A number of noteworthy changes bave occurred within these

groups. however, in relation both to the change in policy direction and to the

possibility that an alternate policy might be supported. in Newfoundland or any regioo

with large rural areas. These changes are descnDed in the roUowing three sections.

3.fi.l Cllllilles ill Jllffustry Owtfnslt;p aff Power Clt.",es

The most significant structUral change is demonstrated in Table 2, Appendix I, which

shows a decrease in government ownership and a shift to privatization over the study

period and, therefore, could signal a corresponding decrease in governmental strength

in the dominant policy community.

Other ownership and power changes among the major stakeholders include the

following:

I) In 1988, CP purchased CN's partnmhip interest in CNCP. Subsequently, in 1989,

Rogm Conununication (a cable giant) bought 40% of the equity in CNCP and lhe

name was changed to Vnitel Communications loc. (lotven & Menard, 1992, p.143).

Rogm now owned 32% of Unitel. This company now consisted of 14 cable

television systems with 1.8 million subscribers, 16 radio stations and the country's

largest cellular telephone company with 480,000 subscn1:lers (Maclean's, 1992, p. 32).

This, for the tim: time, brought the cable industry (Regen) squarely inlO the centre of

the industrial playm in the telecommunications policy community. Unitel experienced

considerable financial uncertainty after 1988 which resulted in a $695 million dollar
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debt held by a consortium of Canadian Chartered Banks. An October 1995 agreement

in principle was reach~ with AT&T Canada, a subsidiary wboUy own~ by the

American company, which took Unitet's founding owners out of the picture when

AT&T purchased CP's 48% and Rogers' 29.5% of the holdings. This ended CP's

long history in telecommunications in Canada (Maclean's, October 9, 1995, p. 46).

We see here [wo significant movements in the policy communi[}': a) further evidence

of decreasing government influence, and b) the presence of the cable company in an

important role. There is arguably a third factor in play here • a further consolidation

of the telecommunications industry in Canada.

2) Telesat, the monopoly provider, of domestic satellite f3C11ities (ground and space

segments) in Canada was incorporated in 1969 as a private sectoc (Telecom Canada) •

public sector (Federal Government) joint venture. At that time, the minister

TeSpOnsible, Eric Kierans, made an informal deal with the carriers, which would later

become policy, that Telesat would lease only to the carriers. The sole exception was

eBC, a federal crown corporation. The telephone companies had a built·in

disincentive to use satellites because they had so much invested in land-based facilities

that were guaranteed a 10-12% return on investment whether they were efficient or

not. This had a detrimental effect on the financial viability of Telesat. In 1976, the

TefS alliance threatened not to use satellites at all if Telesat did not become a full

member; Telesat did so and became eligible for the same consistent high rate of return

on investment that the telephone companies enjoyed. With this move, however, it lost

its control over the ground segment (Television Receive Only Terminals [TYROs] and

other earth terminals) and its right to sell channels directly to die CDC. It was now

officially a earners' carrier.

Table 4, Appendix 1 shows mat lbroughoUl the study period the federal government

and the CRTC made several decisions and rulings to make Tetesat more accessible to

other vendors (e.g., cable) thus increasing the potential for competition from
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broadcasters and other telephone companies. The changes in regulation also opened

me door fex- increases in level of services. Note: again the shift in poWtf" among the

telephony and cable playen.

3) In 1993, the group of companies that comprised the Telc:com alliance changed their

corporate structure to become the current Stentor Alliance. They own between them

the three Stentor companies - Stentor R.csources loc., Stcntor Policy IDc., and Stentor

Canadian NetWork Management Two issues are of inttf"c:st here, as they contnbute to

decreased provincial presence, this time in the industry's own policy decisions.

a The old Telecom alliance had a unanimity rule which gave each membeT

company an equal say in the policy decisions of the alliance. The power

balance was now altered., such that the influence was proportional to the size of

the company in the alliance. At the same time, Stentor Centres of Excellence

were established in each province, each of which was assigned a unique

product development position, for example, Newfoundland was rcspODS1ble for

conferencing services (audio, video and multimedia). The rationale for this

move was to streamline the decision.making process in me light of increased

competition to allow quicker responses. However, from a provincial

perspective this means diat Bell Canada • i.e., the company mat services

Ontario and Quebec, has .51% of the vote in any decision.

b. Stentor Policy loc. was formed 10 lobby the federal. government. It was

comprised largely of representatives of Bell Canada (Stentor, 199.5).

4. A decrease in government presence occurred in Newfoundland when TNT, a crown

corporation owned by the federal government and CNR, was purchased by NTC in

1988 (Galgay, McCamy & O'Keefe, 1994, p. 341-342). This meant diat by 1988, all

provincial telephone provision was in the bands of the Stentor (Bell) alliance.
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To this point in this section. then, data appear to SUpport a decrease in govemrneot

presence. an increase in centralization of power in the industry and increasing attempts

by the CRTC 10 encourage competitioo..

3.6.Z Oaps ;" Il411ltWry l"jlMau

At the same time that there was a retreat from jovemment ownClShip, and thus

government influence, there was a similar decline in the influence of the provincial

regulatory agencies of the main telephone providers. (See Table 3.) During the period

of the study, all the major carriers came under the influence of the fc:deral regulatory

agency except SaskTel. Only a few small companies based primarily in Outario and

Quebec. are still UDder provincial or municipal control. Thus. there was a marked

decrease in provincial influence in this critical area. In1erestingly, the influence of the

foue Atlantic provinces and AJberta was dictated by the Canadian Supreme Coun.

Only the province of Manitoba relinquished its right voluntarily. (See Section 3.4.)

3.6.3. C#ltutKe5 i" /kptI"",elltlll Rf!Sl»"si6JJity-The following infonnation shows the changes in departmental responsibility for

telecommunications and, also indicates the marrying of telecommunications to the

economic policy domain a1 the federal. level.

Pre 1970 Depanment of Transport

1970 Newly formed Depanment of Communications: Its mission was "to

support Canadian culture as a cornerstone of national identity and to

ensure the orderly evolution of Canadian communications and

information systems as key elements in the development of the

economy and Canadian Society" (Communications Canada, 19913, p.

4).

1992 Division of Industry. Science and Tecbnology Canada (Industry

Sciences and Technology Canada, 1992. pp. 2.44 • 2.48).
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1994 Division of lndustry Canada. ftindustry Canada as a key economic

dcpanmeot is mandated to make Caoada man:: competitive by

fostering the developll'lel1t of Canadian business, by promoting a fair

and efficient Canadian marketplace as well as by protecting, assisting

and supporting consWDer interests.- (Industry Canada, 1994, p. 2·2).

As an example of the change in focus from social to economic policy, the same

operational group that, in 1978, lraveUed the country to seck collaborative research

partners and provided engineering and financial support in trials of social and cultural

uses of sateUites (maDy of which turned into operational distance education and

lelemedicine systems) now is looking for commercial applications. CANARIE in a

similar initiative promoting the use of the lntemet, funds research partnerships that are

private sector lead. and that will result in commercial products and services.

As seen below, similar changes in responsibility occurred provincially dwing the same

period.

Pre·1980 Department of Transpon. l'

1980 Executive CouncillIntergovemmentai Affairs

1987 Consumer Affairs and Communications.

1991 Municipal and Provincial Affairs. During this period,

Communications was its own Division under a Director.

1992 Industry Trade and Technology (Govt.Nfld, 1992, p. 46). The

Division is now "lnfonnatioo Technologyft. This group is also

responsible to a Director The change signals recognition of

telecomm.unicatioos in this industry and the link. between this policy

area and economic development.

"All dales priM 10 1992 confirmed with Hunter Rowe. DiftctocorCocnmlUlicalioo &om 1987 - 1991.
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The provincial shift from a social to an economic focus mirrors the federal one. Again

tele<:ommunications is linked more closely to the economic enviromnem than in

previous decades.

Later sections W111 classify the telecommunications policy community by the Atkinson

and Coleman, Pross, and Lindquist: approaches. They will show that the growth

descn"bed in Tables S, SA, 6 and 6A (sec Appeodix I) has occurmi in both the

attentive public and the subgovemment. These sections will identify the contending

and emerging policy networks in an industry which, for the first century of its

existence was dominated by the simple control of a carrier indusuy and government.

Whether the larger and more varied policy community will have the powel' and

cohesion to balance the centralising trend initiated by the original community to

support an alternate, and less uniform., model remains to be seen.

3.7 FlNDlNGS FROM INnRVlEWS

A (purposive) sample was chosen for the interviews. The interviewees were divided

into three subgroups which reflected two factors: a) representation of major players in

the Newfoundland policy community, as indicated by Tables 5 through 6A; and b)

urban and rural respondents. No attempt was made to be all-encompassing with

respect to the variety of the community. The rural participants were chosen because

they represented agencies in the public and private sectors which had an essential

requirement for telecommunications in the performance of their mandates. The

subgroups were:

a) telecommunications providers;

b) government departments; and

c} rura1users.
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The individuals interviewed were:

L Telecommunications Proyiders

a) General Manager of Emerging Business, Newfoundland Telephone Company.

NTC is the principal telephone company in the Province and the main service

provider of telepbone facilities to all communities in the province. For

additional information, see Section 3.3, above.

b) Vice President and General Manager, Cable Atlantic. The company bas been

in operation since 1975, providing traditional cable television service primarily

to residential customers. Currently, it provides service in St. John's and Mount

Pearl as well as 10 other communities 'along the Trans Canada'. As these

include many of me larger communities in this province, this company services

about 60-65% of me population. Last year, the company adopted a business

plan to aggressively develop interactive, high speed digital service throughout

all of its areas and make them available to both residential and newly attracted

business clients. The company plans to bave all its customer communities

serviced by 1998.

c) Owner and CEO of Glovmown Cable. I' Glovertown Cable is a community

cable company, in business since 1973, serving only Glovmown. It bas one

business and 500 residential customers for traditional cable television services.

2. Government Officials tNewf"OUDdlandl

a) Director of lnfonnation Technology, Department of lndustty Trade and

Technology (Dln). This interview was also attended by the Development

Officer wbo bad responsibility for telecommunications.

b) Director of Information Technology and Telecommunications - Works,

Services, and Transponation.

c) Director of Information Technology Management. Treasury Board

"Although this rcspondentis included lIIldertbe TelecolllDlllllicatioosProvider categllly,lbe iI!(Of1!Iation &om
lhis has relevaaee lIbl1ef!be run.l1lSCr eategory as well. This will be reflected iftbe SlIlllDtaf)' comments latCf in
thissc:clion.
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3. IIllI:il..llml
a) President, West Viking Community CoUege. Main Campus, Stephenville - i.e.,

Bay S1. George (900 students). Other campuses in jurisdiction: Pan. aux

Basques (tOO students), Corner Brook (1000 students), 51. Anthony (150

students). The campus was opened as a vocational school in 1963. It became

a community coUege in L977. The total distance by road between the four

campuses: is about 1050 lam (10-12 brs by car).

b) Director of Corporate Development, Curtis Memorial Hospital. 51. Anthony.

Responstbllity for all health care centres and nursing stations on the Northern

Peninsula of Newfoundland as well as those in southern Labrador and the

"south shore" of Quebec. The catchment population is about 30,000.

Originally known as the Grenfell Mission Hospital. there has been a hospital on

site since 1897, although Curtis Hospital. itself, opened in 1956. It provides a

full range of in-hospital and community-based seMCCS. although eenain

specialty and tertiary care needs arc addressed by air-transporting patients to St

John's or other major cities. There an:: 186 staff in the hospital itself and some

400 in total in the Grenfell Regional Health Service.

c) President and General Manager of Data Systems Intcrnat:ional (OSl), Hcad

Office Milltown. The company is six years old, and its principal activity is as

a CAD (computer assisted design) Service Bureau - i.e., the company carries

out CAD conversions for clients. It also operates a three community training

school in aquacuJture and adult basic education (ABE) leading to aquaculture

training. The company bas 12 full time and 12 pan time employees.

d) Owna- and CEO, Glovct1own Cable (sec above).

PL£ASE NOTE THAT R£SPONDENTS Wr.R.E ASKED TO CONTRIBUTE BECAUSE TllF.IR

EXPERIENCE AND rosmON IN THE COMPANY OR AGENCY GAVE THEM A

PERSPECTIVE AND KNOWLEDGE OF THE ENVDlONMENTTHAT WOULD BE

BENEFICIAL TO THE SfUDV. THEIR COMMENTS WERE OFFERED IN THIS LIGHT AND

SHOULD NOT BE INTERPRETED AS COMPANY OR AGENCY POLICY.
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3.7.1 lhscrIptUIlI.' RIUfII C.__lIitUs

The ~rural users~ (above) lived and worked in communities which are typical of the

kinds of communities that one fiDds in the province, although numerically, the

communities like Milltown are far more common.

51. Anthony (pop. 3500) and Stephenville (pop. 8000 plus 2400 in Kippens, the

adjoined community) are both "largish~ service centres, catering to the conununities in

the surrounding areu; the Great Northern Peninsula (additional pop. 25,000 and Bay

St. George - additiOllal pop. 12,OOO~15,000). Both have airports, although due to

terraill, St. Anthony's airport is 52 kms from the community itself. Both COIlWn the

principal hospital for the region, atld both are the sites of the majority of provincial

gOvernmetlt offices for the region (e.g., health, socials service, transport, fisheries,

forestry, etc.) as well as other service groups (such as development association. nursing

homes etc.). Both have a community college campus, with the St. AnthollY campus

being a satellite campus and Stephenville being the main campus of the West Viking

College. Each hu over 100 small businesses· crafts, tourism, fisheries, stores, etc.

St. Anthony is the more remote· 450 kms (6 brs. by road) to Comer 8rook. verses 90

Ions (I hr. by road) for Stephenville, and S1. Antholly has a smaller population in the

catchment area. Each has a rural development association and is likely 10 be a lead

town ill the developing economic zone (Govt. Nfld, 1992, 1995).

Glovcrtown, with a population of about 2500 is about 60 kms (3/4 hr. by car) from

Gander, a service town similar to Stephenville. The town has a nursing home and

hcaldt care clinic, but the closest hospital and aiJport are in Gander. There arc a

number of small businesses but not as many as in the other two conununities.

Milltown is a small community (pop. 1200) on the south coast of the Island It is one

of three communities of similar size that arc within a few miles of one another on that

peninsula (the others being St. Alban's - pop. 1000, and Coone River - pop. 800).

The principal employer in the area is Newfoundland Hydro which operates one of its
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main plants in S1. Alban's. The fisbery was the primary source of employment prior

to its closure in 1992. In addition to 051, there are about 20 small businesses in the

area - crafts, coovenience stores, and some tourism based activities. There are two

nursing bomes, three schools, a nWllber of provincial government offices, and nine

employees of six separate provincial and fedeTal development type agencies (HROC,

ENL, ACOAlENl, Community Futures, and two Rural Development Associations).

Aside from the small communities in its immediate area, Milltown is fairly remote 

i.e., it is situated on the Province's south coast some 180 kms from. the nearest service

community of Grand Falls, which has a hospital, and about 225 kms from Gander,

which has an airport.

3.7.1 TileMft

Rather than reporting the data from the interviews on a case by case basis, the

responses have been clustered into a number of themes. These themes are:

a) the impact of competition;

b) access, service level, and cost including loss of cross subsidies;

c) impact of shift from PUB to CRTC, imponance of the policy domain, and

policy community; and,

d) potential for cooperation.

A summary of the comments related to each is provided below

3.7.1.1 ~

a) In St Jobn's and in other larger cities, such as Comer Brook, there are competitive

services offered in a number of areas. Unitel competes directly with NTC in long

distance provision. Cable Atlantic competes in provision of interactive digital services

in St John's and will soon be offering similar capacity in the other commwtities it

services. There are various providers of end equipment such as PBXs (in-house

telephone systems), Internet access, etc. All three companies provide carrier

infrastructure in and between the same II towns. Only NTC extends infrastructure
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(microwave, digital radio or fibre) beyond these. Unitel retns carriers from NTC in

regions beyond these "trans-Canada" communities. Cable Atlaotic sees no business

case for extending its infrastnacture. See the discussion on the next theme for

additional details.

b) Functionally, NTC is the is the only provider of standard telephony services in any

or the communities in the study, except S1. John's. Although the respondents in St

Anthony and Stephenville were: aware or Unitel, neither institution had been

approached by that company 10 buy their services. This probably speaks to the degree

of competition in these areas, as each or these two agencies would be a significant.

sized community business. Unitel does not offer service in Milltown. Cable Atlantic,

at pn:smt the only cable provider planning 10 provide interactive digital service to its

customers, does not intend to offer service in any of the rural communities reprcsented

in the study.20 There were no competitors for provision of end equipment or local

services known to the "rural users". There: are no cellular offerings from either of the

two potential providers in either of Milltown or St. Anthony. The hospital in St

Anthony makes extensive use of mobile radio for air and ground ambulances. It

collaborates with the fire depanments on use of1owers.Z1

»rbe only other Iilrge cablecomp;llly in the pmviDce is. manbe.-orthe Regional Cable group. [I mainlains
some 300 lIead-mds, lIliID.y of wbich an: 1lIIIDanncd. to servic:eabollt 30-35% ~eDloftbepopul.ation, COIIlpam:i
to Cable Allaolie's II 10 service 60% Then: are a haod.fil.I of COltllllunily cable companies tIW. make up the
rcmaindu. GiVCD gcograpbie aod finilllCiai consuainlS, 11II olber companies plan to offer~cd services in the
forcsecablefilnu:c.

"CANCOM, throughaioc:alSllpplicr, in Dctetnbul995 bepDoffc:ringcoDllllen:ial !ntcmct service using a
v_Sat bascdscrvice in 8 towns. All oflhc:sclOwos areeRtrCD1lysc:rvicedby Cable AlilIDtic or have dlgilal service
ac:cesslhrough NTC. Theydo 001 have a plan at present. despite the obvioltS advaDtagcof a satellite type offering
in remote collUUunitic:s. 10 offu commen:ial service in tbcm. They wiU insta1I aod maintain, for a price, eltSlOlller
terminals which em IbClllllakeaseoftbe maiDCaacom INb. NL-Net. the provincial region orCa-Net whicb was
opcntcd by Memorial Ulliversity lI1so foUow a path vf:lY simiI.. to the colllll1Cl'Cial providers. lIS lWeDty proviocial
fOUttr5 are located in theproviDce's IUJCSIcollllDunitic:s. apinscrvicillgabool6S% ofthe poptbtion. NOTE: NL
Net was pWCbascdby a eousortilll!lof~ble Atlantic, Uoile! and Hook-qp Communications ill tbe Summuof 1996.
The same locations were maintained.
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ODe should interpret the information in a) and b} in light of cWTent national

telecommunications policy which is predicated on the fact that competition is meant to

provide better, more modem and more cost effective services. However in nuaI

communities in Newfoundland., as is the case in nuaI cexmnunities discussed in the

literature, there is little, if any, competition to provide services and no competition to

provide the infrastructure essential to give access to the infonnatioo highway.

Despite the lack of competition in rural communities, all respondents felt that

competition had positive benefits for Newfoundland in general, with the impact being

felt sooner and more extensively in urban regions. One government official pointed

out that both rura1 and urban communities benefitted from decreases in long distance

rates and other universal services. Both ~telecommunications providers~ and

"government officials" felt that the competitive entry was pushing the development of

digital services, and 10 a certain extent, Newfoundland was benefitting direct1y from

the demand for these types of services in larger cities elsewhere in Canada. Therefore,

NTC and other local companies which were members of alliances were being

indirectly led by this demand Similarly, two "rural users" reponed that every time

one lelephone company offered a new package of services, the other was quick to

foUow suit or offer something similar. In addition, one rural user noted that agencies

could lake advantage of competitive services elsewhere by asking foc quotes on

provision and installation of equipment from areas of the province where competition.

existed, even though none might be available locally. This could result in external

pressure or leverage with local suppliers. Note this statement refers only to equipment

that might be in a building, for example a PBX or in building cabling,oc minimal

services offerings such as "call display" not to the carrier infrastructure which is

essential to adequate access to the information. highway.

Despite the fact that rural communities currently enjoy the cost reductions in services

that can be accessed on reasonable quality infrastructure, the repm;entatives from NTC

and DITT both cautioned that hitherto, rural areas have been able to "ride" on
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established plant facilities. As maintenance and replacement become issues, areas with

less potential for amortising costs, over the short period of time that can be allowed in

this increasingly competitive environment, are likely to be further disadvantaged, as a

business case will not be able to made to replace, repair, Of" upgrade facilities in order

10 continue the current level of service or add new the ones likely 10 evolve.

3.7.2.1 Access Smice kve! Cost and Cross Subsidy

All rura1 users interviewed felt that the cost of telecommunications, when viewed as a

portion of their budget, was high. The amounts reported ranged from 35-50% of total

budget for the user in MiUtown to Mfrom $60,000 10 $IOO.OOOM (exclusive of related

salaries) in the others. All interviewees were located in areas previously serviced by

TNT, and nooe noticed an improvemenl in the technical quality of service when NTC

bought TNT. The user in Milltown, however, noticed a decrease in level and

prompmess of customer service, which he found interesting since the same people

performed the duties. Under TNT, he felt, service was faster and more personal; now

he found one was put on a waiting list. The other two rura1 users interviewed, by and

large, were happy with the customer service being received.

The rura1 user in the small, remote town of Milltown found the technical quality of the

telephone totally inadequate for the company's need. There was frequent cross talk on

the lines during conversations. The closest "Datapac~ pain! of presence was in Grand

Falls, and the access to it was very limited - i.e., an employee would have 10 sit for

extended periods pressing redial buttons to obtain access. Once access was achieved

the data speed was only 2400 baud. which resulted in high transmission costs. In

addition. the quality of the lines, presumably between Milliown and Grand Falls, often

resulted in loss of vital data from the files. Over time, he found it more cost effective,

reliable, and timely 10 courier floppy disks to Gander and fly them to the client.

When asked about the planned availability of digital service(s) in the area., and if it

appeared 10 be being delayed, this interviewee noted that when he started his business

in Milltown six years ago, he had been told that such services would be available in
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three years, and when he recently again, enquired be was told they might be available

in tJu-ec years. Ultimately, although the head office of the company has remained in

Milltown, the company opened an office in St. lohn's. One reason was the

telecommunications problem. The Milltown experience is an example of a remote

rural conununity where infrastructure is already inadequate: with resulting poor quality

services due, in part, to the fact that all the majOt" infrasttucture providers are

concentrating their effort in easily accessible high population communities.

The other rural users in the service conununities did not have sucb dramatic stories to

tell. By and large, they fOWld the technical quality of their service adequate foc the

services that were available; each had access to entry level services like conference

calling, fax, e-mail; one had "Call Display". However neither was anempting to

transmit sophisticated data files. Both felt that they would not be intCf"tSted in

assigning more of their budget to these types of services (e.g., one noted that e~mail

was probably only used consuuctively fOt" SOo/~ of the time and services such as Call

Display and Message Manager did not functionally offer anything extra in most

settings, although now everybody felt they had 10 have them). However, both fell that

their agencies would benefit from, and use, services that were dependent on higher

speed digital access, such as video conferencing for teaching and meetings (to reduce

travel costs) and, in the case of St. Anthony, an enhanced level of telemedicine

services, both regional1y and with the tertiary care hospitals in the larger centres.

Again, wben asked about planned availability of these digital services, although

Stepbenville has access to some digital services, neither the other communities in the

Cape St. George area, nor the other campuses in their college (except Comer Brook)

have access to digital facilities. It was the rural user's impression that planned access

in some of these lowns had been delayed St Anthony reported that they expected to

have these services in about four year's time. Again one sees that installation of the

digital infrastructure which would allow high-end services, such as those required 10

support vi((eo..conferencing for telemedicine applications or transmission of imaged

based computer files, has been delayed in these regions. Such services are easily
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accessible in citie5 such as Sl John's and Comer Brook, aDd other ccotral towns like

Oarcnville and Gander.

For a variety of reasons, the nuaJ. users felt that without further investigation, they

could not accurately state whether the downward trend in long distance and the

accompanying increase in local services has negatively oc positively impacted their

operations. They did note. however, that the costs of their local services, lines, etc.

had increased. The rural user in Stephenville (where 6O-6S~o of calls were made in

the Bay St George: area) felt the overall costs might now be greater. The Telephone

Provider indicated that the real impact of the loss of this cross-subsidy has not yet be

being felt by the customers. Some cross-subsidy still exists and is paid for by the

various companies in the marketplace. Also, NTC has able to down-size due to

tcchnical innovations and internal rcstrueturing, with the saving being passed on to the

customer to 1e55Cn the impact. Both the cross.subsidy and the company's abitity to

"find internal flXe5" arc nearing an end. The 1itcr.Uurc revealed that the impact of this

increased cost of local services will be felt most severely by small businesse5 as they

conduct most of their activities within, or close 10, their conununity. They will nOl, on

the other hand, benefit substantiaUy from reduced costs of long distance as they do not

use it extensivcly. MOSl businCSSC'S in rural conu:nunities fall in this category.

The responses of the rural users were supported by thosc of the "Iclccommunications

providers". The telecommunications provider.> indicated thal extension of enhanced

services to rural and, panicularly, remote communitie5 in the new competitive

environment seemed unlikely. The principal cable company of the province did not

see a business case foc expanding its reach beyond the communitie5 that the company

clUTCDUy served. The respondent felt it was more likely that the company would

enlarge the envelope of offerings to both residential and business clients in

communities it currently served and possibly look for locaOoos outside the province in

which to market "contcot" type package5. Similarly, the "telephone company

provider" fell that as the environment became morc competitive in larger communities,
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the company would have to conccntrale its efforts. (f it lost significant market share

in larger communities the company would not remain viable to offer any services

anywhere. Scenarios such as different levels of service in diffen:nt- sized and -situated

communities might be a consideration over time. For instance, although the

Mtelephone company provider", the only company providing infrastructure beyond a

limited number of large toWIIS, did not see a differential in long distance chargc5

between urban and rural settiDgs, she proposed the foUowing scenario, assuming no

subsidy or other policy change: cities might expect lower costs of local services, more

features and faster less expensive maintenance; "urban fringe" communities might

expect prices to be a linIe higher with a somewhat reduced level of services; and

remote communities might have less product choice, and lower level of support, and,

possibly, higher serYice charges. (Note again; This is an opinion of me respondent not

planned company policy.)

The "community cable" owner added complementary information on me matter of cost

from the perspective of the broadcast environment which quite possibly emphasizes the

dilemma of provision of service 10 rural areas. Cancom is the monopoly provider of

sateUite-delivered television programming in Canada. The Glovenown Cable

Company pays $0.84 per signal per subscriber compared to approximately $O.OS per

subscriber for the same signal from the same provider for the principal cable provider

in the province, Cable Atlantic. This is a result of various faetoTS, sucb as;

a) Cancom charges a larger fee to companies that are situated in satellite-reliant

areas (Cable Atlantic can either buy from Carlcom or bring the service in

directly by microwave facilities).

b) There is a price differential between companies that have three channels or less

and those that have more than three, stemming from a decision made some

years ago by the CRTC. At the time Glovertown had two channels while

Cable Atlantic was offering four.

c) Glovenown has a smaller number of subscnbers over which to spread. the

"downlink" charges.
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A related issue is that of the costing structUre for pole attaehD1Cllt ~ permitting one

company to attach its wire to poles erected by another. By and large, in

Newfoundland only NTC and Newfoundland Hydro erect poles. All other companies

use these poles and pay a fee for doing so. The charging mechanism in

Newfoundland, the Glovertown owner held, results in a higher rate than in other

provinces such as. Nova Scotia. Additionally, with regard to the ruralIurban

differential, Glovenown Cable must pay access to many potes for few subscribers

compared to a relatively few poles for many subscn"bers for the urban stations. The

owner suggested that a more equitable: approach would be for the CRTC to use a

formula that was based on the: number of subscneers rather than the number of poles.

This owner. fO(" these and other reasons. does not plan 10 offer "enhanced" broadband

services.

These factors, as seen from the: perspective of the largest and one of the smallest cable

providers in Newfoundland, highlight some of the very reasons why it is difficult to

make a business case for provision of newer services 10 rural areas, even those: within

an hour's drive of what Newfoundland considers to be a substantial sized community.

As one provider said, in a market..<friven environmenl companies are driven by two

things. customers and competition; small rural communities have neither.

The issues of access and cost were not discussed as dir«tly with the governmenl

officials as they did not have information on current rural costs nor were: lhey in a

position to make projections. However each of the respondents recognised the need to

find an equitable solution to the provision of public services. of which

telecommunications is only one. 10 both rural and urban environments. One noted that

many people made life choices which included the location of residence, and while no

one was suggesting that the complete urbanization of society was needed or desirable,

a recognition of the difference between what could be reasonably expected by, and

provided 10. the 150,000 people in Sl. John's is quite different from that for the ISO

people in Paradise River. There: appeared to be a consensus that since federal
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conununieatioos policy has only in the last ten yean been moving actively toward

in~g competition and decreasing regulation (in this and other areas), it is unliIr:ely

to change course now.

3.7.Z.3 Impact of Qange from PUB to CRTCJlmponaoce of PoliCY

PomajnIPolicy Camrrnmirv

All of the policy groups consulted felt that. by and large, the shift from the PUB to the

CRTC had been a positive one. The province benefitted from decisions that were

infonned by the skilled technical staff of the CRTC - an advantage that was not

available through the local PUB priOl" to 1989. There appeared to be consensus that

prior to the transfer ofteleeommunications in 1989. the decisions related [0

telecommunications were largely technical and related 10 infrastructure, itself; there

was not the breadth of policy issues related to this area that there is currently, due in

part to the monopoly situation. This opinion is certainly supported by records of the

PUB hearings reviewed. (See Foolnote to.) Only one or two hearings could be

construed as dealing with any issues other than routine setting of rates, profit,

locations and sizes of towers etc. One bearing dealt with revising the rate of return on

the base rate by NTC (PUB Hearing 1980, PU.19), during which there was

representation on !he issues of rural access and quality of service by a variety of

individuals and groups including the MHA representing coastal Labrador. A second

dealt with increases in local cosulterminal attachment (PUB Hearing 1986 PU-12)

which potentially could have impacted on health and education facilities. Again there

was representuion from the specifically affecled groups at the bearing. There was no

broad representation of groups about an issue or issues of provincial concern in any of

the PUB hearings. The provincial policy community prior to the 1990s seemed [0 be

quite small and close-knit (See Table 6 & 6A). The same groups appeared repeatedly

at bearings: the PUB, the Telephone Company, the Federation of Municipalities and

later the consumer representative on the PUB. The first three were routinely

represented by legal counsel.
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The interviews with the government officials revealed that by 1990, the government

recognised the dramatic effect that telecommunications could bave on business and

economic developmcllt given COIlvergcnce and the global cbange in the industrial base.

A decision was taken to transfer respoostbility from. Municipal Affain, wbose mandate

related to physical infi'asttucture, co Indusuy, Trade and Technology (restructured from.

the Department of Development), wbose mandate included industrial and economic

development (Govt. Nfld, 1992, p. 46. Article 58). Currently, the lead department for

policy fannulation in the domain ;s DITI. The govcmmcnt's ongoing commitmerlt to

the importance of the policy area was demonstrated wben in a recent (December,

199.5) considerable down.siziDg which effected every department, the division of

DlTT, wbich has responsibility for conununications and information tcchnology, was

untouched DITT officials consult with Works, Services, and Transportation (WST),

Treasury Board, and the other line dcpar1mcnts as appropriate during the preparation of

policy positions.

There also seemed to be consensus among the government officials that, given the

globalization of economies, telecommunications policy is best addressed at a national

rather than provincial level. The DITT officials felt they had adequate means for

direct input to national JXllicy when needed including the following:

a) The Department can respond. to Public Notices given by the CRTC either by

way of letters of support for provincial groups making representation at

meetings, or by adopting and prescnting a position from the Department, itself.

b) When the Department disagrees with a CRTC decision, it can interVene directly

with the CRTC through the Ministers of DITT and then Industry Canada (lq.

(This was Dot seen as the most desired route because it is not perceived to be

Mthe proper channeIM.)

c) The CRTC sometimes decides that it does not want to make a decision without

consulting with the provinces and therefore contacts the province directly.

d) DITT has made a conscious effort to improve lines of communications with the

federal department, Ie. For instance, a DlTT official spent three weeks in IC
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establishing infonnal contact, which has served the Department in good stead

with respect to being able [0 prepare timely position statements for the minisler.

00 the matter of potential members of the policy community, the rural users

inteniewed, indicated that, fOf" the most part, individuals, local businesses and most

local groups in smaller communities are more concerned with local issues than with

broader ones, such as the impact of availability of telecommunications on their

community. If they do become involved in such an issue • e.g., the recent broadcast

and teleoommunications hearings, it is because one ()[" two key people organise the

participation. Anecdotally, the owner of Glovertown Cable held that he quite literally

wrote letters for businesses and agencies to sign and submit [0 the 1995 CRTC

Infonnation Highway Hearing (confinned by one of the government officials). Rural

users felt thai there probably was not sufficient cohesion in communities around

specific issues and that if new policy initiatives were to be undertaken, they would

likely need to be led by public sector groups, which would have a more global

perspective, either within government, like rnraI development offices, arms-length

agencies. such as the Enterprise Network (ENT), Of" provincial educational networks

like STEM-Net.

This statement was supported by telecommunications providers, wbo felt that they

infrequently, if ever, received a community request for some set of integrated services,

but rather individual approaches requesting services, some of wbich could be addressed

if presenled as a community need and commitment. It might be noted that while in an

increasingly competitive environment this is a significant issue, historically and

currenlly, the approach 10 tariffs and the practice of dealing with individual customers

is both a cause and effect of the problem.

3.7.2.4 ~

There was consensus among all respondents that there was a difference between

current and expected levels of service between urban and rural settings, and Ihat the
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more remote the region is. the greater is the difference. All also agreed that, given the

current trend toward deregulation and competition. the best service to rural

communities could be given if some form of cooperation and coUaboration existed

both at the community level and among the service providers.

A number of collaborative initiatives are already beginning in other related areas. A

four-company consortiwn, which includes NTC and Cable Atlantic, has formed to

provide a software and network solution to the telecommunications and information

technology needs of the new regional hospital boards. Operation ONLINE (NGL.

1994) has begun a series of planning meetings with the director.; of the variOll.S public

interest networks (STEM~Net, Nt-Net, TelemedicineffETRA, EM. and the new

Library netWork), each of which has a province-wide presence to begin the process of

collaboration with the aim of achieving more coherent planning. It is hoped that their

combined presence wilt form the nucleus of collaborative points of presence in the

many rural communities which they serve.

Also, the provincial government has made considerable headway in implementing an

system of 19 economic zones (Govt. NOd., 1995). The intent of the zones, as outlined

by the provincial strategic plan, is to provide foc better coordination and integration of

development activities. to involve the people of each zone in planning initiatives that

will benefit the zone, to allow the government to strengthen the key towns, and to

promote !opponunities that would benefit the whole zone (Govt. NOd.. 1992. p. 16).

At the time of writing, interim boards have been appointed and public consultations

within the zones are under-way on the development plans. Opportunities for

cooperation and collaboration of levels of service could be aligned with this significant

policy undertaking by the government.

3.7.2.5 Other Comments of Inlmjcweq

Following are a few other comments, made by respondents, that were worthy of note

but did not fit in either of the four general categories.
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The government officials mentioned other instruments such as tax inccntives as

potential approaches to providiDg services to rural. areas.

ODe government official felt that incentive regulation would only work if there were a

number of providers. One of the telecormnwtications providers, however, felt that

certain types of incentive regulation could improve the business case for provision of

services to rural areas.

3.8 SUMMARY

The following are key points from this chapter.

a) An increased amount of competition has been allowed and indeed encouraged

by governments in this area.

b) Regional regulatory bodies have all but disappeared which has two

implications. Firstly, there is less government presence overall in the policy

community, and secondly, there is less direct means of policy fannulation to

suit provincial oeeds.

c) The policy conunwtities in both Canada and Newfoundland have iocreased

substantially both in size and variety of players with accompanying new

agendas.

From the interviews the following points are of particular importance:

a) Except in a handful of large. central commwtities in Newfoundland there is 00

competition to provide telecommunications infrastructure. Any benefits in rural.

areas are a result of the competition to provide services in urban areas and

indications are that these will degenerate as existing infrastructure ages and can

no longer support them.

b) The one provider of infrastructure outside of these areas indicated that given

her company's need [0 compete in major centres, residents and businesses in

other can expect iocreased costs and decreased levels of service as existing
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infrastructure becomes obsolete. Other potential providers of infrastructure can

see no business case for expanding into these IIlOI'e rural areas.

c) Remote towns like Milltown, and even less remote toWnS such as GlovertoWll

already show the effects of poor and more costly infrasttueture.

d) Although individual groups in rural. communities are sometimes interested in

larger issues any changes would probably be lead from agencies with province

wide mandates.

e) There was consensus among those interviewed that cooperation among players

will be important to achieve better service to rural areas of the province. A

number of existing collaborative ventures among major stakeholders in the area

already exist. This situation reflects that cited in the government studies and

other literature, that rural communities will be disadvantaged by lack of

reasonable quality and priced infrastructure.

Incentives through laXation or through incentive regulation might be useful

policy instruments to achieve policy change.
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CHAPTER": ALTERNATE POUCYOPTIONS

4.1 IN'TR.OOUCflON

The telecommunications policy area, as indicated in Chapter I, is of particular

importance currently. due to its influence on both economic and social development.

In the CWTent changing environment, the impacts are likely to be felt more keenly in

rural environments.

This chapter. a) briefly revisits a number of the related social and economic issues; b)

highlights a number of specific policy instruments and regulatory approaches that

govc:mments, including a number of Canadian provinces. have employed 10 decrease

the developing ruraVurban dichotomy. and c) describes in greater detail three

policy/regulatory approacbes that have been implemented with varying degrees of

success in othtt jurisdictions. pointing out the critical link between telecommunications

and economic developmenl in each.

4.1.1 EctI".",ic Iflftl S«iIllI*,.cIS _/Tdft»",,,,,,,,;am.lfs p.ucy

On the optimistic side, the universal availabili[)' of telecommunications networlcs is

seen as a support to the provision of a variety of valuable social activities. New media

have the potential to increase access to social. educational, and health services. These

netWorks have the capacity to render time and distance irrelevant, thereby enhancing

the viability of more remote communities (Communications Canada, 1992a;

Adv.Com.Ontario, 1992; DOC, 1971).

The more pessimistic view contends that the new telecommunications have eroded our

individual and territorial privacy. As early as 1987. there were 1500 Canadian

government data banks alone, with associated implications for loss of privacy. From

the territorial or national perspective, the acceleration in cross-border information flow

has increased concern about infonnatiooal sovereignty and cultural integrity (Paquet,
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1987). Many hold thai: information technologies used by businesses and government

require a more skilled work force and considerable capital to implement, and that, far

from providing equal access to all areas of the country. these technologies will only

serve to reconfinn the domination of those thai: hold significant power (Babe. 1990;

DOC, 1971; Parker & Hudson, 1995, chap. 3).

As was the case with the social issues raised above, there are conflicting opinions

about the economic impacts of information technologies and their implementation in a

competitive or unregulated environment, most particularly when viewed from the

perspective of peripheral regions. Some suggest that these new technologies will

decrease drudgery in the Workplace and thar. opportunities for telecommuting will open

more avenues to women and groups traditionally excluded from the workforce.

Others, however, bold thar. although overall production efficiencies are increasing, the

inevitable labour dislocation will be worse in the lower income and more vulnerable

groups. For instance, when CP Rail and CP Air computerised their scheduling system

the net loss of jobs was 15%; significantly 700/...80% of those jobs had been occupied

by women (Dobell, 1987, p. 78). The same authoc argues that although [cchnology is

neutral with respec! to decisions on location of offices, other factors, such as work

force characteristics, the overall industrial structure, and the diffusion of

complementary technologies, will, in all likelihood, mitigate against: location of

significant industrial activity in remote: areas of the country. The existing tendencies

to fUld economies by centralising employcc:s will likely continue the trend toward

cenualization of economic activity and, with this, the reduction of local enterprises.

thus increasing the existing regional disparities in the country. Big businesses have

traditionally concentrated their management and decision-making positions in large

urban centres, assigning supply-and-purchase types of positions to smaller regional

offices, thus decreasing opportunities for people with higher education to obtain

regional employment. This contributes lO Mbrain drain" from already vulnerable areas.

Interventionist government policies will be required to counteract these tendencies

(Globermao & Carter, 1988; Lamarche, 1987, chap. 7; Dobell, 1987, p. 78).
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There is also the concern that new media are themselves contributing to the deskilling

of the work fon;:e and encournging the disappearance of the middle class by producing

a demand for a few highly skilled occupations matched with a large population of

relatively unskilled occupations (e.g., far fewer programmm compared to data entry

people are required by industry) (Dobell. 1987).

Over the past 40 years, the tertiary or knowledge work industries (e.g.• those dealing

with services. consulting, and adminstration, bave grown faster than either the resOUTCIC

or manufacturing seaors (Communications Canada, 1987). To participate in this

growth it is critical to have access to the electronic/information higbway (Manley.

1994; Prosperity lnitiarive. 1991, 1993; Govt.. Nfld, 1991: NGL, 1994; N. B. Task

Force, 1993). As indicated in Chapter I, althougb deregulation and increased

competition are viewed positively from the perspective of the ovcrallccoDomy. the

manner and pace of diffusion of telecommunications infrastructure, particularly in an

unregulated environment, can create dichotomies between urban and rural regions.

Similarly, small businesses. which are the norm in rural areas, are disadvantaged in

environments such as have existed in Canada and the United Stales in the last decade

(Hillman, \993: ECC, 1990: Mosco, [990: U.S. Congress. 1991; Lesser & Hall,

[987; Parker & Hudson. 1992). These situations are fuelled by two issues. First, due

10 low populations rural areas cannot create the demand required to encOlUage

competitive companies to modernize infrastructure. Second, the regulatory

environment that once allowed cross-subsidies and rate averaging, thereby supporting

universality and equal access, is currently being radically altered. In practice, except

as part of publicly regulated programmes, telecommunications companies, like other

businesses. are bound to concentrate: on the largest and most profitable markets

(Hillman, 1993, p. 7: Parker & Hudson, 1992: U.S. Congress, 1992).

Studies also raise the following economic issues that are of concern 10 mOfe rural

provinces and smaller businesses who are attempting 10 secure a position in this new

industrial environment
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a) Thc information industries require on averagc a more educated workforce, and

generally spcaIcing, thc urban workforce bas higher education levcls than docs

its rural <:outttclpart (Adv.Com.Ontario, 1992; M<:Pbail & McPhail, 1990;

U.S. Congress, 1991).

b) Thc <:cst of thc implcmcotation of networks, in fonns of both labour and

capital, increased significantly throughout thc 1980$ (Ministry of Supply and

Scn'ices, 1984). Sin<:c greater di$l3D<:CS exist between small <:ommunitics in

rural areas thc <:ost problem is beightened there.

c) Despitc promises that competition would decrease oosts, in thc United States,

<:05tS of tclephonc servi<:cS havc risen as a portion of disposablc income for

lower incomc groups and millions of American families now have to pass a

means test in order to be ablc to obtain a telephone and basi<: service (Mosco,

1990, p. 19). Further, a government agcn<:y, Thc Rural Electrification Agcn<:y,

is used to subsidise telecommunications oosts for rural areas (U.S. Congress,

1991, pp. 25.26).

This infonnation reinforces the argument that a poIi<:y of deregulation and increased

oompetition do not work to the advantage of rural rcgions or economically

disadvantaged groups.

4.2 ALTERNATE POLICY OPTIONS

4.2.1 Ge"nw1

Given thc complexity of the social and cconomi<: impli<:ations of the policy decisions

in this area, it is not surprising that there are a variety of approaches to poli<:y

implementation and tclccommunieations rcguIation as various levels of government in

Canada and clsewhere attempt to find an appropriate balance of facton in their

regions, There are examples of suce:cssful proactive government approaches in

Germany and Fran<:c. In France, for instance, in thc 1980's the government.cwned

tclephone company began publishing its directory in electronic fannat only, a movc

whidt redefined "universal service" in that country (OECD, 1988). The European

EoonODlic Coaununity promoted the deployment of advanced Detworking technologies



in smaU-and·mcdium sized businesses in the member countries by funding

inl'rastructure and also promoting supply and demand of ISDN-based (Integrated

Switched Digital NetwOl'k) services in area outside the major urban CCDtre:s. This

initiative was known as the STAR Project (ECc, 1990, chap. 2, p. 6; Gillespie &

Hepworth, 1987, pp. 115-123). Initiatives in EnglaDd. Ireland. Finland and the

Netherlands are covered in more detail in Section 4.2.2 which discusses options for

coosideration in the Newfoundland setting.

In the United States, the rulings of the federal regulatory body, the federal

Communications Commission (FCC), are often at odds with the economic development

initiatives of the individual states (Twenbafe1 et al., 1989, pp. 2.9). Unlike Canada,

each state bas its own regulator in addition to the federal one, the FCC. The

divestiture of Bell and the shift toward deregulated service is seen by some as having

eroded the traditional systems of rate averaging which are important to rural economic

development (U.S. Congress, 1991, p. 7-8; Parker & Hudson, 1995, chap. I).

Regulations designed solely to promote economic efficiency may threaten universal

service and undermine the needs of small USer1 which are quite different from those of

larger oncs. Thus a number of U. S. states have adopted differing but interventionist

policy implementation paths which speak: to the social and economic needs of that

state. Many of the states have large rura1 populations and a varying deployment of

"modem6 telecommunications infrastructure. In each case, the link between economic

development and teleconununications is recognised, in defining policy, as is the

specific role for govcmment as a model user of technologies (Briescmcister &

HOfrigan, 1989, pp. 271-283).

Two cases serve to demonstrate that despite deregulation at the national level there are

a variety of policy approaches that could be implemented at the regional level to

maximize benefits to a wider group of citizens. In the state of Washington, for

instance, the government has adopted preservation of universal service as its primary

goal. It bas chosen a policy of price deregulation in competitive markets while
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maintaining rate of return regulations for services provided to monopoly custoDlerS. [t

has established a separnle state agency to promote more efficient use of

telecommunications by the government itself, as weU as supporting development of

rural infrasttucture by establishing networks for the delivery of social programmes

such as distance education (Strayer" &. Twenhafel, 1989, pp. 241·265; Parker &.

Hudson, 1995, chap.S).

A second state, Nebraska, bas a large scattered population and a population growth

that is half the United Stales average. Its ecooomy bas traditionally revolved around

agriculture. In recent years, however, Nebraska has attracted a nwnber of large

telecommunications users particularly telemarketing and central reservations finns.

This state routinely uses a ~social contract" model (Parker' &. Hudson, 1995, p. 69) to

achieve consensus. In this instance aU interested parties agreed to deregulate local

basic service rates and to allow the various lelephane companies 10 maintain their local

exchange areas. The legislation required only that the various companies provide

subscnbers with a 6O-day notice of rate increases thereby eliminating lengthy hearings.

However, the state Public Utilities Board would automatically review a proposed rate

change if it exceeded guidelines outlined in the Act, and il would also conduct a

review if requested 10 do so by the rate payers (Harper &. Younger, 1989, pp. 83-110).

(0 Canada, there are historic and recent examples of telecommunications policy

approaches which focus on strengthening panicular regions, and which differ from

policies being followed currently by the CRTC and the Canadian government.

The provincial governments of the Prairie provinces have con.sistently argued that the

Bell System did not propose services which responded to Ihe needs of Iheir largely

rural populations. As a result, throe govemment.-owned companies developed in these

provinces, although the current provincial government is endeavouring 10 privatize

Manitoba Telephone System. At present, SaskTel and Manitoba Telephone System

remain crown corporations. Only recently (1989) was the Alberta telephone company
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(AGT) privatised to become Telus CommunieatiOl1S. Although the circumstances and

approaches varied somewhat in the three provinces, historically the companies

developed in similar circumstaIlces. In the early part of the century, population

settlements were small and scattered; this was therefore not a region in which a privale

company would be Ilkely to expand services rapidly. The governments established

telephone companies that were in direct competition to BeU to support the businesses

and private citizens of the provinces. Even faced with the challenge of the large rura1

population base, and despite concerns about government inefficiencies, the companies

remain competitive and provide competitive rates (Denny, 1986, pp. 31.5S). Indeed

they have heralded such successes as SaskTeI's, being the first lelephone company in

North America 10 construct a large scale fibre optic network (Denny, 1986, p. 51).

The Ontario government under Premier Robert Ray also fannulated policy in 1991, 10

ensure thai the benefits of the telecouununications industry reached aU of the citizens

of the province, to enable economic growth and enhance quality of life throughout all

regions. To attain these economic and social goals it implemented strategies to respond

to the education and training needs: of the information sector, stimulale the growth of

information highways, and accelerate the development of a research and education

network for the province. To ensure equity access, particularly in rural regions, it

supported community and rural networks through such means as providing incentive

funding to municipal and community organizations prepared to establish

telecommunications-based industries. Further, it encouraged departments to use

electronic network. applications (such as e-mail) in their day ro day business and

delivery of services. The intent was to make enhanced networks more cost effective in

areas of low population by the volwne of traffic generated by government

requirements (Adv.Com.Ontario, 1992, pp. 30-33 & 44--51).

One can see from the above evidence thai a number of options exist to counter-balance

the potential negative effccts of dercgulation and competition. The following section

provides grealer detail on three approaches employed in other jurisdictions to address
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the needs of rural areas. These options Will be discussed in Chapter 5, with a view 10

their possible implementation in Newfoundland.

4.1.2 ~IISt-,. C••siUrrt&.

4.1.1.1 Aggregated [)eroand f Rural Area Net!iorb: Redefining the Customq

[The] divestiture of the Bell System and the shift toWard dereguIatcd services,
together with the emergence of large private netWorks, are undermining the
traditional system of rate averaging and subsidies foc local telephone service:.
These developments have occurred at a time when rural economies are
themselves becoming more fragile... (U.S. Congress. 1991, p. 8).

Rural. America is quite vulnerable 10 the POlential negative impact of the change in the

industrial base. Conmbuting factors include !he high cost of infrastructw"e due 10

distances between communities, relatively smaI1 businesses and communities that have

difficulty in finding capital 10 invest in new tcleconununications technologies. and on

average. a lower education level in a workforce which bas traditionally been employed

in resource hased industries. These are also common concerns in the Canadian

environment. As Mosco reported (see Section 4.I.l), 10 maintain a relatively high

penetration rate of lelephone services, 46 states operate a range of programmes· e.g.,

ftLink --up Americaft and ftLifeline", whicb subsidise instaI1ations. monthly charges. or

both. These are accompanied by all the trappings of a welfare progranune means tests.

administrative bureaucracy, and policing.

The U.S. Congress (1992) Repon maintaiued that new ways had 10 be devised 10

design and deliver communications services 10 rural communities and that policies

should be implemenled to create more favourable conditiOllS for their deploymenl and

use, if!hese regions are to survive. II recommended a more positive approach than the

welfare system reponed by Mosco. that of setting policy which would permit

formulation Rural. Area Networks (RANs). Conceptually !hese netWorks would

function like LANs or WANs which have allowed busincsses to create their own

customised networks. A RAN would be defined along the geographic boundaries of a
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cormnunity or region. It would link as many users within a cotnD1unity as posstble •

i.e., businesses, educational and health institutions, and local government offices. This

approach would allow pooling of diverse users 10 give economies of scale, thus

creating leverage to induce communications providers to be more responsive, foster

cooperation within the community, and, promote sharing of human resources to reduce

the limitation of technical expertise in any one member of the cooperative group.

A variety of technologies could be utilised to provide such services. For example, use

of a combination of digital radio combined with optical fibre would mean that fibre

would only have to run to the radio carrier station. Each user could have a transceiver

that provides standard telephony service. This could provide service at approximately

S3000 per subscriber compared the approximately $10,000 per subscnber to provide

access via copper. Similarly, use of advanced satellites might be considered, as their

signals cover wide areas (U.S. Congress, 1991, p. 9). This approach requires a close

link between telecommunications and economic stakeholders and a holistic approach to

economic development that includes the concept of comprehensive community

development (U.S. Congress, 1991, pp. 2-15).

A variation on this approach of "aggregating demand", used in Iowa, Minnesota, and

Kansas, allows small telcpbonc companies in an area to aggregate their demand for

services by pooling traffic to provide a viable market for offering enhanced services.

In Iowa, a number of small, independent companies formed a consortium to give equal

access to long distance to all of their subscnbcrs (150,000). Twenty-six (26)

companies in South Dakota have chosen a central point from which to offer long

distance carriers access to their rural exchanges which has allowed them to offer

cheaper rates than if each bad operated separately. Similar types of aggregation

pcnnitted 90 independent telephone companies in Minnesota to usc fibre and digital

technologies to provide enhanced services not previously available in rural areas. A

Kansas consortium of 29 companies allowed the introduction of cellular services which

would not have been feasible had each company attempted it on an individual basis
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(Parker & Hudson, 1995, pp. 78-79). Although telephone providers are not so

numerous in Canadian provinces, the concept of industry collaboration combined. with

that which government might be able to do through regulatioo and/or economic

incentives, to promote some cross-sector industry coopcratioo, might be wonh

exploring. Possible collaboratioo was raised by a number of respondents to the

interview questionnaire and is specifically endorsed in the report of the hearing as can

be seen in the following CRTC comment.

Competition alone will not delive!' the benefits of the information highway to
every region in Canada. Canadians waDt assurances thaI they will have
affordable access to the information highway. This will require retaining some
subsidies and the adoption of co-operaIive approaches by governments and
dismDuIOt"S in building communications infra!trueture and developing public
access to essential communications services, particularly in remote and under
served areas...

Competing distributioo systems should permit open access to their facilities.
Government should actively promote the development of open/interoperable
standards on the infonnation highway but should not mandate such standards at
this time (CRTC, I99Sa, p. 9 of 45)

And later in the same document, in its discussioo of public places in a digital world it
states.

Affordable public access to the information highway is a key concern. Many
parties used the tenn "public lane" to capture this concept, and there were
different ideas of what it should include. Parties project that public access on
the information highway will range from thaI provided by public broadcasting
and the cable community channel, to dial.up government and health care
information, educational services, community networks, e·mail facilities,
libraries and information banks, and services designed for use by aboriginal
peoples.

As competition increases, traditional approaches 10 achieving social goals must
be rethought if Canada's information highway is to be accessible and
affordable. It is unlikely that market forces, by themselves, will ensure that the
benefits of the information highway will roll evenly out to all regions of
Canada Of" satisfy all of the public interest demands made on it. This suggests
that the policy objective of universal access at affordable prices will not be
realized without some support. The vision of the Canadian information
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highway captured in the term "public lane" is multi·faceted. and the
Commission believes that the goal of universal al.X:CSS to thal highway will be
realized through various means, including market forces, subsidies and
cooperation...

As new parties apply for licenses to operate broadcasting distnbution
undcnakings, the Commission will look. al the applicants for such contributions.
[0 a competitive world, however, distnbution undcrtakiDgs will usc differing
technologies. For this reason, the Commission considers thal it would be
unrealistic to mandate a particular form of contribution. Instead, parties
wishing to operate new broadcasting distnlmtion undertakings should come
forward with innovative proposals for providing community expression, perhaps
through incorporation of interactive community dialogue and vehicles for
sharing infonnation. Such proposals would complement the contnllution made
by existing cable operators through their community channels.
(CRTC, 199530 pp. 34 & 35 of 45)

4.2.2.2. Incentive Regulation: Change in Regulatory Approach

The current regulatol"y approach in Canada for telephony services is based on rate of

return - i.e., the provider is allowed 10 cover all costs and make a predetermined

amoun1 of profit, e.g., 12%. The provider sets rates within this structure. A common

alternative to this approach is "incentive regulation". This approach gives carriers

some flexibility in pricing for fully or partially competitive services. The most

attractive feature of incentive regulation, is its ability to encourage carriers to reduce

costs by permitting higher profits, provided such profits do not result in higher prices.

In a typical scenario, carriers are allowed to keep a JKlrtion of the profits above the

prior rate of return allowance, while the remainder is returned to customers in the form

of lower prices (Parker & Hudson, 1995, p. 70). The simplest approach to this type of

regulation is the "price cap," whereby carrim are cxpectcd to achieve cettain

percentage of productivity gains each year. Companies arc allowed to increase prices

only if the rate of inflation is greater than the expected productivity gains. (0

exchange for the increased productivity, the companies can keep the extra profit that

they have achieved without raising the prices. A concern about this type of regulation

is its potential to decrease the quality of service. Costs could be reduced by
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decreasing quality therefore leading to greater profit even though the price remains the

same. Even if "benchmarks" for quality are set by the regulator, there arc concerns

that rural and poorer areas might be advencly affected and not noticed because their

statistics might not show up in provincial or stale averages.

A form of incentive regulation is used in Britain and in a number of US. states.

Often, it is driven purely financial rcasoos, but some states have a more targeted

rationale for implementation.. In Michigan, for example, this approach is tied to the

companies' agreements to upgrade infrastruetlU'e beyond what would have been in the

companies upgrade plans. In Tennessee, it is tied to a IO-year plan that will

eventually deploy (SON, fibre trunks and switched broadband throughout the State. In

Texas, it is tied to implementation of digital switches and Extended Area Services in

some regions (Parker & Hudson, 1995, p. 71). The CRTC is considering the

implications of implementing this approach to regulation in Canada. The commission

is also beginning consuJtations on the quality guidelines for service delivery which can

be used if this change in regulatory approach is adoptedu .

Parker and Hudson also suggest a m::ond fonn of incentive regulation which, as yet, is

untried but which they feel would reduce the short-comings of the price cap approach.

They compare this to "management by objectives". In this model carriers arc expected

to achieve goals set by the government in exchange for higher profit and more

flexibility in investments and technology choices. The government, for instance. could

set positive infrastructure goals or service levels with quality standards and

benchmarks. When goals arc met the company can kocp its higher profits. This

reduces the problem of achieving higher profits by cutting corners to lower cosu

(Parker & Hudson, 1995, pp. 71-72).

22 See CRTC Tcla:om Public Notices:
96-1: Price Cap Repbtion md Rdilled Issocs. hup:l/www.erte.gc.ea..JooticelfiJ~_O.TXT

I994-S0: ReviewortbeQulilYorServieelDdiCllton. hup:lIwww.eru:.gc.ea. .. .!Dotic:elfileslP94S0.TXT:TheI994
review is still ongoiPg, according to me inrormation on the WWWpage.
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4.2.2.3 Te!ework - Proactive CompIqnegwy Policy

There are numerous examples in our everyday lives of how the ready availability of

modem teleoommunicalions facilities is changing the way we live: banking no longer

requires a human teUer. publicalions can be obtained without visiting a library or

book store; courses can be taken without attending a classroom; shopping can be

done from the comfort of our living rooms; and increasingly. clinical consultation can

occur, if not from a home, then between a conununity hospital or clinic and a teniary

care institution. The newest activity in the domain of a "telelifestyle" (HIllman, 1993)

is the concept of "telewock". There are. of course, social and psychological questions

to be investigated about these opportunities, but for the purposes of this study. it is

evident that access to these technology tools enables a new approach to living,

learning, and working. The capacity to participate fully in any of tbe:se network

enabled opportunities depends not only 00 the availability of networks per sq, but also

on development and telecommunications policies that encourage dissemination of such

networks at reasonable cost as well as, complementary transpOltation. education,

health. safety, and insurance regulations and, in DO small amount, on attitudes of

employers and unions.

The concept of telework has, to this point, been. driven more from the needs of

industry and, to some extent, employees than from defined government policy. For

instance. the concept of "just in time delivery", which has been facilitated by the

ability to order goods automatically for immediate dispatch, based on electronically

projected use patterns, has reduced the need for storage space in business and the need

for the associated staff. Similarly companies wishing to reduce property overheads,

increase productivity, and deal with global time differences encourage flexible working

hours and working spaces (telework) to accomplish their needs (Hillman, 1993, p. 12).

One of the first reasons for telework, or telecommuting, as it is sometimes named. was

to reduC1:: or eliminate the need for commuting to large cities. This bad the triple

advantage of reduction in travel (and related direct and indirect costs) for the
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employee, a decrease in congestion in the city and on highways, and reduction in the

need for space and its related high costs in city centres. Many types of work can be

canicd out at a distance· telemarketing, teleseaetarial services, teletranslarion, call

centres (e.g., when someone in St. John's calls a local Air Canada number after 5:00

PM to inquire about flight schedules, sheJbe will routinely get Montreal or Toronto)

and various activities related to telecomputiog, to name but a few. Early trials and

definitions of teleworlc. were centred around a looe worker based in histher home

utilising some form of communications network (usually computer-, but sometimes

telephone) to do aU of hislber work foc a company. The results of both trials and

practical experience with this model have shown that this isolated working pattern is

only viable for a very select few. On the employee side, loss of friendship, status, and

opportunities for promotion: on the management side, loss of direct face-to-face

contact, support, and control were all factors in developing more flexible telework

opportunities (Hillman, 1993, p. 5; ECC, 1990, chap. I & pp. 90-92). Now teleworkers

functioo part-time at home, parHime in neighbourhood offices, part.time in cars,

sometimes in h()(e1 rooms, and sometimes· not in peak hours - in the main office.

A number of companies have implemented teleworking as part of company policy,

include the following:

a) Anderson Consulting (London), instead of constructing a new building,

introduced a booking system for employee; who were regularly out of the

office whicb accommodated their "logging in" for several days at a time on

occasion, rather than the half an hour or so that would be nonnal for log-oo to

ahostlservercomputer.

b) IBM reduced their need roc space by 20"10 by introducing technology that could

be used from the home, the car, oc another IBM office where there were

"SMART' desks.

c) AT&T in the United States, Digital in Finland, and 8T in England have all

significantly reduced their need for space by the introduction of telework plans
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with various types of employees, from sales staff to managers (Hillman, 1993,

pp.12-13).

Similarly, a few local authorities in England have implemented full and pan time

telework activities. For example, since 1989, in a nwnher' of departments in the

Oxfordshire Country Council, workers, mainly women, work in the office in the

moming, spend the afternoon doing penonal things, and complete the work. day at

home in the evening. Hampsbire allows teleworicing by its professional staff.

Invemesshire, in conjunction with BT, conducted a one-year trial during which 12

directory assistance operators wcxked at bome. In this last instance, special fold~away

work-stations were built, and by agreement with the union, certain ergonomic

conditions, such as appropriate lighting, were attended t~ the operators' wages

remained the same as those for other operators (Hillman, 1993).

A current teleworker is likely to be found for at least some of bislber time in a "tele~

cottage" - a term originally coined in Scandinavia in the mid-1980s to describe a

community teleservice centre. In 1990, there were some SO such centres in

Scandinavia: in 1993 there were 100. In Britain in 1992, there were 4S such units

located in sites ranging from a converted farm building to a working railway station

listed on the historical building list. The Rural Development Commission and BT

have both contributed significantly to their development (ECC, 1990, chap. I, p. 4). In

Newfoundland, the ENI teleccntres serve this purpose as well as a public awareness

and tra.ining functions.

4.2.2.3.1 Other Government Initiatives: Governments are beginning to view

telework not only also as part of regional strategies that allow less prosperous towns to

participate in regional growth, but also as a driver of enhanced netWorks into regions

as a support to indigenous industrial growth.. In 1993 in France, for example, the

Regional Planning Ministry (DATAR), with collaboration from France Telecom and

the Ewopean Community, launched a scheme for leh:workiDg which included building
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neighbourhood telecentres, atttacling companies and prognmmes which would allow

tcleworking for nne or more days a week. and the establishment of businesses which

provided distance information services. The process also included extensive education

of finns in Paris about the advantages and use of teleworlc options. The Netherlands,

concerned about environmental and congestion problems caused by traffic, ba'l created

"Platform Telework Nederland", a forum which allows government, employers and

unions to discuss the implications of teleworlriog implementation (Hillman. 1993,

pp.18.19).

Unions wony that costs such as heat, light, and insurance are beiDg down·loaded to

the worker, and taxation departments run mto problems such as bow to deal with

taxation of "home" equipment However. Iclework can, and is, used to deaea.se

congestion m cities and as an economic development tool for more remote areas, both

directly through the enhancement of high-skin employment in rural regions, and

through the creatioo of a demand foc increased network infrastructure. Indeed, even if

the need to decrease urban congestion is not an issue, other factors could justify a

policy change 10 support these initiatives, and the requirement for adequate

infrastructure could help build a business case for providers.

4.3 SUMMARY

This chapter, has briefly revisited the government reports which point 10 the

developing disparity between urban and ntraI regions due to current trends resulting

from telecommunications policies that exclusively encourage deregulation and

competition. It described a variety of policy instruments and directions applied in

other jurisdictions to decrease the potentially negative effect in rural areas. In Chapter

5, the three options wilt be reviewed in light of infonnatioo on the composition of the

policy community and the response obtained from the qucstioonaires in order to

determine the posstbility of implementation of any of these in Newfoundland
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CHAPTER S: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

S.I POLICY COMMUNlTY

Section 2.8 presented the concepts of policy communities and policy networlcs which

help structure the relationships, including differential status, which exists among

interest groups. It also discussed how different authors view and classify the DetWorks

within policy communities. Pan of the intent of this study is to identify changes in the

telecommunications policy community during the recent yean of deregulation by

government and increased competition in the industry.

Tables 5, SA, 6 and 6A (see Appendix I) and Section 3.6 presented data that show an

increase in size and complexity of the telecommunications policy community both

nationally and in Newfoundland, during the study period. The foUowing section uses

the classification schemes of three authors to highlight the changes in the commllltities

during the study period. The fim is Atkinson and Coleman's which describes

snucnuaI groupings. The second is the Pross approach which descnbc:s a policy

community in tenos of subgovemment and attentive public. The final approach is that

of Lindquist, who introduces the concepts of dominant, contending and emerging

networks.

S.U Stnlalln.'Nn-rks (Atuss" ."d C.u.tuI)

At the macro level Canada is viewed as a weak stale • a situation shaped by a number

of geographic, historical, and poI.itical factors descnbed earlier. It is a federalist state

with two levels of government each with numerous access points for the many interest

groups that have evolved in this centwy. The Atkinson and Coleman model would

suggest therefore the existence: of pluralist policy networks.

Atkinson and Coleman further hold that to adequately define the types of networks,

one must look at the meso, or domain, level. Here the CRTC has maintained a

significant and probably growing presence and influence {CRTC AMuaI Reports;
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Table 3, Appendix I) during the study period. It maintains a large staff, which,

among other things, conducts appropriale rcscardl on behalf of the Commission. The

fcdcral govcmmcnt has significant internal n:sc.dI capacity, and when it chooses to

Wcontraet out", it can, and does, draw upon the experience of a cadre of indcpcndcnt

consultants ()(" rescan:b. institutes.23 In Newfoundland, although then: arc more

limited intemal resources to conduct rcscarch, the provincial government employs

other approaches. As indicated carlier, DlTT bas enhanced its own capacity by: a)

strengthening tics with its fcdcral COUDterpart. IC, thereby being able to draw upon

federal resources; and h) utilising arms length government agencies such as the

Economic Recovery Commission, which have separate rcsear-ch capacity. Like the

federal government, the Newfoundland government commissions independent research

either from the University or through consultants such as NGL or similar provincial

firms. Thus, while Tables 2 and 3 indicate a retreat from actual involvement in the

regulatory aspects of this sector by both levels of government, at the same, time the

departments employ a varietY of policy instruments 10 mainlain a substantial presence

in this community. The state, then, while it may not conduct all its research in-house,

is autonomous in the production of research and not dependent on industry or interest

groups for its information.

The business: sector, as indicated in Chapter 3, has maintained a continuing presence,

but in recent years many new business groups with differing agendas (cable verses

telephone; large verses small) have COlCIgcd Since 1990 ITAC and NATI have begun

10 represCDt Ihe vlCWS of infonnatioo technology businesses on some matters. (See

Sections 3.5.1.1 and 3.5.2.) They may be evolving toward" peak associations" but

13 NGL acted as the Executive BriefiDg Suvice for the CRTe InfOOQatiOD ffishvo'ay HuriDgs. H. latva1 and
R. MClWd. both private consaltaDU cbaircd. the wort of the Local NetWOIks Convcrgeoce Committee, which
prodKed !he study "Convugencc. Competition aDd Cooperatioo.". Roberts;mll As5ociatc:s overuw the: stIIdy
"Distance Education:mdOpco teaming- A Rqan"•wttic;b, IItIOtJg olbcr lltiBp, provided the Ministers o(Eftcation
with infonaation OD teiccommllllicationstrmds in providing mo~ llc:xlllle learning opponanitics. The Information
Highway AdvUoryCoanc:il. cbaircdby David Johnson was iIll adboc ~ncecoosistiJlgofa wideClllss-section
ofinforDlcd pasons arid PfOdgccd iIllIepcada:ltrc:scarchmd advK:eto the govanmcnton the"nc CbaUeogeofthl;
lnfonnationHighway".
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would not be considered to display all the necessary characteristics as yet. Tables S

and 6 show a rapid increase in the number of groups and individuals participating in

this area, but there is no particular indication that anyone of the groups Of" individuals

in this sector would have the capacity to deal on equa1 terms with the government.

We have then a weak state at the macro level. At the domain level there are large

nwnbers of interest groups with coosiderable access points througb which to influence

policy. However the state in this domain maintains some autonomy. Using the

Atkinson and Coleman model then, the type of policy community can be described as

"pressure pluralist".

5,1.2 S.~.11UffMe1ft ."dAtt~hWlc: MMlMI'S fUfd G",wtlf (Pross)

The information presented in Chapter 3 and in Tables 2·6A, when considered from the

Pross epistemology of subgovemment and attentive public suggests growth and change

in both over the period of this study. Looking at Tables S, SA, 6 and 6A an argument

could be made, based on Pross's approach (see Section 2.8), for dividing the actors

involved in the hearings as follows:

a) 'User/lndividual Economic Units" .. the Attendve PubUc. These actors, listed

in the last sectioo of all these tables, are individual entities and thus probably in

the position of maintaining an informed watching brief, conunenting when

appropriate, but J!Q! organising national or regional ongoing lobbying or other

activities.

b) AIl other groups in the tables (Carriers. Governments and Associations)

including business associations and interest groups with ongoing national Of

regional mandates = the Sublovernaeat.

In me last section of Table S, the attentive public includes "individuals" from whom

there were 272 representations at the I99S CRIC hearing compared to none in either

of 1979 and 1985. Here, also, are individual businesses, film producers, hospitals,
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schools, arts groups, companies, and specific social action groups (e.g., a family crisis

centre in a specific community) for a total of 640 in 1995 compared to 26 in 1979. At

the provincial level (see tables 6 and 6A) the directioo is the same if not as dramatic •

i.e., a change from 5 to 25.

The groups in the other sections of these tables (5 - 6A) comprise the subgovemmcnt.

The obvious members of the subgovemmenl are: a) the various government

departments (federal, provincial, and municipal); b) the carriers - telephony, c) missing

from the tables but implicit. the regulator(s); and, d) in specific circumstances the

jucliciary, as evidenced by their influence in the 1989 ruling. The other players in the

5ubgovemment are those associations and interest groups which represent regional or

national (in the case of Newfoundland province-wide) memberships such as the

Canadian Association of Broadcasters (CAB), the Canadian Labour Congress (ClC),

the Canadian Cable Television Alliance, the Canadian Petroleum Association, lile

National Anti-Poverty Alliance, Natiooal Consumer Association, Canadian Medical and

Hospital Associations, etc. The category of "Business Associations" (particularly the

Chambers of Commerce) have been assigned to subgovemment because collectively

they represent groups of businesses and are consistent players in the political

landscape.

As was the case with the attentive public Tables S - 6A show lilat the subgovemment

as described by Pross bas also, in this case study, grown significantly lxltb nationally

and in Newfoundland

5.1.3 o._u.IUff. C.lltellllmg, ..II E_ergbfg Nmv-rks (Lillq_ist)

The data in Chapter 3, inclicate that nationally in the late 1970s and up to the mid

19805 the policy community consisted largely of the lead departments (nationally or

provincially), the regu!ator(s), the telephony carriers, and a small group of business

interests. The cable industry is represented at national hearings only through its

Association. In 1985 a small number of interests groups appeared. Using lindquist's
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model one could argue that during the period from 1970 to 1985/86 there was only

one policy netWork which, by default. was the domin.ant network. (n 1989, the

judiciary joined the doIaiuat network. Since the introduction of the Chatter of

Rights and Freedoms, the Supreme Court appears to be acquiring more profile in many

policy area1i. Given this current role, we might assume that more matters wilt be

referred to it over time; and given its powers, we can assume that it will continue to

playa role in the dominant network of this aDd other policy domains. (n

Newfoundland, in this time frame, the community was very small indeed,. with little

importance attributed to the area by the provincial government and a very narrow

representation, usually through legal counsel, at provincial hearings. Again. it was one

dominant netWork focused around the telephone company aDd the provincial regulator.

By 199411995 the picture has changed substantially. The broadcast and cable

companies together with their worker associations and the "conlent" industry· i.e.,

film. press/publishing/print, arts, and cultw'al groups appear in significantly greater

numbers at the hearings. The convergence of technology and the increasing demand

for bandwidth have opened an important technical~ to facilitate an enlarged

presence. Increasing numbers of government. business and popular press publications

which focus on the need for substantial content. drive and validate the requireme(t[ for

the enlargement of these new netWotk capacities. The cable industry's history is

irrevocably linked to the provision of content; therefore, for the moment, cable and

content policy networks appear to be linked. In addition to the specific data assembled

for this work. one could point 10 research such as lntven & Menard's to substaotiate

the cable companies' lead role as at least a "contending netWotk~. While one could

not say definitely from the data presented in this study that these clusters of

individuals and agencies constitute a contending network, certainly their presence and

organisation has increased rapidly in this domain. Whether these two clusters

(telephony and cable) will remain separate, or realign into a single, dominant netWork

remains to be seen.
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A possible cmc:rging oetwort is the one based anxmd the beaJth. education. and cthc:z

public inteI'CSt service groups. Both ~cially and nma:Wly, they have eenainly

displayed a considerable prcscDQC in hearings, rouad tables. -.:I cormUttees of the

199Os. Perhaps in a eountty which is accustomed to a sipifiClmt lOvemmc:nt

presence, this is a more acceptable approach to repn::sentation of the -commoo. good'"

than more direct govcmmcnt action through regulation.. Each of these l£CIIcies bas an

ongoing need, in a society that is inaeasingIy depmdc:nt on tdccommunicatiOO!l, for

input to policy that effects the delivery oftbese public services (e.g., distance

education Dc:tworks or- health nc:twods based on shared use of patient or financial

records, and similar needs in, say, justice or- social services). The 19905 data pointed

to an explosion of such groups, probably driven by, a) die technical opportunities

opened by digital technology and convergence, b) the potential long.lem1 impacl of

policy decisions made DOW, and c) to certaiD extent, the influence exerted by certain

key players as alluded to in Chapter 3. However these agencies, or agencies quite like

them, will continue to have provincial and national service mandates and, therefore,

will COIltinue to have a presence. This po5SIbility was both recognised and reinfOl'COd

in the CRTe's May 1995 documeDt, when the Commission recornmeodcd that a

scpamIe tariff be filed to rec:opise a new customer swus for education, health, and

-community exprcssionM groups (CRTC, 1995, pp. 35 &: 36 of 45).

.5.1.4 e-......~ Nnf""'''~1'.&:y c..1UIIitia: GanwI. TraG

In Table 3, one can see a cenlr.l1isatiOll. of regulatory control and, therefore, on the

face of it, a decrease in provincial presence. However by the 1995 hearings (Tables 5

and 6) one sees a substantial increase in representations from the government sector •

particularly municipal, and with some increase in provincial. DITI representatives

interviewed nOied other mechanisms for input to the telecommunications policy agenda

which suggested an allered but nonetheless substantial regional govcmment role in the

policy community. In Newfoundland the virtual noo-existencc of government

involvement in hearings in the 19705 and 19805 is significantly altered by the 1~9S

period by enhanced activity of Ibc lead department (DITO, the appearnncc of a
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number" of municipalities at hearings, and, the creation and activity of the four

govenunent agencies EM, ERe, ENL, NLCS, aU of which bavc telecommunications

as a part of their portfolio.

Parallel to this development in the 1990s, the Ccmmunieations portfolio, both

nationally and provincially, was placed in the department responsible fIX" industrial

development - i.e., Ie and OlTT respectively - thereby linking this domain to

economic rather than social policy. Although the Mgovcmment officialsM interviewed

suggested that prior to this decade, telecommunications was purely a technical matter,

the actions of the federal government in the 19705 to encourage social uses of new

media suggested that a link 10 social policy was considered in that era. The present

configuration would eenainly suggest that economic coosiderations are now the more

important.

At the same time there has been a retreat from government ownership (Table 2) and a

concentration of the telephone industry into the dominant Stentor Alliance and one or

two newer and smaller players such as Unitel. The concentration of power and

resources in the Stentor Alliance in the telephony industry is balanced by the growing

presence of the broadcast and specifically the cable industry. As an example, only one

or two broadcast associations and no individual companies made representation to

either of the 1979 or 1985 hearings, compared to 10 associations (5 cable TV) and 21

individual cable companies in 1995. This dramatic change can be attnbuted, in part,

to technical convergence but, nonetheless, is a significant factor in this community.

There has been a continual representation of the business community throughout the

period of study, both in the subgovemment through established associations and lobby

groups and in the attentive public (individual businesses). Business association

representation increased nationally from 10 in 1979 to 51 in 1995, and representations

from individual non-communications-based companies bas increased from 12 to 61 in

the same period.
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Whether as a consequence, or a cause, of the c:mphasis on economic outcomes, there

has been a bla>soming, in the subgove:mment sector, of interest groups tnoI"e related to

the social policy area. The "social action interest groups" made their 6rst appear3Dcc

with 10 representations during the British Colombia hearing in 1985. By 1995, this

group had increased to 79; no less than 61 arts, health, education, and research groups

joined their ranks, as did 7 associations representing workers, up from I and 3

respectively 1979 and 1985. (See Tables 5 & SA.) Similar growth in representation of

these association in the subgovernment in the provincial environment can be seen

through data from the hearings and £Quod tables. (n 1979 and 1980 there were no such

groups appearing before the PUB compared to 5 social action intmst association and

8 health, education and other in 1995 (See Tables 6 & 6A.) It should be remembered

here, and throughout this section that the provincial data are drawn from appearances

at telecommunications PUB Hearings in that time period ( See Footnote 10 for listing)

compared to the single bearing in 1995.

Perhaps the most dramatic change that has occuned bas been in the size and

complexity of the attentive public. Nationally, it has grown from 26 individual

agencies - exclusively banks, communications and other businesses - to 640

representations. only 117 of which were from business. Individuals aceOWlted for

272. leaving 251 from education. health, arts, and social action groups. Provincially,

representation by individual economic units (attentive public) grew from 7 and 8 in

1979 and 1985 respectively to 25 in the 1995 CRTC bearing. Table 6 shows the

substantial increase in the health. education, and arts sectors in 1995. While only 2

individual Newfoundland businesses presented to the 1995 eRTC Hearing. a larger

representation of the business sector (13) presented to the provincial round tables on

tables on the Information Technology Strategy for a total of 34 individual economic

units. (See Table 6A, Appendix I.) Remember again that the 1970 and 1985 figures

indicate presentations at all hearings in those years verse only one in 1995.
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5.1.5 hssiNe p.uey Nt:lMrks (Alliltull/C.... 1'Nss, LiJeqllisl)

This sect:ioo uses the three classifications discussed in previous sections and the

individuals, agencies and groups identified in the thesis to identify policy netWorks.

One would have to study the mandates of the interest groups, associatiOllS, and

individuals involved in the hearings and their specific presentations to dctcnnine in

detail and definitively the characteristics of netWOrks within this policy community.

However, on "face value", one could predict the following clusters could form

netWorks.

a} The lead government departments - i.e., IC (nationally) and DITT

(provincially) ·as well as the Regulator would be, to varying degrees, part of all

netWorks.

b) The telephony earners, which on the one hand, have competitive business

plans, but on the other seck ccnaio regulatory concessions vis-a-vis the cable

companies and other niche vendors, along with union groups and other national

associations affiliated with these companies, would be part of the

subgovcmmcnt of this dominant netWork. Additionally, a certain number of

the attentive public, including individuals or businesses dependent on the

telephony carriers for service (e.g., northern groups which depend on Telesat

for all communications, or banks, which require universally available and

inexpensive netWorks to operate their now extensive internal communications

networks) could conceivably be pan of a netWork.

c) The cable and broadcast industry with ilS associated unions and associations 

e.g., the Canadian Association of Broadcaucn, ACfRA, etc. - would form pan

of the subgovemmcnt of this netWork. In the attentive public arc film and arts

groups and individuals. Other "content providers" might well belong to this

contending network due to their requirement for extensive broadband capacity

in order to be abl.e to capitalise on benefilS from current technologies.

d) The broader business community with the associated individual businesses as

represented by Chambers of Commerce and associations like ITAC and NATI

in the subgovemment, fonn another potential emerging netWork at the
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subgovcrnment level. In the attentive public of this netWork are computer

companies, newspapen and other businesses. In Newfoundland, anns·length

government agencies like ENL and NLCS in all likelihood would belong to this

netwod, which would seek. tariffs and policy directions that suppon enhanced

opportunities in this sector. Given the critical role of telecommunications as a

ttaosport mechanism in a knowledge-based industrial society, there are generic

telecommunications issues that would be of common concern to all such

enterprises.

e) Health, Education, and other "Public [nterest~ groups that have a broader

mandate to deliver social and economic services oc programmes as

differentiated from "social action interest grollPS~ that lobby provincially or

nationally on specific issues, might form another emerging netWork. In the

subgovcmment this would include national/provincial health and education

association like the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada

(AUCC). or the Canadian Hospital Association. The attentive public here

would include individual universities, school boards, hospital distance education

networks, and lKlSSibly, such groups as Ca·Net and its rcgionals which have

grown out of university and rcscan:h environments. (Note: As the functional

emphasis of the Internet and the Information Highway changes from the more

academic and rcscarch-oriented Ca·Nct to a more private-sector orienled

CANARIE, there will probably be a transition of the associated groups 10 a

different policy network..) In Newfoundland, although there would be some

cross-ovcr, groups like ERC and ENl as well as STEM-Net and NL-Net would

belong to this network.

o With respect to ~social action interest groups", some argument might be made

for grouping both subgovcmment (groups with national or provincc--widc

mandates) and attentive public (localized mandate) logether as a policy

network. as they represent various aspects of the common good and, therefore,

likely to have many concerns in common - e.g., low prices, universal access,

privacy, etc.
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5.1 ALTERNATE PoLICY OmOflfs

Government studies from a number of countries including Canada have indicated that

access to the information highway is key to ecooomic viability. (See Chapter I.)

Further, these and similar studies have shown that rural areas are under-served in this

area and therefore are disadvantaged Newfoundland and Labrador h~ significant

rural areas in which then: is limited-digital infr3structure. No further diffusion is

planned by the principal providers. and indeed current rural infrastructure may fall into

disrepair. Therefore rural Newfoundland is likely to suffer economically unless special

action is taken by government.

As discussed in Chapter 4, other jurisdictions facing similar challenges have

implemented a variety of policy approaches to address them. The three principal

options descnbed in Chapter 4 are explored in this section to determine the posSIbility

of introducing one or some combination of these approaches in Newfoundland. The

rationale is presented in light of the composition of the Newfoundland policy

community, other available information (see Section 3.8: Summary), and recent policy

direction encouraged by the CRTC in the May 19, 1995 ruling. (See Section 4.2.2.1.)

In Chapter 4, three main policy alternatives to a deregulated, market-driven

competition were presented. These were:

a) introduction of complementary policy directions such ~ those that would

enhance teleworking;

b) providing a situation in which some sOl1 of aggregated demand migbt be

developed; and

c) changing the regulatory approach from rate of return to incentive regulation.

Not surprisingly, it would appear from the data in Chapter 3 that some aspects of each

could apply, but the most likely starting point for consideration would be based on
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alternative "b~, cooperation and aggregation of demand The proposed approach is a

variation of those suggested by either the U.S. Congress: Report or by Parker and

Hudsoo. The scenario will depend on cooperation of conununity and carriers to

aggregate or share demand in certain key areas which will lead to enhanced levels of

service in rural regions in general although not in every community. There could be

tiered levels of service spinning out from key communities COIlStrained to some extent

by population and distance from key towns but tcmpcrcd by consistent demand in the

ncar regional centres.

5.1.1 Tekwftrl:

Based on a) data from the interviews with the telecommunications providers whose

individual business plans do not support further diffusion of infrastructure to allow

enhanced services in remote communities, b) the current extent of competition

provincially (i.e.• it exists to some CXlent and for specific services in 10 or 12 large

communities with virtually none elsewhere), and c) the experience of the user in

Milltown (i.e., which shows the lack of adequate infrastructure to support data

transmission even at slow speeds), it would appear that anempting to change or

implement public policy to accommodate telework would D2l be the first step to be

taken. Technical facilities are not available to support telework where it is most

needed; neither are they likely to be if the current environment remains unchanged.

Policy and legal changes could be undertaken to facilitate telework and delivery of

enhanced services such as telcmcdicme on the "urban fringe~ of key towns and

between key tOWt1li and the major cities. However telework might help establish the

market for telecommunications providers, it probably would best be applied in

communities that arc ~urban funge" or ~scrvice-type~ such as St. Anthony or

Stephenville, whcre the basic infrastructure seems to be more reliable. For the prc:scnt,

this should probably be a complementary and longer~tcrm policy initiative from a

provincial perspective.
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5.Z.2 CHPBfIIi.. " AU"- Daaatl

However, based on the description of the policy community, both national. and

provincial, and the con:nnents of the interviewees, there does appeal" to be poteotial to

concentrate on expanding collaborative initiaJives by focusing and stabilising regiOllal

demand and facilitating the public sector, camer (telecom and broadcast) and

community collaboratiOllS that will be required to achieve this goal. Various

initiatives are already under way; common government instruments can be utilised to

broaden these while drawing on concepts from the policy models descnbed previously.

The provincial government has forged the link between the telecommunications and

economic development sectlXS (which was: cited as an important factor by Schmandt et

al., 1989; U.S.Congress, 1990; Parker & Hudson, 1995). Operation ONUNE,the

implementation ~k force for the IT strategy, recognises the link between good

communications infrastructW"e and economic development as a key underpinning of its

mandate. As a result, many of its actiOll items bring key playen of these two

communities together, particularly in urban settings eNGL, 1994). In rural settings as

can be seen from the description of the communities (which are not atypical of other

communities of similar size in the province) there are rural economic development

officers who are supported by either provincial or federal government. These officers

are located at least in the larger communities and also in, or dose to, a variety of

smaller communities such as Milltown. These officers are Dot only aware of the:

development needs and coostraints of their regions but, in recent years, have been

actively engaged in using and exposing businesses in their communities 10 the use of

telecommunications networks through their association with EM.

There are points of presence of two or more public interest netwods

Te1emedicindfETRA, STEM-Net, and EM - in at least ISO communities in the

province, with 20 of these communities (again, key regional towns) having NL-Net

routers, based in the education facilities in the communities. In addition to these

established netWorks, the health care system (sec comments of Cable Atlantic
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interviewee) has recendy restructured into five regional hospital boards and two

conununity health boards, each of which requires, and is planning for, significant

telecommunications capacity for its administrative and patient-care activitics. The

various public sector acton associated with these points of presence could form the

coce of a coosortiwn in order to a) form a cohesive medium- to loog-tenn plan f«

the use of these networks and b) identify and implement colIaborative mechanisms

among them to secure the economies of scale that could assist long-tcrnt use. The

potential players in rural settinW; include school principals and teaChers, school board

superintendents, principals of community colleges, hospital administrators, hospital

board chairs, and professional staff, public librarians, and rural development officcrs;

in SI John's (the principal urban location) the directors and other key SIaff of the

networks could be added to the rosier.

Either DITT (because it is the lead department for telC(:ommunications policy) oc one

of the cenlral agencies (e.g., Treasury Board), could convene discussions among the

various line departments of govemmen[ which form the principal users of the public

interest networks (e.g., education and health, along with educational institutions such

as the University and coUeges), to dctennine mid- and 1000g-lcon (S year) plans for

service delivery for distance education, lelancdicme or administrative requirements.

This would be based on departmental need and population predictions for each area..

Work has begun on the establishmcnl of provincial Economic ZOllCS. The Interim

Boards have been tasked to develop economic plans for Ihcir zones. The provincial

government could ensure, through sponsored round !abIes or engaging consultants to

conduct SO"ategic planning sessions in each zone, that the telecommunications needs of

the key tOWDS and their surrounding regions in relation to support of C(:onomic

development and public services arc clearly identified at the zonal level. These

impartial fora could be used to help conununities dctennine their community

requirements and differentiate between needs that could be addressed through regional

hubs based in the key towns as well as the requirements that arc necessary in each
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smaller community clustered around these key toWnS. The demand could be

aggregated at the key towns which also, by and large. house hospitals, college:

campuses, and major govcmment offices. Higher speed access and more sophisticated

services could be available through these key towns.

The core of the groupIlocal policy community to define and support a collaborative

and sustaining presence could be formed from. the principal urban and public- (and

quasi. public) sector rura1 actors. with private-sector rural players being consulted and

incorporated in the planning exercise as they feel comfortable.

As was seen in Chapter 3, there: are a number of ways of providing the physical

infrastructure for low- and high.speed digital communications: notably, in this

instance at least through telephony approaches, through cable, and through V..$AT

type mechanisms. In rura1 regions all three of these agencies might have to be brought

into play to address needs. The polential providers seem predisposed to seek

collaborntive solutions to provision of services in rural areas. This might be attnbutcd

to a nurnbet' of reasons, including a desire to be responsible corpornte citizens. No

doubt, other faet01"5 are at play here: - more practical motives, such as whether it makes

good business sense 10 try to do business in a province thai is not economically viable,

and the fact that each agency appears to see a more lucrative market in content or

service: development rather than in straighl netWork. provision, so that collaboration on

that front would free rc:sOW"CCS for information services.

Once: zone: and departmental plans have bcco identified, OITT and perhaps WST and

NlSLloI could play a lead role in bringing the various providers together to detcnnine

creative and collaborative technical soIutioos to provide the tiered service requirements

,. In \994. Newfoudlillldaod UbndorCompulcrSa'vices, thcdivisionofcovemmeul that provided all data
services, networked aod SWld aJooe. 10 the p-ovineial govemmeut, _ privJtised. It was bolgbt by Newtel
Enterprises Lid.. tbe parenI eompanyofNTC, Anderson Colluuunie¥ion. aad. Bcli Sigma aPd was renamed Newtcl
iIlfot'lIlatioo Solutions Lid. (NlSL). 10$ pan oftheagrccmcDtofsaie. il was ilgUcdtbat for the 7 years subsequent
to its privatisalion. NlSL wlKlid be the sole provider of services in this :uea 10 the pmviDciai govemmCDL
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in each of the zoncs. The ~eamJt~ would be a eenain commitment from government

and a clear, relatively cohesive or~ demand from the communities/zones.

While five-year commitments from government are not easily forthcoming, if delivery

of service is begun in these areas, it is not likely to disappear rapidly, as commitments

will have been made to constituents. Further if ongoing application of these strategies

serve the dual pu!lKlSC of a decreasing the cost of delivery of public services, and

acting as a driver of netWork capacity that will help economic viability in a region,

greater support might be garnered for longeNernt commitment. The government's

role here would be both to help fmd a mechanism that will both facilitate the

companies' commitment to collaboration and also to share the risk of extending the

network's reach beyond the communities and services which these companies now

individually offer. The following are some relevant factors and policy instrumc:nts that

could be brought into play to encourage the initiative.

I. In order to encourage competition and diversification of services, the CRTC, in its

Telecom Decision 94.19 (see Table I), described instances in which a customer·

specific arrangement could be considered The ruling stated that:

In the Comnrission's view there are two general types of customer-specific
tariffs:

(\) .
(2) Those providing a bundle of services tailored to a particular
customer's needs, primarily involviog elements available from a general
tariff, wbere the purpose is to customize the offering in tenns of rate
structure or levels ( for example, distance sensitive/insensitive, usage
sensitive/insensitive, one time charges, etc) (Telecom Decision 94-19,
p.104)

The Conunission will also permit the second type of arrangement noted above,
subject to the following...

(b) the telephone company demonstrating in its tariff application that
there is not sufficient demand to offer any customer*specific elements of
the service through the general tariff (Telecom Decision 94-19, p.
lOS).
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2. The May 1995 CRTC Ruling suaested. amoog otba" thiDp. that educatiooal and

health tariffs be set. Action is already being taken throuah Public Notice 95--44:

Tariffs for Education and Health (exrernaI). The SteDtor AlliaDce bas presented its

initial respoose. Knowing what direction this will rake and therefore the framewttk

thalwill be set for indivlduaJ. filings will help in loog-«:nn p/.aDniDg imdcosting for

the public interest nenrorb. The outcome of this decision will influence the degree of

collaboration that can be assembled under the umbrdla of ·public ioterm Det'tVOI'b~ to

provide the core rationale for ongoing bigh-.speed access to the key zone towns. The

provincial government could then lobby for a broader inlerpretation of education,

health and "community expressioo·, if Oec:eswy.15

3. In the same ruling, the CRTC stated that TUJa1 areas wiU require a different

approach to telecommunications provisioo than urban regiOllS. The Commission staled

that competition. collaboration, and subsidy wer-e its preferences. in that orda-. If !be

providers agreed on a collaborative approach to providing high-end services (sharing

botb profit and risk) to the key towns in the zoncs based on the relatively stable

demand of the public interest netWorks and supplemented by the rD(l("e fluid

requirements of the pr1va1e sec;tOr', Iben a case might be developed for the CRTC to

allow a special tariff for a RAN-type coosoniwn in each of the towns feeding into !be

key hubs under the customer description of Decisioo 94-19, above. This would fit

within the frameworiI; of collabonrioo by bctb the providers and the community, and it

stops sbon of subsidy. It would allow an aggregated demand in c:onununities where a

whole community c.ould take advantaae of a cum:nlly lmown service, foc instance an

Advantage Preferred rntc or a 1·800 number. Because the risk. would be shared among

provider companies and there would be a cohesive and pmjictable plan for usc: by lhe

key and peripheral communities the companies might find this option workable

particularly given the corporate philosophies discussed earlier.

::lID Oetobef, L996 the CRTC nl.eased TeLeeoaI Decisioa. X*.l"&: which approvod the IlCW cliCDl cacao" or
pIlb1ic: schools, c:oUeses.wvuatics.libnrics NId health elR Qcilitics.. Stacor iI: DOW WUd. with presmtiD& tile
naClllAlc ror KCqxablc groaps aDd 19a1Cics 10 r&ll withiD !be clusificacioll.
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4. Linked to the above, there might be a need for the government to play a mon:

direct role., possibly tbrou&b the ledmical staffs of the public intaat oetWOIb, to fund

the establishment and operation of V-sAT-type bubs in remote zones with small

overall populations and more geosraphically dispersed communities. Of the 19, lhcre

are posstbly two in lalndor and ooe 00 the south coast of the islmcl Here, the

technical hubs could be operated by the public service Q~orb, with privatefpublic

secl:0(" partnerships being ammgcd roc malntel1aDce. 8n:lader usc of these hubs., to

include economic development activities and private-sectOl'" usage.. could be negotiated

between the government, lelecommunications providers, aDd the directOfJ of the public

imerest oetwor'ks in order to belp develop and focus any demand that. might exit in

!bose regions. At such time as a commercially viable alternative becomes available

privatisalion arrangemenu can be soughl This role of a market developer is not

W1known to the public-interest Dctworb; indeed, a cunent model is in place with NL

Net. which provides Internet services to a wide variety of clienu in a community W1til

sucb time as a commercial vendor establisbes itself.

s. In early 1996 lbe Newfoundland govemrnc:ol announced a scientific research and

expe:rimeutal development tax credit systtml' Iinkcd to the similar" federal credit

system (Govt. Nfld., 1996). II includes a tax credit fO(" the developmen1 of

infonnatiOll tedmologies. Perhaps this aedi1 cou.ld be utilised to help alleviate the up

front costs of planning these innovative approacbes.

S.l.J. nap6111e Ikt..,." ApptNda

It is known that the CRTC is exploring a price capping system such as that mentioned

in Section 4.2.2.2. If this type of regulation is implemented, and other efforts to

engender cooperation provincially fail, the Ncwfowtdland government mighl be able to

leverage the capping system with lax incentives or crediu to encouraa;e tbe telepbone

:lIBinJ: AzIActto AmmdlbclDromeTuAd. FdSesaoo."Jrd~As5aDb1y:..S EliDbdhU,I996.
Hooo.nible PMI Dieb • QC. Ministet of r.-c. Royal Assent J_ II, 1996.
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company to form partnership that will provide cost effective mechanisms to achieve

the desired levels of service in each zone.

5.3 CONa.USIONS

The thesis posed two questions for study: the tim related to the changes in the policy

community and the second related to pclUI"ble ahcmale policies which might be

considered for implementation in Newfoundland· a province with large rural regions.

With regard to the first. the data show that there bas been a dramatic increase in the

size and complexity of the telecommunications policy commwtity, both nationally and

in Newfoundland Significant entries during the period of the study were the judiciary,

the cable companies, and., possibly, new peak associations (ITAC and NATl).

Changes~ the conununity were demonstrated using various refincmcots: of the

policy networks described by the authors Adcinson and Coleman, Pross, and Lindquist.

With regard to the possibility of applying alternate policy approacbes in the

Newfoundland environment the .study revealed the following:

a) Newfoundland's telecommunications policy direction is heavily influenced, aDd

indeed some might say dictated, by the CRIC. While many may sec this as

positive, the CRIC is committed to competition as the driver for better and

more cost effective service. It docs however sec cooperation as a second

alternative if competition is not feasible.

b) There are few, if any, competitors (and indeed providers) of enhanced digitally

based services in rural and remote communities.

c) No telecommunications provider interviewed could produce individually based

business cases to provide (and, in some cases even maintain eristing) enhanced

SCTvices to thesc communities.

d) A telecommunications policy community is growing in the countty and in

Newfoundland which has some links to the economic development policy

community.
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e) Within the policy community in Newfoundland, there are rural and urban actors

from both the public and private sectors who are predisposed to coUaborabve

ventures even if such cooperation cannot be driven by the local community.

These facts indicate that there is an opporttmity for Newfoundland to explore policy

options based on collaboration and aggregation of demand to enhance the sustainability

and viability of its rural regions. The literature and other information discussed in this

work argue: that continued economic viabtlity will depend on. among other factors,

adequate access to the information highway. Where there is both need and opportunity

it might be timely that the Government of Newfoundland explore implementation of

policy options that complement national directions but also enhance provincial

possibilities 10 deploy modem telecommunications services to support alternate foons

of employment, education and health services in rural communities in the province.
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APPENDIX 1
TABLES



CRTC DEOSION

TABLEt
FEDEIlAL INrEJt.CONNEcr DEOSIONS

REsULT

19-11 QJCP can COUlplete in provision of intercoMedled private line voiceand data
COlI\ll\unntions ....d public drota llelecol1\lnunkations servir:es in Bell Openttirlg territory.

81-24 ExterldedOlCPinleJconnectionofDecision79--11toB.C. Tel operalingtenitnry.
Nov. 19181

80-13 Telephone subscribers in Bell operating territory can hook up their own terminal equipment
(telephone sets, PBX) to Bell's telephone netwod•.

81·19 Extend 80-13 to D.C Tel subscn1Jers

82·14 This decision set out the lenn5 Uld corul.itioll5 governing the attachment of subscribers
provided. tennina.I equipment to networks of a.lI federally regulated
te1ecommunicatioll5caniers.

84-10 Permits interconnection of reDuJar and COIlventionai public Uld private mobile radio
systems to the public; switdled telephone network.. However, only IIlObiJe to mobile calls or
ca1Is initiated. or tennina.ted on a lllObiJe tennina.I permitted on inter-exchange facilities
between mobile 5}'$tems.

85-19 Approved application by B.C. rail to compete with B.C Tel in the provision of
certain private line voice and data services.

Allowed. interconnection of. private local systems and public non-voice local systelI\S
to facilities of the federally regulated common carrier.;.

Denied QJCP application to compete with BeD Canada and B.C. Tel in the provision
of long distance telephone services (MT5, WATS)

Allowed resale and sharingofleJecommunications servkes (other than loog
distance public telephonesuviceaml prilnary voicead\angeservil;e)

86-18 CRTCdenied CN"CP's request to rescind the partof Decision85-19 that denies CN"CP's
applicatioll to provide long-distance public telephone service

"90-3 Allow inteTconnectioO of private line setVKes to facilities ofTelecom Company carriers in
Atlantk provinces.( See similar ruling for federally regulated comparties 85-19)

"92-12 "Unite.lDecis:ion." Introduction of competition in long distance.

"94-19 Alter framework for tariffson Iocalacc:ess. Unbundling of Ioca1 loops and long
distance.

.... 95 A) Re:orrunend. that education,. hea.J.th ami community ecpression be recognised u
new class of customer.
B) Recognise thatnualenvirorunents speciAl case incompetitivesystem.

So"rces; GI0Wrrn411 & Qlrttt', 1988, p. 9; CRTC: Tdaom Chdsion.l990, 1992 & 1994;
CompetitiOllIUut C"ltvre on QI""d/l's Inf0r'm4titm Highway, CRTC, May 19, 1995



TABLE 2

OWNERsHIP OF MAJOR CARR1ERs INTlIREE PERIODS

COMPANY 1!1?!!/?9 I,"¥"

A.G.T.· Pro,""", Pro,""",
BellCanada* Private Private

D.C. Tel· Private Private
Ed.Tel/Thunder Bay City City

Island Te!.· PrivatE Private
Manitoba· Province Province

Maritime Te! &:Te!· Private Private
NaTe!· Private Private
NTC" Private Private

TNT Fed/Priv. FedjPriv.
NWTo!' Fed/Priv. FedjPriv.
Sask-Tel· Province Provinee

CN/cp·Unitel... Publie/Priv. Public/CNR
CPR

45+SmaU Private Private
Independents

Telesat· Fed/Telecom Fed/Teleorn
Teleglobe Federal Fedenl

199!(?2

Telus IPrivate
Private
Private

City
Private

Province
Private
Private
Private

NA
Private

Province
Private (40% Roger)

Private

Private
Private

Publie- Publici
Private Partnerships

Sources: 1991/92 [ntl/en/Mmard (1992) p.l42: Babe 1990: 198ti1W6 p.30: CRTC
1985/86 Annual RqxJrt: 1979'80 CRTC Decisions find Policy Statnnents 5 crt p.189
196CRTCAnnual RqxJrt:1978/79 (Woodrow and Woodside 1986, p.127,
CommuniClltions Gmada 1987 p. 44 - 45)

• MEMIIEK Of STENroR JUu..tNCE
.. NOTOmCfA,L l0rNrl'ENTUR£ATnus TlME(I.£ lNl995)



TABLE 3

REGULATION OF MAIORCARR1ERS lNTHREE PERIODS

CO....ANY 19?!(?! 1""¥"6 Imm
A.G.T.· Alberta Alberta CRTC

Bell Canada· CRTC CRTC CRTe

S.c. Tel· CRTC CRTC CRTC

Ed.Tel/Thunder Bay City Oty Oty

Island Tel.· PEl PEl CRTC

Manitoba Tel System· Manitoba. Manitoba CRTC

MaritimeTel&Tel* NS NS CRTC

NBTel· NB NB CRTC

mc- NF NF CRTC

TNT CRTC CRTe NA

NWTel· CRTC CRTC CRTe

Sask-Tel" Sask Minister Sask Minister SaskMinister

CN/CP-Unitel CRTC CRTC CRTC

45+ Small Province Province Province
Telephone Companies

Telesat CRTC CRTC CRTC

Teleglobe Fed-Minister Fed Muuster Fed Minister

Total Provincial
&: City Regulators

8 Province
10ty

8 Province
1 City

2 Province
1 City

Sources: 1991/92 Intven/Mamml.l992. p.142; 1985/86 CRTC 1985/86 Annual
Report: 197$'80: CRTC Decisions and Policy Statements 5 en p 189/96, CRTC
Annual Report, 1978/79: Woodrow & Woodside, 1986, p.127



TABLE 4

CRTe RULINGS ON TELEsAT

DATE DECISION SUMMAllY

1979 Allowed cable and television stations to own their
own TVROs (Television Receive Only Terminals)

1981 Telesat permitted to sell partial channels. This meant
that a given company couId purchase only the time or
bandwidth it needed for broadcasting.

1984 Licensed broadcasters could resell excess capacity for
broadcasting. This meant a company could buy a full
channel at the better rate and resell unused portions
to recover costs.

1985 Resellers permitted to resell channel for any purpose
except voice.

1986 Under revised interconnect rules Telesat no longer
restricted to dealing with the common carriers and
broadcasters. Therefore even though Telesat was 50%
owned by Telecom Canada it was not reliant on the
Alliance.

StJuras; Baw, 1990, dulp. 18!'P. 222-228; Woodrow & Woodsith, 1986,!'P. 128-129



TABLE 5
PRfsENTERS TO CRTC flEARINcs By MAJOR CATEGORY

GROUPS DECISIONS
79-11 85-19 %-18 199!(95

CA1UUERS 10 16 16 9

TCI'S/Telcom/Stentor
CNCPUNITEL

• CNCP Su""dWy
Oth.,.
Telesat
TelegIobe
Cell Radio 1

(Cante1)

GOVERNMENTS 61

Federal 3
Provincial 11
Municipal 47

AssocIAnONS 24 27 33 236
Business. Chambers of Commerce 33. Other lnc. Rotery I •
CommuniCll.tions

CAB/Nat. &: Prav 1
Canadian Press 1
C.LP5 1
ITAC NA NA NA
CATA
ACTRA 1
Cable/TV 5
Oth.,. 26

Education I.
Social Action Interest Groups· 10 11 79
Union/Labour/Work 2 3 7
Arts/Historical 1 15
Health 15
Reseaoch 5
Other 12



GROUPS

TABLES (COHT'D)
PaEsENTDlS TO CRTC IfEAJuNcs BY MAlott. CAncoay

DECISIONS
85-19 8/;-18 1!!9f95

USER&'!NDIVIDUAL EcoNOMIC UNITS 26 4 13

Health (eg.Hosp/Foundation)
Public Libraries
Banks
Distance Education or Value Added
Networl<s
Pn=/PubU.hing/Print
Regional/Economic Devel. Group
CA/Internet/Info Highway
Arts/Heritage
Communications Companies

video
film
lVCable
Radio
Computer
Communications Co. Other

Companies General
Education (Sch's, Sch Srd's,
CoUeges/Universities)

Social Interest Group lndivual
Individuals
Other.;
Not Categnriud

9
1
12

2.
15

10

10
5
5

31

8

•
21
6
6
11
61
58

38
272
38
17

TOrAL 68 56 67 946
NA Not A""lialbk

For£xRmpkpDDtrty,~t,,~grmqt5wit1lMtionaVpnrobtc:Ull

jllriMidiotrs
frw ExafffJIu, Witriaal Crtltolic f.".ily Sntrias, cJuudfn, or St4ItJIs 01
WomftI',fO/fias



TABLE SA
PARTIaPANTS IN COMMISSION!¥SUPPOIlTING DATA By MAJOR CATEGORY

GROUPS

TCfS/Telcom/Stentor
CNCPUNITEL

* CNCP Subsidiary
Othe<s
Telesat
Teleglobe
Cell Radio

GOVERNMENfS

Feder.>!
• Provincial
• Municipal

AsSOCIATIONS

Bu.siness
• Chambers of Commerce
• Other Inc. Rotery

Communications
CAB
Canadian Press
c.I.p.s
ITAC
CATA
ACTRA
Cable/TV
Othe<s

Education
Social Action Interest Groups·
Union/Labour/Work
Arts/Historical
Health
R"",=h
Qth.,.

Clyne
(1979)

14

2
12

11

NA
1
1

Spicer
(1990)

No DETAILED
DATA ON

lNrEHVENEllS
AVAIlABLE

SEE TEXT
5EcnON 3.6.1

Information
Highway

Council (1995)

7



TABLE SA (CoNT'D)
PARTlOPANTS IN COMMISSIONS!SUPPOll11NG DATA BY MAJOR CATEGORY

GROUPS

US~IVIDUALEcONOMIC
UNITS

Hea1th(egHospjFoundation)
PublicUbraries
BanJo.
Distance Education or Value
Added Networks
!'re»/Pub&hing/Print
Regional/Economic Devel. Group
CA/Intemet/lnfo Highway
Arts/Heritage
Communications Companies

video
IiIm
TV Cable
Radio
Computer
Communications Co.
Othe<

Companies General
Education (Sch's, Sch Brd's,
CoUegesfUniversities)
Social Interest Group lndivual

Individuals
Othas
Not Cate'50rized

TOTAL

Clyne
(1979)

38

Spicer
(1990)

No DETAILED
DATA ON

!NTEJlVEmRS
AVAILABLE

5EETEXT

SecnoN3.6.1

Information
Highway

Council (1995)

48

66
NA Not A""licabh

for E:xRmpre f'OiJerly, erwirrmmmt. COftSrmurgrollpS with _timulVpnnIincisll
jllris4ictiems

U for Example, ImiwidlUJi Catholic Family Serf1ius, chllrches. or Status
o/Womm's Olfias



TABLE 6
NFLD PREsENTDlS TO ALL PUB IlEAluNcs

&;1~ CRTCHEAlUNG

GROUPS 19?9{80 1985t'86 199!(95

CA1UUERs

Avalon Tel/NTC Thru. Stentor
CNCP/TNT Thru Unite!
Labrador Tel.

GOVERNMENTS

Provinda.l/Dept
Municipal
Federation of Municipalities Consumer

Advocate
Federal

AssocIATIONS 15

Business
Chamber ofCommerce

• Other lnc1ude. Rotary
CommunicatioltS

OPS· ACTRA(NF)· NATI NA NA
Education
Social Action lnterest Groups·
Unions/Labour/Work
Arts/Historical
Health
R""'atth

""""



TABLE 6 (CONT'D)
NFLD PREsENTERS TO All PUB IlEAJuNcs

&: 1994f.J5 CRTe IlEAJuNc

GROUPS

US~lVIDUALECONOMIC UNITS

Health
Li_
DE/VANS
......./Publish/Print
Reg./Econ. Development Council
Arts/Heritage
Communications Co:s

• CableTV
• Computer
• Communication Co. General

Provincial Crown Corp.
Companies General
Education (SchoolfCoI/Univ/Sch Bds)
Sociallnterest Groups Individual
Individuals
Oth",

TarAL

1979/!1O

7

12

1985(86

8

10

199!r'95

2S

51

NA Not Applic#bk
• For Exampu poverty. DWironmmt, CtmSIImn groups with natiOfUlVprovincial

jurisdictions
•• ENl.ENL. NLCS (Now NlSL) and ERC
... for Eumpll:. Indillid.ud CIItholic fQmily Snvius, c""rchn, orStatus

ofWomm's Offices



TABLE 6A
NFLD PRFsENTERS TO PROVlNClAl COMMISSIONS AND IT ROUNDTABlES

GROUPS

Avalon Te1/NTC
• CNCP/TNT
• LabradorTel

GOVERNMENTS

Provincial/Dept
• Municipal/Dept
• Federal

AsSOCIATIONS

Business
• Chambers of Commerce
• Other Include. Rotary

CommuniCRnotlS
·CIPS
• ACIRA(NF)
·NATI
Education
Social Action Interest Group
Unions/Labour/Work
Arts/Historical
Hoalth
Resea<ch
Other

1~
IT RND Tables



TABU 6A (CONT'D)
NFLD PREsENTERS TO PROVINOALCOMMISSlONS AND IT ROUND TABLES

GROUPS

US~IVIDUALECONOMIC UNITS

Health
libraries
DE/VANS
""""/Pub/Print
Economic Regional DeveL Councils
Arts/Heritage
Communications Co.

• CableTV
• Computer
• Communications Co. General

Provincial Crown Corp.
Companies General
Education (Sch/Col/Univ/Sch. Brds)
Social Interest Groups Individual
Individuals
Oth",

TOTAL

199f('lS
IT RND Tables

34

45

~ No PnwincildA~14ryCommissions or RoundTables in this Ptriod
U ENt ENL. NLCS (IIOW) NlSL ami ERC



APPENDIX 2
GLOSSARY

AND
ABBREVIATIONS



ABE Adult Basic Education. Accredited upgrading for adults which gives

equivalency for junior high school and high school levels.

ATM Asynchronous TrulSfer Mode. High-speed switched circuits which will

fonn the technical basis of the " Information Super-highway". This

technology will allow high speed circuits to be used 00 an "as oecded"

basis in much the same way that ordinary telephone circuits or lines are

used at the moment.

O••dwfdtll The difference expressed in Hertz (cycles per second) between the

highest and lowest frequencies of a transmissioo channel or circuit - i.e.•

a measure of the volume of communications traffic that the circuit or

channel can carry.

BPS Bits per second An expression of the speed at which a piece of binary

infonnation is transmitted OD a circuit - e.g., 9600 bps.

CMEC Council of Ministers of Education of Canada.

CIPS Canadian lnfonnation Processing Society.

CANARIE Canadian Network. for the Advancement of Research in Industry and

Education. A noo-profit corporation mandated to encourage the

development of the information highway in Canada

Ca-Net The backbone of the Internet in Canada

DATAPAC A commm::ial service which allows data to be cransferred on ordinary

telephone lines.
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DfIT Department of Industry, Trade and Teclmology, Government of

Newfoundland and Labrador.

ECC European Communities' Commission.

EN! Enlerprise Newfoundland Incorporated.

Fibre

Optks Glass strands which allow the transmission of modulated light waves for

sending and receiving lelecommunications messages.

IHAC Information Highway Advisory Council.

lSON lntegrated Services Digital Nelwork. A set of standards for integrating

voice, data, and image communications. It allows these services 10 be

lransmitled simullaneOusly on IWO digila1 lelephone lines, with a IOta!

lransmission capacity of 128Kps. This type of service is quite common

in Europe and is becoming more so in North America.

IC Industry Canada

ITAC Information Technology Alliance of Canada.

KPS KiJobits per second • i.e., 1000 bps. A standard measure of data rates.

LAN Local Area Nelworks. A special linkage of computers (and sometimes

olber communications devices) into an intemaJ netWork for use by a

department or organisation.

NAn Newfoundland and Labrador Alliance of Technical Industries.
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NL-Net Newfoundland regional of Ca-Net.

OECD Organization for Economic Cooperation and J)evelopmeDi. An

international Organization of some 24 countries which cooperate in

areas of economic and sustainable development.

Router An electronic device which enables the selection of a correct circuit to

send a digital message along a circuit in order to reach its destination.

STEM-Nee Science.. Technology-Education and Math Network. An Internet type

network operating in all scbooLs in Newfoundland and Labrador.

TETRA Telemedicine and Educational Technology Resources Agency. An

agency wbich provided instructional design. production and networlc:

capacity (0 support distance education activities.

TNT Terra Nova TelepboDC Company.

TYRO Television Receive Only Terminal. A small earth station

(conununication station on the earth's surface used to coaununieate with

satellites) which can only~ messages from a sateUite for viewing;

they cannot sent messages to a satellite.

V-SAT yr:ry ,S.mall APcrtw'c Ierminal. A smaJl-diameter satellite terminal.

Usually used for reception only but caD be configured for low speed

transmission as well. Often used to support teaching networks either in

the public or private seetors.
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WAN Wide Area Network. A special data communication atraDgemetlt or

linkage of computers and other communications devices, similar in

concept and usc to a LAN (see above), in which the computers are

dispersed over a large geographic area - e.g., city or province.

Automatic banking machines, for instance., arc connected on a WAN.

WST Department of Works, Services and Transportation, Government of

Newfoundland and Labrador.

...
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